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About The Farm Income Enhancement and Forestry
Conservation (FIEFOC-II) programme
FIEFOC-II is a five- year programme implemented in 40 districts that form the five watershed
catchments i.e., Wadelai, Tochi, Ngege, Doho-II and Mubuku. The programme is designed
to directly benefit a population of 1,816,756 households, of which 386,544 households are
within these districts; and a further 300,000 households outside of irrigation command
areas with at least 20% female headed. The project has four components i.e., (a) agriculture
infrastructure, (b) integrated natural resources management (NRM), (c) agribusiness
development and (d) project management.
For the agribusiness component, the programme aims to increase business outlook of
the beneficiaries towards increasing household incomes. Specifically, the agribusiness
components will support alternative livelihood opportunities, business skills development
and facilitation of financial and market linkages. It is against this background that Ministry
of Water and Environment commissioned Kilimo Trust to undertake a detailed needs
assessment for agribusiness potential in the identified watersheds to guide implementation
of this component.
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Executive Summary

Key Findings
Most agribusiness MSMEs are informal, family run, characterised by weak financial
management systems which limits their ability to compete in the markets. Also, these
enterprises are dominated by the men. Their full potential is constrained by developmental
and operational challenges that include inadequate capital, weak internal management
processes, limited market access, complex regulatory and administrative environments a
well as poor agricultural infrastructure.

Rice Value Chain
The country’s annual milled rice consumption has been increasing at a rate of 5.79% and
was estimated at 230,000MT while production of milled rice was estimated at 160,000MT
(Milling ratio of 65%) giving a deficit of 70,000MT by 2017. The increase in rice demand
is largely attributed to population growth at 3.2% annual rate, increasing urbanization,
changing eating habits and preferences with rice considered a superior food.
Uganda’s export and re-exports in response to increasing demand from neighboring markets
such as DRC and South Sudan was estimated at 45,000 in 2016. Democratic Republic of
Congo (over 60%) and South Sudan (over 15%) are the largest export markets for milled rice
products from Uganda while Kampala is the hub of rice business from different production
districts; however, producing districts are also export hubs and the destination are the
neighbouring countries like South Sudan, DRC, Kenya and Rwanda.
Rice supply periods largely follow the harvest calendar. However, most large scale actors,
especially millers replenish their supply using imports during off seasons especially from
February to March. Rice is imported mainly from Tanzania, Pakistan, Thailand, India, Vietnam,
United Arab Emirates and United States of America.
Generally, the existing business linkages are informal. Strong horizontal linkages are
prominent among farmers through producer organizations.
Gross Margins Analysis along the watersheds reveal that farmers get higher margins per
MT compared to other VC actors. Rice grain production is currently profitable with farmers
obtaining US$ 162.5 per MT of paddy produced if not using hired land, and US$ 67.9 per
MT of paddy produced if the farmer uses hired land. However, despite the fact that seed
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multiplication is US$ 247 more expensive than rice grain production, it is more profitable
with margins being US$ 226 higher than grain production (by over 4 times). The difference
is mainly in the selling price per unit.
Medium scale millers earn margins of USD138 per MT while small scale millers make only
USD 56/MT. Retailers obtain margins (US$22.6) per MT handled while wholesalers make
a margin of US$33 per MT. However, considering the total amount of product handled, the
wholesalers’ total gross margins increase significantly compared to other actors. These
handle over 5MT per month and the capacity can go as high as 100MT.
Rice production activities of bush clearing, ploughing, tractor and ox plough operations,
paddling, fertilizer application, spraying of pesticides and herbicides and transport to the
market are mainly carried out by the men-both adult and youth. Weeding and winnowing
are female dominated activities; birds scaring is mainly a male youth (61%) activity; and
marketing is predominantly undertaken by the adult males (44%) followed by the male
youth (25%). On the other hand, transplanting, planting, harvesting and threshing cut across
all the gender groups.
The major cross cutting challenges across the five watersheds include: Limited access to
affordable financial products; limited access to production and post harvest handling labor
saving and quality enhancing technologies; Competition with cheaper Imports against the
locally produced rice; High gender disparity – favoring adult males; high post harvest losses
(estimated at 15%); low quality paddy supplied by producers; and inadequate technical and
business knowledge and skills to profitably run their enterprises. Besides, Wadelai and Tochi
watersheds, limited access to land suitable for rice production is a challenge. Also, except for
Mubuku, access to quality and affordable seed is a major constraint.
The main investment gaps that need to be addressed across all the five watersheds are:
a) investment in seed production systems; b) supply, safe use and handling of quality agro
inputs; c) mechanization at production and efficient postharvest technologies; d) access to
and utilization of available storage facilities; e) reliable and affordable power supply; and e)
efficient and accessible milling machines and services.
Across the five watersheds, the youth and women can tap into several opportunities
including: a) community seed multiplication; b) sale of quality agro-inputs; c) growing of
upland rice varieties; d) provision of land preparation services using power tillers; e) planting
services using seeders; f) weeding services using conical weeders; g) spraying services
using electronic spray pumps; h) harvesting services using reapers; i) threshing services
using motorised threshers; j) paddy cleaning services using motorised winnowers; k) paddy
drying services using mobile collapsible driers; l) paddy bulking/ aggregation services; m)
production of animal feeds using rice bran; n) rice mill operators; 0) production of briquettes
from rice husks; and p) sale of rice products e.g. milled rice.
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However, to enhance efficiency and performance along the value chain and to enable youth
and women benefit from the above opportunities, there is need for the following interventions:
Government and development partners to:
ÎÎ Empower field extension workers with skills, tools and training modules that
address gender-based constraints to enhance inclusion of women and youth.
ÎÎ Build the capacity of farmers in rice production and post-harvest management;
business skills; record keeping; as well as financial literacy and management of
agricultural finance; and trainings on farmers’ institution organization, governance
and leadership.
ÎÎ Disseminate information on quality standards and grading systems of rice grain
and in ways which address the time, mobility and literacy constraints facing
women farmers.
ÎÎ Encourage the private sector to invest in modernized and efficient drying,
processing and storage technologies through policy measures that motivate and
incentivize investors to invest in these areas.
ÎÎ Work with the private sector to promote innovative labor-saving production and
post-harvest management including drying and processing technologies across the
respective value chain nodes while targeting the women and youth involvement.
ÎÎ Enhance access and usage of quality agro chemicals by small holder farmers.

Bee Products Value Chain
A number of bee products are produced in Uganda. However, concentration is mainly on
the production of honey, followed by beeswax then propolis and least is venom. Although
honey is the main bee product, it fetches the least market price i.e., farm gate price in UGX/
Kg ranging between 5,000-7,000 for combo honey; and 8,000 - 20,000 for processed
honey, while the respective prices for bee wax, propolis and venom in UGX are 25,000/Kg,
40,000/Kg and 50,000/g.
Honey production is steadily growing with an estimated annual production of 24,000
tons. This is produced by about 1,200,000 active beekeepers and over 700,000 colonized
beehives countrywide. However, this production is still less than 1% of the country’s honey
production potential of 500,000 tons per year.
The supply gap between honey production and consumption is largely attributed to low
domestic honey production volumes and bridged by imports. Natural honey is the major bee
product imported into Uganda (65% per annum). The United Arab Emirates and Tanzania
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are the major suppliers of natural honey to Uganda, accounting for 83% of the honey imports
followed by Kenya (8%). On the other hand, Rwanda (49%) and South Sudan (26%) are
the largest export markets for natural honey from Uganda. Kampala is the major hub where
all the honey from the five watersheds and from other countries is traded. There is some
considerable cross border trade involving both informal imports and exports. E.g. Imports
from DRC to Nebbi and Arua in the West Nile region.
Gross margins analysis revealed that farmers get margin of USD 0.9/Kg, while processors
get USD 0.5/Kg. The major three cost drivers contributing 80% to the total variable costs at
processing level in descending order are cost of crude honey, nylon cloth sieve and airtight
bucket.
Generally, the honey enterprise activities are male dominated in both roles and decision
making across the five watersheds Male dominance is partly attributed to the nature of the
activity and the cultural norms.
There are several challenges under the bee products value chain. The major ones across
the watersheds are: Limited access to affordable financial products; Inadequate knowledge
and skills at various nodes of the value chain such as apiary management; Developing of
colonies; Value addition to bee products, processing venom and royal jelly; low quality and
quantity supplied; Inadequate skills of integrating bee keeping and crop production; and
gender disparity characterised by male dominance.
The main investment gaps that need to be addressed in Wadelai, Tochi, Ngenge (Kweeen,
Amudati and Nakapiripirit) and Mubuku were found to be generally the same i.e., a) access
to production inputs particularly standardized improved hives, colonies and field gears;
b) access to processing equipment; and c) diversification, value addition, packaging and
branding.
Several opportunities were identified to benefit youth and women under the bee products
value chain in the five watersheds. These include: a) production and sale of inputs i.e.,
improved hives and colonies by youth, and field gears by the women; b) providing harvesting
services by the youth i.e. harvesting of honey, bee wax and venom; c) bulking and processing
services by the youth and the women; d) value addition to form secondary products like shoe
polish, syrup, propolis, etc.
However, for youth and women to fully benefit from these opportunities, Government and
development partners should support the following areas:
ÎÎ Empower field extension workers with skills, tools and training modules that
address gender-based constraints to enhance inclusion of women and youth
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ÎÎ Improve the existing training manuals and build farmers capacity in: a) production
of different bee products, b) business skills, c) linkages to other actors, equipment
suppliers and financial institutions, and d) record keeping making farmers
appreciate the profitability of the enterprise and increase the adoption rate.
ÎÎ Local artisans to make standardized improved hives and bee protective gears
through capacity building and establishing linkages with other actors as well as the
appropriate support institutions
ÎÎ Farmers to form savings and credit cooperatives (SACCOs) from which they can
access low interest loans to improve their enterprises.
ÎÎ Processors and packers of honey to improve their branding and packaging to
improve competitiveness on both domestic and international markets
ÎÎ NARO, MAAIF and MoWE together with other research partners to conduct
research to support a synergistic integration of bee keeping with crop production
that embeds pests management in both sectors without endangering bees.
ÎÎ Interest the private sector to import (in the short term) materials that are
competitive, and in the long term invest in a packaging technology that is more
acceptable worldwide.

Aquaculture Vale Chain
The country is endowered with suitable agro ecologies for aquaculture. The national
production has been on rise from 95,000 tonnes in 2010 to over 111,000 tonnes in 2016.
This production is majorly dominated by three species of fish namely: North African catfish
(Clarias gariepinus), Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) and carp (Cyprinus carpio). However,
the Nile Tilapia and African Catfish are the major species produced in the five watersheds.
The recommended annual per capita fish consumption is 25 Kg/year but data indicates that
production meets only 10% of the gap. To supplement domestic production, fish products
are imported, with Tanzania being the biggest exporter of dried, salted and smoked fish
to Uganda at 88%, followed by Kenya at 6%. The most imported fish product is dried fish
although fillet consistently registers the highest revenue. On the other hands, Rwanda and
Kenya are the major destinations of live and chilled fish from Uganda. Belgium (26%) and
Netherlands (19%) are the major importers of fish fillets from Uganda. Others importers of
fish products from Uganda include: Ethiopia, Greece, Denmark and China.
Across the five watersheds, farmed fish is mainly sold fresh as processing is significantly
under-developed for aquaculture. Nevertheless, some local processing i.e. drying, salting and
smoking are conducted but on a small scale. The aquaculture value chain in the watersheds
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is disjointed and ineffective; commonly characterized with inadequate technologies, weak
linkages, limited value addition, and dependency on donations at key value chain nodes
especially for seed, feeds and table fish. The hatchery operators obtain fish from natural water
bodies and raise them in ponds and or tanks at own farms which they use as broodstock to
produce the seed; although, a few access the fry from government (NaFRRI/ZARDIs) that
they use to produce fingerlings.
Producers of Nile Tilapia register higher gross margins (USD 0.87/Kg) than those for Catfish
i.e., USD 0.56/Kg) with a stocking rate of 2Kg/m3. However, the existing small scale fish
processors in the watersheds reported to get higher GMs on salted fish (USD 1.62/Kg)
compared to fresh fish (USD 0.68/Kg) and smoked fish (USD 1.1/Kg).
The value chain is disjointed and ineffective; characterized with low production and limited
value addition mainly due to: limited access to quality seed and feeds; limited availability of
equipment for value addition; and ineffective business linkages including inadequate access
to financial services across all the five watersheds.
In all the watersheds, these challenges present investment opportunities for both the women
and youth i.e. a) value addition to produce products like fried, dried, smoked, and salted
fish; b) processing fresh fish into products like sausages and powder; c) oil extraction from
fresh fish; d) supply of farm inputs especially seed and feeds; e) supply of raw materials like
cotton seeds and soybean to fish feed processing factories; and f) providing bulking and cold
storage service points for fresh fish. In addition, for watersheds with natural waterbodies i.e.,
Mubuku, Doho, Tochi and Wadelai, production of baits for capturing fish particularly Nile
Perch is a viable enterprise. Besides, both cage and pond fish farming can be promoted in
these areas as is the case in Pakwach district under Wadelai watershed.
However, to exploit these opportunities in all the watersheds, there is need for government
and development partners to:
a. Empower field extension workers with skills, tools and training modules that address
gender-based constraints followed by training of women and youth along the value
chain. The technical capacity of the extension officers and the women and youth
actors should be enhanced in:
ÎÎ Farmed fish production technologies and management with emphasis on fish
pond management; feeding techniques; and value addition including salting,
smoking and processing of other products like sausages, powder and oil
extraction.
ÎÎ Business management skills, financial literacy and record keeping.
b. Support access to financial and market information. This includes building strong
farmer associations to: enhance increased access to affordable agricultural financing;
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increase the bargaining power of fish producers; increase access to reliable input and
output markets; enable consistence and stability in product supply to markets; and
collective marketing to benefit from the economies of scale.
c. Certify all the fingerling and feed suppliers in the watersheds; and operationalize the
regional fry centers in Mbale, and Gulu to enhance farmers access to quality seed
and feeds.
d. Classify the aquaculture ecosystems with respect to their environmental capacity to
sustain certain species and volumes of fish; and promote product identity.
e. Improve infrastructure particularly electricity to facilitate fish production
(hatcheries) and processing.
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1.1. Background and Rationale
¬¬ The agricultural sector remains a backbone of Uganda’s economy, employing about 72%
of the total labor force (MAAIF, 2016); 80% of this labor force is contributed by the
women. However, the sector’s average annual growth rate over the last 5 years (20132017) was only 2.2 % (Sector budget framework paper, 2017/18). Besides, the GDP for
this sector has been declining at a rate of 0.6% in the last 5 years. For instance, while
its contribution was about US$6.1 billion in 2012, this reduced to US$ US$ 5.8 billion by
2016 (World Bank, 2017). Moreover, the sector’s contribution has been consistently low
compared to the non-agricultural sectors (industry, manufacturing and services).
¬¬ Despite the decline in performance of the sector, Uganda strives to achieve middle income
status by 2020 with a per capita income of US$ 1,033. This is to be realized through
strengthening country’s competitiveness for sustainable wealth creation, employment
and inclusive growth as highlighted in the National Development Plan (NDP II). NDP
II sets the following key objectives to attain the above goal: (i) increase sustainable
production, productivity and value addition in key growth opportunities; (ii) increasing
stock and quality of strategic infrastructure to accelerate the country’s competitiveness;
(iii) enhancing human capital development; and (iv) strengthening mechanisms for
quality, effective and efficient service delivery.
¬¬ To achieve NDP II objectives, there is a need to address notable challenges facing the
agricultural sector. These include; low productivity due to low input use, low adoption
of good agronomic practices and poor agricultural infrastructure (especially irrigation);
limited access to reliable and profitable markets; high post-harvest losses; limited access
to affordable/simple production and postharvest handling technologies; climate change;
limited value chain financing; weak value chains; low business orientation of value chain
(VC) actors; and poor regulatory framework and weak enforcement.
¬¬ The Farm Income Enhancement and Forestry Conservation (FIEFOC-II) programme has
been identified as a flagship project contributing to NDP II objectives and addressing
sectoral challenges. The project focuses on consolidation and expansion of notable
achievements of the FIEFOC-I phase which was completed in December 2012. The first
phase rehabilitated 3 key irrigation schemes (Mubuku, Doho and Agoro) that enabled
full scale irrigation of 2328 ha, in addition to increased forest cover by 31,000 ha.
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1.2. Program Description
¬¬ FIEFOC-II is a five- year programme implemented in 40 districts that form the five
watershed catchments i.e., Wadelai, Tochi, Ngege, Doho-II and Mubuku. These
watersheds host five identified irrigation schemes in the districts of Nebbi, Oyam,
Kween, Butaleja, and Kasese, respectively. The programme is designed to directly benefit
a population of 1,816,756 households, of which 386,544 households are within these
districts; and a further 300,000 households outside of irrigation command areas of which
at least 20% are female headed. The overall goal of the FIEFOC-II Project is to contribute
to poverty reduction and economic growth in Uganda through enhanced productivity
and commercialization of agriculture. This will be achieved through improved household
incomes, food security, and climate resilience through sustainable natural resources
management and agricultural enterprise development. FIEFOC II has two outcomes i.e.
(a) Improved incomes for farmers and rural entrepreneurs, and (b) Improved integrated
natural resources management practices.
¬¬ The project has four components i.e., (a) Agriculture Infrastructure, (b) Integrated
Natural Resources Management (INRM), (c) Agribusiness Development and (d) Project
Management (FIEFOC II Appraisal Report, 2015).
¬¬ Under agriculture infrastructure, the project will support Irrigation infrastructure
development, construction of access roads, as well as establish meteorological stations
and farmer based institutions for irrigation schemes. The NRM component will support
three interventions i.e., Integrated soil and water conservation in irrigation scheme
catchment areas; Sustainable Forest Management (forest regeneration, agro forestry);
and Capacity Building (gender responsiveness, awareness on integrated NRM, and
productive use of natural resources. For the agribusiness component, the programme
aims to increase business outlook of the beneficiaries towards increasing household
incomes. Specifically, the agribusiness components will support alternative livelihood
opportunities, business skills development and facilitation of financial and market
linkages.
¬¬ In addition, the agribusiness component has a youth development program (Empowering
Novel Agribusiness Led Employment for Youth in Uganda’s Agriculture) that will be
piloted to support youth-led entrepreneurs in agricultural sector and promote start-up and
growth of youth-led agro-enterprises. It is against this background that Ministry of Water
and Environment commissioned Kilimo Trust to undertake a detailed needs assessment
for agribusiness potential in the identified watersheds to guide implementation of this
component.
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1.3. Objectives and Scope of the study
¬¬ This agribusiness potential assessment study seeks to explore the following key
objectives;
a. To document the current status of apiculture, rice and aquaculture value chain
investments in the targeted watershed regions.
b. To identify challenges limiting the development of the different value chains and
hinder youth from engaging in these value chains or need to be addressed to attract
youth agribusiness participation.
c. To identify and classify investment potential/opportunities that can be tapped into
by youth and women but limited by current training and investment gaps.
d. To identify and recommend different areas (agribusinesses) within rice, apiculture,
aquaculture and other identified potential value chains that need urgent investments
that promote youth and women inclusiveness.
e. To identify and recommend different kinds of innovative investment approaches
(business models) that are needed to create youth and women employment
opportunities in rice, aquaculture and apiculture value chains.
¬¬ In the context of this study, needs assessment refers to a systematic process for
establishing and addressing the needs, or “gaps” between current conditions and desired
conditions or “wants” for an individual, community or organization (Kizlik, 2010). On
the other hand, agribusiness refers to micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs)
involved in input supply or in downstream transformation of agricultural commodities
(at each node of the identified value chains). It includes smallholder farmers and other
MSMEs (input suppliers, agro-processors, wholesalers, exporters and retailers) involved
in value addition and trading while ensuring that they are market oriented (World Bank,
2013; UNIDO, 2012). The categorization of the MSMEs have been defined and are
presented in Annex 1
¬¬ The agribusiness needs assessment was undertaken from 15 of the 40 districts covered
by the FIEFOC-II project within the five watersheds i.e. R. Wadelai catchment, R. Tochi
catchment, R. Ngege catchment, R. Manafwa catchment and R. Mubuku catchment. The
assessment focused on apiculture, rice, aquaculture, and other identified value chains
with potential to generate more income for rural households and provide employment
opportunities for youth and women.

4
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1.4. Evaluation matrix of the study outputs
The study set out to achieve the following outputs:
Objective under this consultancy
1. To document the status of apiculture, rice &
aquaculture value chain investments within
the identified irrigation catchment districts.

Outputs to be delivered
• The current status of rice, apiculture,
aquaculture and other identified potential
agricultural enterprise value chains in target
districts.
• PESTEL and SWOT analysis of targeted
VCs
• Most Attractive Agribusinesses for Youth
and Women

2. Identify challenges along the entire rice,
apiculture, aquaculture and other identified
potential agricultural enterprises’ value chains
that need to be addressed to attract youth
agribusiness participation in the irrigation
catchment districts

• Challenges limiting the development of the
different value chains and hindering youth
and women from engaging in these value
chains

3. To identify and classify investment potential/
opportunities that can be taped in youth and
women

• Potential investment opportunities for
youth and women but limited by current
training and investment gaps

4. Identify and recommend different areas
within rice, apiculture, aquaculture and other
identified potential agricultural enterprise
value chains that need urgent investments
that promote youth inclusiveness.

• Areas within rice, apiculture, aquaculture
and other identified potential agricultural
enterprise value chains that need
urgent investments to promote youth
inclusiveness recommended.
• Agribusiness training needs along the
enterprise VCs required for enhancement
of youth & women employment in the
study watersheds.

5. Identify and recommend different kinds
of innovative investment approaches that
are needed to create youth employment
opportunities in rice, aquaculture, apiculture
and other potential enterprise value chains.

• Sustainable innovative investment
approaches (business models) needed
to create youth and women employment
opportunities.
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2.1. Study Area
¬¬ The assessment was conducted in the five watersheds i.e. Wadelai, Tochi, Ngenge, Doho
and Mubuku II irrigation schemes where FIEFOC-II programme is implemented. For this
study, from the 40 districts forming the five watersheds (Annex 2), 15 districts were
selected as presented in Table 1. The selection criteria for the districts was based on two
aspects i.e., hosting irrigation scheme; and being a leading producer of rice, honey or
farmed fish.
¬¬ First, in each watershed, the district hosting the irrigation scheme i.e., Nebbi, Oyam,
Kween, Butaleja, and Kasese were purposively selected. The second set of districts
selected comprised those which are the leading producers of rice, honey, and farmed
fish in each watershed. This is because the districts with irrigation schemes are not
necessarily the leading producers of each of these commodities and yet they have a
significant influence on performance of the VC in the watershed. Table 1 below shows
the districts visited. Other districts within the study watersheds that are producers of
rice, honey and pond fish are listed in Annex 3.
Table 1: Districts visited during the study
Watershed

Districts selected
Host irrigation
scheme

Leading producer
Rice

Honey

Fish

Wadelai

Pakwach

Nebbi

Zombo

Arua

Tochi

Oyam

Alebtong

Lira

Oyam

Ngenge

Kween

Bukedea

Nakapiripit

Sironko

Doho

Butaleja

Butaleja

Tororo

Butaleja

Mubuku II

Kasese

Kasese

Kabarole

Kasese

8
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2.2. Description of the methodology
¬¬ The methodology employed flowed in two phases as illustrated in figure 1
Figure 1: Study Approach

Identify the gaps

Secondary
data review

1st Phase

2nd Phase
Fill gaps
identified in
secondary data
review

Primary data
collection

Data analysis
and report
writing

Raw Data
Interim Report
Final Report

Primary data was collected by a team of 30 trained enumerators supervised by 6 senior
Kilimo Trust staff. The filled questionnaires and transcribed data from respondents were
cross checked by the supervisors for quality checks before further analysis.
The study was conducted in two phases:

a. First phase - involved review of secondary literature to identify gaps and promising
value chains; triangulate and strengthen the findings from primary data collection.
b. Second phase – involved collection of primary qualitative and quantitative data from
key respondents using semi structured questionnaires, interview guides, expert
opinion checklist, direct observation checklist, and photography checklist.
c. The respondents interviewed included farmer groups, private sector companies
such as input suppliers, agro-processors, traders, exporters and retailers; and
support institutions such as financial institutions, technology providers, government
ministries, departments and agencies, NGOs, commodity umbrella organizations,
and existing irrigation scheme management.
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2.3. Sampling and sample size
¬¬ The design and sampling method varied according to the VC under consideration. Multistage sampling, using purposive and random-stratified techniques, were applied to
identify and select the respondents
¬¬ For each watershed, two districts and three sub counties were purposively sampled on
the basis of presence of an irrigation scheme and production levels. For each district
hosting the irrigation scheme, two sub counties were selected i.e. the one hosting the
scheme; and the leading rice, honey or pond fish producer in that district. For districts
with no irrigation scheme but leading in production of rice, honey and pond fish, the
leading producing sub county in that district was selected. However, for Butaleja and
Kasese where the district is both a host of the scheme and the leading producer in that
watershed, all the FGs were selected in the same district.
¬¬ For every sub county selected, individuals from farm organizations (FOs) involved in
rice (both lowland and upland), honey and farmed fish production were identified by the
relevant district technical staff. Thereafter, respondents were purposively selected taking
into consideration producers and none producers as well as the different gender groups
i.e. youth, women and men.
¬¬ For rice and apiary VCs, farmer interviews were conducted using Focus Group Discussions
(FGDs), while for aquaculture, respondents comprised purposively selected Individual
Lead Farmers. This is because fish farmers are generally few, scattered and rarely in
groups throughout the watersheds under study. The detailed sampling procedure is
presented in Annex 4
¬¬ In total, the study interviewed 249 respondents categorized as:
ÎÎ 69 Focus group discussions for rice and honey producers
ÎÎ 29 individual interviews for pond fish producers
ÎÎ 100 Key informant interviews for processors, traders, input suppliers, financial
institutions and technology providers
ÎÎ 51 Key informant interviews with value chain enablers/ experts e.g NARO, NAFRRI,
TUNADO, WAFICOS, MAAIF, District local government officials , Ministry
of Water officials, Ministry of Trade, UNBS, Uganda Export Promotion Board,
Irrigation Managers and development partners

10
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2.4. Data Analysis and Reporting
¬¬ Primary data collected was analysed based on data type i.e. qualitative and quantitative
data. For qualitative data, it was transcribed, initially cleaned entered into MS excel
template 2016, and further cleaned for any outliers and entry errors. The data was then
coded to convert it to quantitative data to generate tables and graphs of frequencies,
means and percentages of key findings. The quantitative data was cleaned and entered
in an MS excel template to produce tables, charts and graphs of key findings under
investigation.
¬¬ Profitability and value capture at different note of the value chains was analysed using
gross margin template. The template captured all the variable costs in addition to total
revenues for the different value chains. In order to prioritize other potential value chains
in the five watersheds, pairwise ranking was employed in a participatory manner with
members of the communities. The assessment team also employed gender sensitive
mapping tool and task matrix to understand the labour divisions and gender based
constraints that affect the performance of the entire value chains.
¬¬ Lastly, SWOT and PESTLE analyses of the target value chains were conducted. Factors
that influence the internal and external environments of the three value chains were
examined. The aim was to determine the factors that make the value chain competitive,
so as to capitalize on them but also identify those that may weaken or threaten the value
chain so that their effects could be mitigated.
¬¬ The primary data findings were triangulated with secondary data that was obtained from
published articles, journals, reports and field observations by the research team.
¬¬ The trends and relationships observed from the generated charts, tables and graphs
were complied were compiled into an interim report that was shared with the client for
review and feedback. The initial comments were incorporated and a second draft report
validated by stakeholders. The stakeholder comments were incorporated to produce the
final report
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2.5. Limitations of the Study
¬¬ The time and timing were inadequate given the depth and breadth of the assignment. This
was mitigated by use of secondary data, expert opinion and Kilimo Trust’s experience in
implementing related projects.
¬¬ There is limited updated and reliable statistics on the production of rice, honey and fish
at both national and district levels. For instance, for fish, most of the aquaculture data
(which is also scanty) is on pond fish farming. In this context, the team relied mainly
on primary data from individual lead farmers and experts’ opinion as the main source
of information. The data collected was triangulated with key informants and other
stakeholders.
¬¬ Corresponding to the very short time frame and resources of the study, the study
represents a single point in time, rather than real time longitudinal change data. This
limitation was accommodated through participants’ reflection of change over time in
relation to the study period coupled with secondary data.

12
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3.1. Overview of agribusinesses in Uganda
¬¬ Although Agriculture sector contributed about 26% to the country’s GDP in 2015/16,
the government’s budget allocation to the agricultural sector in the 2018/19 budget was
UGX 831.7 billion against the total country’s budget of UGX 32 Trillion (2.6%). However,
the annual growth of agricultural sector budgetary allocation for the period 2017/18 and
2018/19 grew by 0.4%. The sector is largely private sector led, with the government
mainly left with expenditure in research, input distribution, seed multiplication and
certification, extension services, disease control, and establishment/ rehabilitation of
public use infrastructures such as irrigation schemes and valley dams (CSBAG, 2017).
¬¬ Micro, Small and Medium scale Enterprises (MSMEs) play an ever increasing role in
creating income and employment for the poor. Agribusiness MSMEs are even more
critical in Uganda’s food staples sub-sector because they serve a very critical role of
aggregating, handling, primary processing, storing and trading (Kilimo Trust, 2014).
¬¬ However, most agribusiness MSMEs just other SMES in other sectors are informal,
family run, only registered when they need to obtain external financing, weak financial
management systems, and inadequately supported which limits their ability to
compete in global, regional and domestic markets. Their full potential is constrained by
developmental and operational challenges that include inadequate capital, weak internal
management processes, limited market access, complex regulatory and administrative
environments a well as poor agricultural infrastructure. This situation is aggravated
further by inadequate and inaccurate information to agricultural MSMEs on market
opportunities. More seriously, non-farming MSMEs involved in the food staples value
chains, are often: i) ignored by agricultural and rural development programs; ii) not given
support by the extension service, and iii) left out of services such as training, market
information, stable logistics and access to new technologies and innovations (Kilimo
Trust, 2014).
¬¬ Therefore, there must be investment on the agribusiness MSMEs outside the farm, as
they are also as inadequately resourced as the smallholder farmers and equally in need of
business development services such as finance, extension, technologies/ mechanization
and business skills to enhance their efficiency and competitiveness. Without doing this,
the value chain linkages will remain weak since they provide the market “pull”. At the
moment, there is limited attention/inadequate crowding-in of key business operators,
service providers, and other actors including value chain enablers to ensure development
of sufficient structured trading systems that expand the scope and depth of national,
regional and global markets available to the smallholder farmers (Kilimo Trust, 2014).
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3.2. Objective 1: Status of the rice value chain 		
investments
3.2.1. Rice supply in Uganda and the targeted watershed
3.2.1.1. National Rice Production
Figure 2: Paddy rice production in Uganda

150
100
50
-

Source: USDA (2018) & FAOSTAT (2018)

Table 2: Estimated area under rice production in Uganda

18

Area

Hectares (Ha)

Rainfed-upland

100,000

Rainfed lowland

125,000

Irrigated

15,000

Total Production area

240,000
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247

237

237

214

212

233

206
178

162

154

153

200

121

Quantity ('000MT)

250

218

300

¬¬ Rice is grown by approximately 96,000 smallholder farmers in Uganda with an average
acreage of less than 2 ha (MAAIF, 2016).
¬¬ The major rice growing areas include: Pallisa, Budaka, Butaleja, Tororo, Bugiri, Iganga
in the Eastern region and Gulu, Lira, Amuru, Nwoya and Kitgum in Northern Uganda
(UBOS, 2015).
¬¬ Generally, over the last decade, rice production has been increasing annually at 7.33% rate
(Figure 2). The increase is largely attributed to initiatives by government, development
agencies and increase in acreage of rice production for both upland (especially NERICAs)
and lowland (SUPAs & Ks) rice varieties.
¬¬ Land allocated to rice production increased from 86,000 Ha in 2009 to 95,277 Ha in
2015 (UBOS, 2016) mainly driven by introduction and popularization of upland rice.
59% of area under rice is under lowland rain-fed conditions, 36% is upland rain-fed rice
and 5% is irrigated rice. Average smallholder land size in acres for rice production ranges
from 1-2 in Mubuku, 1.0 in Doho, 1-2 in Ngenge, 2-3 in Tochi and 1-2 in Wadelai (Kilimo
Trust, 2018).
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National Rice Productivity
Figure 3: Productivity of Uganda Vs major global and regional producers for paddy
rice
8

Annual average yield (MT/Ha)
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Source: FAO (2018)

¬¬ In the period 2004-2008, average yields of paddy rice were 1.4MT/Ha increasing at
2.2% per annum. This has increased the general annual average yield to about 2.5MT/
Ha. However, the average yields of paddy rice attained by smallholder rice farmers in the
5 watersheds are greater than the national average i.e. 4.3MT/Ha in Doho; 4.3MT/Ha in
Ngenge; 4.1MT/Ha in Mubuku; 3.3MT/Ha in Wadelai; and 3.0MT/Ha in Tochi.
¬¬ Despite this improvement, when compared to other major producers (Figure 3), rice
yields in Uganda are quite low. The relatively low rice yields in Uganda are partly
attributed to poor agronomic practices and low usage of agro-inputs such as improved
seed, fertilizers and herbicides (Kilimo Trust, 2017; Barungi and Odokonyero, 2016;
MAAIF, 2010).
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3.2.1.2. Rice production and productivity in the watersheds
Variety

Potential yield

Actual

%yield gap

Actual

%yield gap

Actual

%yield gap

Actual

%yield gap

Actual

%yield gap

Table 3: Common rice varieties grown and Yield/ha of paddy in the watersheds
Mubuku

Doho

Ngenge

Tochi

Wadelai

Reason for growing

Supa

4.6

--

--

3.7

19.5

4.2

8.7

3.6

21.4

3.0

35.6

K series

6.5

4.5

30.8

4.9

24.0

3.7

43.0

2.5

62.0

--

--

Swells on cooking, short
maturity period, uniform
maturity,, high demand.

WITA 9

6.8

--

--

4.4

34.6

4.9

27.4

--

--

--

--

High yield, high milling
recovery, resistant to diseases

NERICA 4

4.6

4.2

8.0

--

--

--

--

2.7

41.5

3.6

21.5

High yielding, drought tolerant,
seed readily available, early
maturing; and resistant to
pests & diseases

NERICA 1

4.7

3.7

20.9

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

High yielding, drought tolerant,
seed readily available, early
maturing and resistant to pests
& diseases

NamChe 1

4.9

3.7

25.1

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Diseases tolerant varieties,
good quality of grain after
milling and early maturing

NamChe 3

5.9

4.2

29.0

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Diseases tolerant varieties,
good quality of grain after
milling and early maturing

Aromatic, ready market and
high price

Source for potential yields: NaCRRI field report

¬¬ The common upland varieties grown are NERICA and Namche series. For the lowland
varieties, Supa, and K-Series popularly called Kaiso are common while WITA 9 was only
reported in Doho and Ngenge. The reasons for production of each variety are stated in
Table 3.
¬¬ The yield gap between the potential and the actual farmers’ harvests for the major
varieties grown vary with respect to variety and watershed. However the highest yield gap
(62.0%) is with K-series in Tochi, while the least (8.0%) was NERICA 4 under Mubuku
followed by Supa in Ngenge at 8.7%. The generally small yield gaps in the Mubuku
watershed may be partly due to FICA seeds that is promoting seed production creating
awareness among the farmers on use of GAPs like use of improved inputs especially
quality seed and fertilizers, using seed production as entry point. While in Ngenge, the
overall yields are high due to nutrients resulting from soil erosion that washes the top soil
from the mountain tops down the valleys where lowland rice is grown.
FIEFOC-2 Project Report, 2018
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Dec

Nov

Oct

Sep

Aug

Jul

Jun

May

NERICA 4

Apr

Mubuku

Mar

Varieties

Feb

Watershed

Jan

Paddy supply periods from the watersheds
Reason for main supply/
harvest season
Sufficient and reliable rains

Namche
(1,2 & 3)

Doho

K-series
(Kaiso)

Rains not much to cause
flooding in the lowland; Birds
tend to migrate to other areas
(thus minimal damage to rice
crop in the field)

Supa

Reliable and adequate rains
during crop growth of Mar
–Aug.

K-series
(Kaiso)

Rice production is mainly 2
seasons in Doho i.e. the major
harvesting time is Jun – Jul and
Oct - Nov; and a minor one
in Apr - May for the scheme
farmers and Aug – Sept for the
non-scheme farmers.

WITA 9

Ngenge

WITA 9

Reliable and adequate rains
between Aug and Dec

K-series
(Kaiso)
Supa
Tochi

NERICA 4

Reliable rains & birds have
migrated to L. Kyoga (thus
minimal damage to rice crop in
the field)

K-Series
Supa
Wadelai

NERICA 4

Adequate and reliable rains.
Although mainly one rice
production season (July –
October)

Supa
Key

Major supply
month

Low supply Month

¬¬ Supply periods largely follow the harvest calendar. However, most large scale actors,
especially millers replenish their supply using imports during off seasons.
¬¬ There is a general supply gap or window with very low supply between February and
May corresponding to off seasons.
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3.2.1.3. Input distribution systems in the watersheds
Figure 4: Input Distribution systems in the water sheds
Seed

Agrochemical

Equipment

Researchers
e.g NARO

Researchers/
Manufacturers &
Importers

Researchers,
Manufacturers &
Importers

Seed
Companies

Agro-input
dealers
Farmer
Groups

Seed farmers &
LSBs
Wholesalers/
Distributors

Wholesalers/
Distributors

Community
organizations
& NGOs

Individual
Farmers

Retailers

Key
Weak linkage - Equipment

Weak linkage – Agrochemicals

Weak linkage – Seed

Established linkage - Equipment

Established linkage – Agrochemicals

Established linkage – Seed

ÎÎ The major seed companies in the watersheds are FICA Seeds and NASCECO who
are active in Mubuku and contract farmer groups to grow rice seed. This may partly
explain why the yields obtained in Mubuku are higher (by about 30%) than those
registered in the other watersheds for the same varieties.
ÎÎ The alternative to the formal seed supply are local seed businesses (LSBs)
supported by Integrated Seed Sector Development programme (ISSD) [e.g.
Farming and Animal Rearing Association (FARSON) in Wadelai, Nebbi and Obanga
Ber Farmer Group in Amarcu, Lira) in the other watersheds who suffer major
constraints like a) limited access to foundation seed b) inadequate monitoring of
the informal seed sector by NaCCRI.
ÎÎ Unlike the seed distribution system, other agro inputs (fertilizers, herbicides and
pesticides) have established agro dealer networks with local suppliers in the major
trading centres.
ÎÎ The supply of agricultural machinery is either locally sourced or imported from
countries such as China, Vietnam, India, Thailand and Pakistan. Small and medium
enterprises such as Tonnet, JBT and local fabricators (artisans) manufacture, supply
and repair agricultural machinery while local artisans in rural areas are mainly
involved in the repair of machinery and providing maintenance services to farmers
and agro processors. In addition, local equipment operators provide mechanization
services such as tractor hire especially during land preparation.
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3.2.1.4. Rice Imports
Figure 5: Total Rice Imports into Uganda
180,000

Figure 6: Sources of Uganda’s rice Imports
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Source: ITC (2018)
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Source: ITC (2018)

¬¬ To meet the increasing demand, Uganda imports significant quantities of rice products
as shown in Figure 5. Generally, Uganda imports approximately 97,826MT annually
valued at USD 35.1million and by 2016, it had reached 140,000 MT. The forms mostly
imported are broken rice (66%), semi-milled or wholly milled rice (25%) and brown rice
(9%). Rice is imported mainly from Tanzania, Pakistan, Thailand, India, Vietnam, United
Arab Emirates and United States of America.
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3.2.2. Rice demand in Uganda and the targeted watershed
3.2.2.1. Domestic Consumption of Rice
Figure 7: Domestic Milled rice Consumption
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¬¬ Annual milled rice consumption has been increasing at a rate of 5.79% and
was estimated at 230,000MT while production of milled rice was estimated at
160,000MT (Milling ratio of 65%) giving a deficit of 70,000MT by 2017 (USDA,
2017).
¬¬ The increase in rice demand is largely attributed to population growth at 3.2%
annual rate, increasing urbanization, changing eating habits and preferences with
rice considered a superior food.
¬¬ Human consumption of milled rice makes the largest proportion of demand
(approx. 65%). The other byproducts of paddy utilized include:
ÎÎ Husks (20%) for fertilizers and energy
ÎÎ Bran (10%) for animal feeds
ÎÎ 5% due to losses in processing inefficiencies
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Domestic Market for Milled Rice
Figure 8: Schematic for the domestic milled rice market in Uganda
National Production
160,000MT (2016)
12%

National Demand
230,000MT (2016)
88%

Consumed and
saved for seed
on farm

35%

Marketed

Kampala

95% by volume
Public market channel
• 90% in value
• By volume, this channel
consists of 70% locally
produced rice and 30%
imported rice
• “Ordinary” Quality rice
• Mainly sold loose
(unbranded)
• Supa, Kaiso & upland
varieties-mixed
• Some imported varieties
e.g. Vietnam, Pakistan,
Supa-Tanzania

65%

5%

2%

From;
Tanzania, Pakistan, India,
Kenya, Vietnam, South Africa,
Thailand, UAE and small
amounts from Italy, Rwanda
and Congo

6%

Supermarkets
• 10% in value
• By volume, this channel
consists of 50% locally
produced rice and 50%
imported rice
• High Quality rice
• Branded products
• Pre-packaged (adequate)

Source: JICA (2013); USDA (2017); ITC (2018); Kilimo Trust (2017)
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8%

92%

Rice Products and End Market Segmentation in the Watershed
Figure 9: Schematic for rice products and end market segmentation in the 			
watersheds
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3.2.2.2. Rice Exports and Re-exports
Figure 10: Total Rice Exports from Uganda

Figure 11: Destination of rice exports from
Uganda- (Average of a decade-2007-2016)

80,000

Quantity (MT)

70,000

Semi-milled or
wholly milled rice

60,000
50,000

Broken rice

40,000
30,000

Brown Rice

20,000
10,000

Paddy

-

0%
Paddy

Brown/Husked rice

Broken rice

Semi-milled or wholly milled rice

Source: ITC, 2018

50%
100%
Percentage of exports
EAC

Outside EAC

Source: ITC, 2018

¬¬ Uganda’s export and re-exports in response to increasing demand from neighboring
markets such as DRC and South Sudan was estimated at 45,000 in 2016. Democratic
Republic of Congo (over 60%) and South Sudan (over 15%) are the largest export
markets for milled rice products from Uganda.
¬¬ Although exports to the region were very low in 2016 compared to other previous years,
Uganda was able to earn US$37million from these transactions.
¬¬ Over the period 2004-2015, Uganda on average re-exported 26% of the imported
rice products. These present a lucrative market as opposed to the local market for the
Ugandan traders thus irrespective of the existing domestic deficit, some importers reexport.
¬¬ An average supply gap of over 110,000 MT of milled is largely attributed to low volumes
harvested, unreliable supply, and high competition from lucrative markets in the
neighboring countries which presents for import substitution (US$91.4Million)
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Flow of rice produced and marketed in Uganda
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Rice from trade districts to trade areas

Rice trading districts

Rice from production districts

Rice producing districts

ÎÎ Kampala is the hub of rice business from different production districts due to the
presence of big traders and marketing facilities like warehouses, big supermarkets,
transport facilities as well as the presence of income secure consumers.
ÎÎ From the producing districts, rice is also exported to neighbouring countries like
South Sudan, DRC, Kenya and Rwanda.
ÎÎ Most millers that lack their own distribution agents and outlets sell majority of
their rice to wholesalers and retailers.
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3.2.3. Functional Analysis of the rice value chain in the watershed
3.2.3.1. Rice Value Chain Map in the Watershed
Consumers (Individuals &
Institutions)

Consuming

Urban retailers
in Kampala

Trading

Transporter-traders

Broker

Processing

Village assemblers/ Brokers

Production

Farmers

Input Flow
Graded Rice flow
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Urban Traders

Paddy Rice flow
Imported rice
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Importers

Estate/scheme/farm mills
Farmers opting for
milling services

Commercial producers/
rice schemes

Input suppliers (stockists, agro-input companies e.g. NASECO and
FICA Seeds, government programs- OWC, Local seed businesses (LSBs),
Development Partners/ NGOs and farmers’ own seeds)

KEY

Supermarkets

Urban
Wholesalers
in Kampala

Processors/millers

Assembling

Input supply

Wholesalers in
Upcountry Urban
Centers

Retailers in
Upcountry Urban
Centers

Functions of value chain actors

Production

Aggregation
and
Transportation

Processing

Wholesale

Retail

• Small holder
rice farmers
• Medium scale
rice farmers
• Large scale
farmers
• Out-grower
schemes

• Village
assemblers/
aggregators
• Brokers and
middlemen
• Transporters

• Small scale
millers
• Medium scale
millers
• Large scale
millers

• Wholesalers/
Bulk traders

• Retailers

• Produce &
multiply seed
• Sell inputs to
farmers
• Extensiondirect
producers on
how to use
inputs
• Supply farm
implements

• Produce rice
• Marketing of
rice
• Pay for
inputs and
other related
service
• Training other
producers
• Offer Credit
to other
farmers
• Seek out
for milling
services

• Aggregating
paddy
• Link the farmers
to millers and
wholesalers
• Transport rice
to different
locations

• Training
farmers
• Pre-financing
• Aggregating
paddy
• Mill &
package rice
• Quality
Control
• Offers milling
services
• Marketing
and
distribution

• Distribution of
milled rice
• Pre-financing
• Aggregation
• Selling rice to
other actors
• Transportation
• Milling &
packaging
• Quality
control

• Distribution of
milled rice to
consumers
• Packaging
• Marketing of
rice products
• Transportation
from suppliers
• Storage,
• Selling to
consumers

Actor

• Seed
Companies
• Stockists
• Input dealers
• NGOs
• Research
institutions
• Rice seed
farmers /
LSBs

Node

Input1
Supply

Roles

1 See Annex 6 for detailed profiles of value chain actors
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3.2.3.2. Support institutions in the watershed
Doho Watershed
Input supply

Research

NaCRRI, IRRI,
JICA, AfricaRice

NAADS,
OWC &
UNADA
Small scale
input
suppliers &
LSBs

Production
/ Extension

Processing

Marketing

NARO- AEATREC
Millers – Small, Medium &
Large scale e.g. Eastern Rice
Millers Co. Ltd

IFDC

Farmer Produce & Marketing organizations
e.g. Mazimasa Cooperative Farmers
Association and Owutulire Farmers Group
FAO

Finance
SACCOs
e.g. Doho
Farmers’
SACCO
Commercia
l Banks
(particularl
y DFCU,
Post Bank
and
Centenary)

Policy

MAAIF,
MoWE, UCA,
RMCU &
District Local
Governments

MAAIF & MoWE
SASAKAWA GLOBAL-2000, JICA
ATAAS, OWC, District Local Governments, ISSD, JICA, A2NUganda, GIZ & VECO

Wadelai Watershed
Research

Input supply

Production/
Extension

NaCRRI,
IRRI, JICA

NAADS, OWC &
UNADA

ISSD

ISSD
Small scale input
suppliers & LSBs
e.g. Wadelai
Pakwinyo ACE

Processing

Small Scale Millers

Farmer Produce & Marketing organizations e.g.
Wadelai Produce Marketing Coop. society and Mer
Ber Coop. Ltd
USADF and District Local Governments
OWC, ISSD, MAAIF & MoWE
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Marketing
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Finance

Policy

SACCOs
e.g.
Panyango
SACCO

JICA

Commercial
Banks
(particularly
Post Bank,
Centenary
Bank, DFCU
& Oiko
Credit)

MAAIF,
MoWE, UCA,
RMCU
& District
Local
Governments

Support institutions in the watershed
Ngenge Watershed
Research

Input supply

NaCRRI, IRRI,
JICA

NAADS, OWC
& UNADA
Small scale
input
suppliers &
LSBs

Production
/ Extension

Processing

Marketing

NARO- AEATREC
IFDC

Finance
SACCOs e.g.
Kapteret
Farmers
Sacco

Small scale
millers

Farmer Produce & Marketing organizations e.g.
Cheringiri Women group
MAAIF & MoWE

Commercial
Banks
(particularly
Post Bank and
Centenary)

Policy

MAAIF,
MoWE, UCA,
RMCU &
District Local
Governments

JICA
ATAAS, OWC, District Local Governments, ISSD, JICA & AfDB

Tochi Watershed
Research

Input supply

NaCRRI, IRRI,
JICA

NAADS, OWC &
UNADA
Small scale input
suppliers & LSBs
Seed companies
e.g. Equator
Seeds

Production/
Extension

Processing

Marketing

NARO- AEATREC
IFDC

Millers – Small & Medium scale
e.g. Kehong – Peyero Millers
Company

Farmer Produce & Marketing organizations
MAAIF & MoWE

Finance

Policy

SACCOs
Commercial
Banks
(particularly
DFCU, Post
Bank and
Centenary)

MAAIF,
MoWE, UCA,
RMCU
& District
Local
Governments

SASAKAWA GLOBAL-2000, JICA
All Nation Christian Care, OWC, District Local Governments, ACORD, ISSD,
JICA & AfDB
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Support institutions in the watershed
Mubuku Watershed
Research
NaCRRI, IRRI,
JICA

Input supply
NAADS, OWC &
UNADA
Small scale input
suppliers
Seed companies
e.g. FICA Seeds

Production/
Extension

Processing

Marketing

NARO- AEATREC
IFDC

Small scale Millers e.g. Rwimi
maize and rice millers

Farmer Produce & Marketing organizations e.g. Abasaja
Kweyamba Coop. Society
FAO
MAAIF & MoWE
SASAKAWA GLOBAL-2000, JICA

ATAAS, OWC, District Local Governments, ISSD & JICA,
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Finance
Micro
Finance
Institutions
e.g. BRAC
& SACCOs
Commercial
Banks
(particularly
Centenary)

Policy

MAAIF,
MoWE, UCA,
RMCU &
District Local
Governments

Support institutions and roles in the watershed
Value Chain Node

Institutions2

Function

Research

NaCRRI, AfricaRice, IRRI

 Breeding high-yielding rice varieties
 Building capacity in rice breeding and seed
multiplication

Input Supply

NAADS, OWC, UNADA,
ISSD, FAO, MAAIF, MoWE,
CAIIP, SASAKAWA Global,
JICA, ATAAS, DLGs, small
scale seed suppliers, FICA
Seeds & Equator Seeds

 Input distribution
 Seed multiplication
 Building capacity of farmers in good Agricultural
practices for grain and seed production

Production/

AEATREC - NARO,
IFDC, MAAIF, MoWE,
CAIIP, USADF, Rikolto,
SASAKAWA Global,
JICA, ATAAS, District
local governments, farmer
produce and marketing
organizations

 Improving irrigation systems- irrigation schemes e.g.,
Mobuku (Kasese District), Olweny (Lira/Dokolol
Districts), and Doho (Butaleja District)
 Training of agronomy and post-harvest handling,
market linkages
 Supporting seed multiplication
 Storage infrastructure

Processing

Millers, FAO, USADF,
Rikolto, JICA, SG2000,
District Councils, ATAAS,
ACORD

 General processing, toll milling, packaging and storage
 Training rice millers and mill operators in modern
method of milling rice and training of extension staff in
post-harvest handling and general processing of rice.
 Enhancing access to improved technologies (tillers,
threshers and irrigation pumps)

Marketing

Cooperatives, ACORD,
ATAAS, District Local
Governments (DLGs)







Finance

SACCO, Post Bank, DFCU,
Centenary Bank, BRAC, aBi
Trust, Islamic Development
Bank, EXIM bank, UMC

 Training on financial literacy
 Mobilization of savings
 Provision of credit and or grants

Policy

MAAIF, MoWE, UCA,
RMCU & DLGs

 Coordination and implementation of the National Rice
Development Strategy

Extension

Storage and services linkages
Aggregation
Market information services
Training on leadership and governance of cooperatives
Trainings on record and book keeping

1 See Annex 7 for detailed profiles of value chain actors
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3.2.3.3. Product flows and value capture along the value chain
100%

Input
Suppliers

Retailers

100%
Inputs

100%

2.5%Loss

Brokers and Village
collectors

20%

60%

Individual
Consumers

95%

15%

65%

22%

15%

Wholesalers &
Urban traders

3%

2.5%Loss

85%

100%

Producers

59%

8.5%

15% Loss

2%

8%
Millers
1 2% kept
on farm

Institutions e.g.
Schools & hotels

8.8%

9% Loss

20%

Food Processors composite flours

1.7%
Consumed
on farm
(9%)

Saved as
seed
(3%)

Supermarkets

Source: Kilimo Trust, 2018
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KEY

Paddy

Whole grain

Milled
rice
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3.2.3.4. Horizontal and Vertical linkages in the rice value chain
Input
supply

Government &
NGO
programs

Bulking/Transp
ortation

Production

Producer organizations
Small holder
producers

Brokers/middlemen

Seed
companies
Agro-input
dealers

Processing

Final Consumer
Retailers
Wholesalers

Village
assemblers
Commercial
producers/
rice schemes

Trading

Processors

Importers

KEY:
Weak linkage
Horizontal linkage

Established linkage
Vertical linkage

ÎÎ Most of the existing vertical linkages are informal based on trust developed
over time for instance most established linkages with small holder farmers,
small scale millers and traders. Some urban brokers advance inputs and/or
small loans to producers to establish these linkages. The informal linkages
however, are unreliable and unsustainable.
ÎÎ Strong horizontal linkages are prominent among farmers through producer
organizations. Efforts to bring together other actors such as millers are
undergoing, likely to strengthen the horizontal linkages along the rice value
chain.
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3.2.4. Gross Margin Analysis along the rice Value Chain in the 		
watershed
3.2.4.1. Gross Margin Analysis for rice grain producers

442.3

1,459.5

1.6
1,017.1

4.0

17.8

9.5

48.5

32.6

38.0

36.2

6.7

6.7

26.7

7.9

66.7

22.2

40.0

7.9

7.9

55.1

26.7

34.8

44.5

17.3

6.7

21.7

240.2

189.2

Figure 12: Costs and Gross margins for Supa rice farmers (USD/ha)

ÎÎ Unlike the rest of the watersheds, in Mubuku majority of the farmers have
adopted the use of improved inputs. Input costs account for about 20%
of the total cost of production incurred by small scale rice producers.
However, the total costs can increase by over US$ 189 if the farmers
hire the land used for production of the low land varieties. Under such
scenarios, the land hire costs account for about 19% of the total cost
production incurred.
ÎÎ Rice grain production is currently profitable with farmers obtaining US$
631.5 per ha of paddy produced if not using hired land, and US$ 442.3 per
ha of paddy produced if the farmer uses hired land.
ÎÎ However, this profit margin can increase substantially with increase in
yield and appropriate input use. In addition, the labour productivity and
capital productivity per 1ha of paddy produced are 9 and 0.43 respectively.
With the average man days required to produce 1ha of paddy estimated at
135 days.
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3.2.4.3. Gross Margin Analysis for rice millers

Stacking

Maintenance

56

Wage/salary

0.5

Electricity

License fee

2

Processing

25
Packaging

Rent

2

2

28

2

2

5

2
Loading

Offloading

Margin

ÎÎ The highest proportion of costs incurred by millers is the procuring costs of
paddy accounting for 54% and 86% of the total cost incurred by Medium
scale millers and small scale millers respectively.
ÎÎ Generally, millers obtain high gross margins due to the value added to the
rice and sale of the by-products such as bran and husks. Medium scale
millers obtain higher gross margins (over double) than small scale millers
mainly because of the technology difference with medium scale millers
producing better quality graded products that fetch higher prices than
products offered by small scale millers.
ÎÎ Medium scale millers also incur higher costs than small scale millers mainly
due to the cost of procurement that involves aggregators and transporters
due to the large volumes required for the installed capacities, higher power
and processing costs due to the nature of technologies. However, these
costs are offset by the revenue obtained.
ÎÎ Most small scale millers offer customized milling services as opposed to
trade-based milling services, in which case the margins change.
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Total revenue… 645

589
Total Cost

Winnowing & Sorting

Drying

Cost of paddy

509

5

138
797

658.59

Paddy Cost
Drying
Loading
Offloading
Packaging
Processing
Electricity
Transport
Aggregation
Wage/salary
Maintenance
Rent
License fee
Tax
Others
Total Cost
Margin
Total revenue

554.37

Figure 15: Gross margins and Costs of small
scale rice millers (USD/MT of milled rice
produced)
4
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2.4
2.7
4.0
37.0
12.8
26.0
9.3
3.0
0.3
1.4
0.02
0.01
2.8

Figure 14: Gross margins and Costs for Medium
Scale millers (USD/MT of milled rice produced)
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3.2.4.4. Marketing Margins for wholesalers and retailers

33
Margin

Total revenue

745
Total Cost

License fee

Rent &
Storage

Transport

Packaging
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Total revenue

805.6

22.6
Margin

Total Cost

Rent

Transport

Electricity

Packaging

Offloading

Loading

Sorting

Cost of milled
rice

750

782.9

8.3

8.3

1

1.4

2.8

2.8

8.3

Figure 17: Marketing margins for milled rice
retailers (USD/MT)
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ÎÎ Similar to wholesalers, retailers
incur low costs with the highest
proportion going to procurement
of milled rice (95%) largely from
wholesalers and millers to a small
extent.
ÎÎ Since they normally don’t add value
to the traded milled rice, retailers
obtain the lowest margins (US$22.6)
per MT handled as compared to the
other value chain actors.

778

2

63

10

1

1
Offloading

Loading

Cost of milled
rice

667

1

Figure 16: Marketing margins for Wholesalers of
milled rice (USD/MT)

ÎÎ The highest proportion of the cost
incurred by wholesalers goes to
procuring of rice mainly from millers
(89%), followed by rent and storage
that account for 8.5%.
ÎÎ With little or no value added at this
point, wholesalers obtain a margin of
US$33 per MT handled.
ÎÎ However, considering the total
amount of product handled, their
total marketing margins increase
significantly. These handle over 5MT
per month and the capacity can go
as high as 100MT.

3.2.5. Gender disaggregated involvement in the rice value chain in the
Watershed
3.2.5.1. Gender involvement in rice production and marketing
Figure 18: Gender involvement in rice production and marketing
100
Male Youth (18-35)

Male Adults (>35)

Female Youth(18-35)

Female Adults(>35)

60
40
20

Marketing

Transport to Store

Winnowing

Threshing

Harvesting

Bird Scaring

Herbicides Application

Spraying pesticides

Weeding

Ferlilizers Application

Planting

Transplanting

Paddling

Ox plough operation

Tractor Operation

2nd ploughing

1st Ploughing

0
Bush clearing

PERCENTAGE

80

ACTIVITY

ÎÎ Rice production activities of bush clearing, ploughing, tractor and ox
plough operations, paddling, fertilizer application, spraying of pesticides
and herbicides and transport to the market are mainly carried out by the
men-both adult and youth because they are arduous tasks for women.
ÎÎ While weeding and winnowing are female dominated activities;
birds scaring is mainly a male youth (61%) activity; and marketing is
predominantly undertaken by the adult males (44%) followed by the male
youth (25%). On the other hand, transplanting, planting, harvesting and
threshing cut across all the gender groups.
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Gender and decision making in rice production and marketing
Figure 19: Gender and decision making in rice production and marketing
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Male Adults (>35)

Male Youth (18-35)

Gender involvement in rice processing
Table 4: Gender involvement in rice processing
Activity

Men (%)

Women
(%)

Youth (1835 years)
(%)

Other
ages >35
years (%)

Loading and offloading of rice

100

00

81

19

Store keeping (transporting to store,
arranging bags in store and ensuring the
store is secure)

97

03

77

23

Rice milling

98

02

73

27

Record keeping and management

84

16

56

44

Cleaning the mill premises

69

31

74

26

Machine cleaning, servicing and
maintenance (checking nuts, greasing and
fueling)

100

00

69

31

Bagging milled rice for storage and selling

96

04

72

28

Drying rice and selling rice

95

05

61

39

Weighing rice before and after milling

99

01

78

22

Cleaning milled rice (Winnowing , sorting
and grading)

69

31

67

33

Supervising workers at the mill

75

25

9

91

ÎÎ Rice processing is largely undertaken by men and youth.
ÎÎ At this node, women only play a supportive role in collecting water and
preparing lunch for the workers at the mill (50%), cleaning the mill
premises (31%), winnowing and sorting the milled rice (31%).
ÎÎ Initiatives to support engagement of women in value addition are needed
to enhance economically meaningful participation of women in rice
processing.
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3.2.6. Current level of investment in the rice value chain
Current level of investment is more than US$425million;
ÎÎ Private sector: US$ 200million. This includes investments in: Commercial
production, milling and storage facilities, aggregation, importation of paddy and
seed multiplication.
ÎÎ Small scale mills: Over US$ 5million. These investments are mainly in Milltop mill,
temporary storage facilities, working capital and transport facilities.
ÎÎ Small Scale farmers: US$160million. Such investiments are mainly in land and
small scale irrigation pumps
ÎÎ Public Sector Investment (Mubuku II, Doho, Ngenge, Tochi & Wadelai rice
schemes): Over US$ 60 million. i.e. Government projects on irrigation and
infrastructure development in the rice subsector including: FEIFOC-2, ACDP,
KOICA, PRiDe, etc
Value Chain Node

Investment

What is done

Districts of operation

Production

Rehabilitation of
Doho Scheme

 Rehabilitation of Doho
Scheme by MoWE

Butaleja

Postharvest handling,
value addition &
Marketing

Responsible
Suppliers (U)Ltd

 Milling and Packaging30MT/Day
 Sell products to domestic
market

Mbale

Eastern Rice
Millers

 Milling and Packaging60MT/Day
 Storage
 Import some paddy from
Kenya

Tororo

Kibimba Limited

 Dam & Spillway- 16.3 million
Cubic meters capacity
 Mechanized rice production1,733.25Ha
 Rice Milling, Packaging, flour
processing and marketing
 Rice Seed multiplication

Bugiri

Passam Rice
Millers

 Rice Milling- 50MT/Day
 Storage

Pallisa

Doho Watershed
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Current level of investment in the rice value chain
Value Chain
Node

Investment

What is done

Districts of
operation

Inputs

Equator Seeds

 Rice seed production and marketing e.g. NERICA 1,
NERICA 2, NERICA 3, NERICA 4, Superica, Namche 1,
Namche 2, Namche 3 & Namche 4
 Pocessing plant with a capacity to supply 400MT of rice
seed per year
 Seed processing including grading, hand sorting, treating
(dressing), and packaging are done at the processing unit

Gulu

Production

Rehabilitation of
Tochi Scheme

 Rehabilitation of Tochi Scheme by MoWE

Oyam

Amatheon Agri
NV- Germany

 Mechanized Production- 15,000acres/year

Nwoya

GOP Farmers

 Mechanized upland rice production

Masindi

Northern Uganda
Agricultural
Company (NUAC)

 Mechanized Production - 8,000acres/year
 Storage facilities

Nwoya

AGRISERV-UK
Investment






Omer Farming
Company

 Mechanized Production- 5,000acres/year
 Assembling drier and Storage facilities

Vinayak Agro






Mechanized Upland rice Production-5,000acres/year
Storage and Milling
Employment- 400
Expansion plan: 10,000acres/year

Nwoya

AFGRI SA Grain
Handling Co

 Storage, credit, extension, input supply & mechanization
services to farmers
 Provides market for paddy
 Mills and sells to national and global market

Nwoya

Kehong – Peyero
Millers Company

 Rice Production- 940 acres/year
 Rice milling- 30MT/Day Capacity
 Currently demands 400MT per season (3months)

Gulu &
Luwero

Tabu Rice Miller






Bulshale Miller

 Milling - 10MT/day installed capacity
 Rice packaging and selling

Lira

Pipe Building

 Installed 3 mills of 10MT/day capacity
 Milled rice marketing

Lira

Lira Small Scale
Industries
Association

 Saving and lending services to members

Lira

Tochi Watershed

Postharvest
handling,
value
addition &
Marketing

Mechanized Production- 1,200acres/year
Milling and Storage silos
Regular Employment- 180
Expansion Plan- 1,400acres/year

Drying and cleaning
Milling - 10MT/day installed capacity
Packaging and marketing of milled rice
Transportation

Gulu

Amuru

Oyam
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Current level of investment in the rice value chain
Value Chain Node

Investment

What is done

Districts of
operation

Far-land Agro

 Mechanized rice production

Bukedea

Rehabilitation of
Ngenge scheme

 Rehabilitation of Ngenge scheme by
MoWE

Kween

Atari Irrigation
Scheme supported by
JICA

 Irrigation

Kapchorwa

FOL Logistics (U)ltd

 Mechanized Irrigated Production in
Namanve
Kapchorwa
and
 Rice milling at Namanve: 400MT per Day
Kapchorwa

Inputs

FICA SEEDS

 Rice seed multiplication

Kasese

Production

Rehabilitation of
Mubuku II Scheme

 Rehabilitation of Mubuku II Scheme by
MoWE

Kasese

Abasaja Kweyamba
Coop. Society

 Rice production

Kasese

Nyakatonzi Growers
Cooperative Union

 Rice production
 Warehouse of storage capacity
10,000MT used for rice & maize

Rwimi maize and rice
millers

 Storage of rice, rice milling, packaging
and marketing

Ngenge Watershed
Production

Postharvest handling,
value addition &
Marketing
Mubuku Watershed

Postharvest handling,
value addition &
Marketing

Kabarole

Wadelai Watershed
Inputs

Wadelai Pakwinyo
ACE

 Rice seed multiplication

Pakwach

Production

Rehabilitation of
Wadelai Scheme

 Rehabilitation of Wadelai Scheme by
MoWE

Pakwach

Postharvest handling,
value addition &
Marketing

Wadelai Produce
Marketing Coop.
society

 Upland rice production
 Storage and Milling
 Marketing

Pakwach

Mer Ber Cooperative
Ltd

 Upland rice production
 Storage and Milling
 Marketing

Nebbi
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3.2.7. PESTLE Analysis of the rice value chain

Positive

Political

Social

Technological

Legal

Environmental

 Availability of
 New high yielding;
 Provides
 High value
 Increased
harmonized
pests and disease
employment
compared to
interest by
standards
tolerant; and early
for a large
most crops
government
to facilitate
maturing varieties
number of
providing high
and
trade
available.
people
incomes to
development
farmers.
partners
 Availability of
 Increasing
to invest
technologies e.g. labor
recognition of
 High demand
in the rice
saving (ox ploughs,
rice as food
domestically and
sector like
herbicides); fertilizers
staple by the
regionally
improvement
for increased yields;
population
of rice
motorcycles for
 No taboos
schemes.
transport and phones
for rice thus
for market information.
 Political
increased
stability
 Availability of extension
women
being across
service providersinvolvement
most of the
government and NGOs
and
regions of the
like IFDC; and private
participation in
country.
sectors like seed
the production
companies to supply
processing and
necessary technologies.
marketing

 Suitable agro
ecology (rainfall,
temperature,
and soils) for
both lowland
and upland rice
production

 Conflicting
information/
policies and
bye laws
on use of
wetlands for instance
no clear
policy on
the use and
management
wetlands

 Increased
degradation of
wetlands
 Frequent floods
that exacerbate
soil erosion
and wash away
fertilizers and
the nursery
beds;
 Inaccessible
road network
during rainy
season hindering
transportation
of rice to the
market and input
access by the
farmers
 Unfavorable
weather
especially for
upland rice
 Pollution of the
environment

 Interventions
implemented
are short
and yet they
require long
term implementation
plans.

Negative

Economical

 High investment
cost required
 Labor intensive

 Gender
disparity
in decision
making
dominated by
men.
 Rural-Urban
migration
reduces labor
availability in
the production
areas thus
exaggerating
the labor
shortage.

 Limited farmer
knowledge on
production of new and
improved varieties.
 Limited financing to
invest in improved
technologies along the
value chain.
 Limited skills in using
the available postharvest technologies
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3.2.8. SWOT Analysis of the rice sub-sector
Cross cutting factors across all the five watersheds
Strengths

Weaknesses

•• Existing, strong and growing demand for rice.

•• Poor quality rice produced due too poor quality paddy
supplied by farmers especially due high moisture content
and foreign matter (at times even up to 40%). On
average, farmers incur 15% post harvest losses in paddy
production.
•• Limited access to and use of efficient and functional
processing equipment in the major producing areas
•• Limited access to reliable market information
•• Inadequate access to affordable labor-saving
technologies
•• Low negotiation power of individual smallholder farmers.
Collective bulking and marketing among the smallholder
farmers is very minimal
•• Inadequate storage facilities at production level
•• Limited working capital and access to suitable
agricultural financial products mainly due to the high
interest rates
•• Unstructured nature of rice trade
•• Influx of low quality (unauthentic) inputs in the market
•• Limited knowledge and skills in operation of the new
technologies in rice production
•• Limited knowledge and skills in safe use and handling of
agro chemicals
•• Limited skills in identifying pests and diseases affecting
rice

•• Presence of institutions for agriculture
development such as research, extension and
agricultural finance.
•• Several improved high yielding rice varieties
adaptable to various agro ecologies available.
•• Most farmers are organized in farmer groupsmainly to access trainings
•• Several labor-saving technologies available
•• Employs many players and actors
•• Rice has high returns to investment
•• Increased interest by government and
development partners to invest in the rice
sector e.g. rehabilitation of irrigation schemes
in all the 5 watersheds under the FIEFOC-2
project.
•• Ongoing initiatives to improve access to rice
mechanization options to rice farmers
•• Farmers’ knowledge in rice production
•• Supportive government policies and programs
targeting to promote rice production

Opportunities

Threats

•• Growing demand of rice in current domestic
and regional markets.
•• Potential for further value addition in products
like flour, oil, confectionaries, etc
•• Potential to leverage on going interventions/
investments by the government, development
partners and private sector partners in the 5
watersheds, as highlighted in section 3.2.6.
•• Rapid population growth rate of 3.3% per
annum
•• Land availability for rice production in the five
watershed areas

•• High competition from rice imports
•• Pests and diseases
•• Soil nutrient depletion- fertility decline
•• Erratic weather and climatic patterns causing
intermittent floods and droughts which reduce
productivity coupled with both input and output markets
•• Price fluctuations
•• Changing policy environment e.g. ad hoc waivering of
the EAC CET
•• Land fragmentation limits the adoption and utilization of
mechanization technologies.
•• Gender disparity i.e. land ownership and selling of rice
dominated by men.
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SWOT Analysis of the rice sub-sector
SWOT Analysis of the rice sub-sector
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

 Yield gap (>22%) still exists especially among
the smallholder farmers.

 Increasing population which exerts pressure on
land

 Constant water supply from the rivers of
Mubuku and sebwe

 Increasing resistance of pests to the pesticides
applied

 Closeness to DRC thus market opportunity for
rice exports

 High levels of leaching of soil nutrients
 High costs of hiring land for use in rice
production i.e. at Ugx 250,000 – 300,000 per
acre per season for lowland rice production
 Interferences from the wild animals especially
elephants that destroy the paddy fields

Additional factors specific to Doho watershed
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

 Yield gap (>26%) still exists especially among
the smallholder

 Increasing population which exerts pressure on
land
 High costs of land hiring i.e. with farmers at times
paying up to Ugx 600,000 per acre for lowland
rice production
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Additional factors specific to Ngenge watershed
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

 Yield gap (>26%) still exists especially among
the smallholder farmers.

 Increasing population which exerts pressure on
land
 Flooding due to heavy rains which makes
transportation of products to market areas
difficult i.e. roads are impassable at times
 Land grabbing by the neighbouring communities
which leads to tribal conflicts i.e. Karamojong
pastoralists looking for grazing land
 High level of soil erosion due to the nature of the
land scape resulting into depletion of soil fertility

Additional factors specific to Tochi watershed
Strengths

Weaknesses
 Inadequate access to and low adoption of
crop productivity enhancing technologies such
as quality seed, fertilizers and labor saving
technologies.
 Low productivity
 Unavailability of medium and large scale rice
processors in the major producing areas in the
watershed (Oyam & Alebtong). Medium scale
processors are only available in Lira, Gulu and
Nwoya.

Opportunities

Threats

 Yield gap (>42%) still exists especially among
the smallholder farmers.

 Land ownership and selling of rice dominated
by men.

 Availability of land for expansion
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Additional factors specific to Wadelai watershed
Strengths

Weaknesses

 Availability of some rice mills at farmer
cooperative level i.e. Wadelai Produce Marketing
Coop. society and Mer Ber Cooperative Ltd,
though operating at small scale level with an
average installed capacity of 1MT/hr

 Low productivity
 Inadequate access to and low adoption of
crop productivity enhancing technologies such
as quality seed, fertilizers and labor saving
technologies.

Opportunities

Threats

 Yield gap (>30%) still exists especially among
the smallholder farmers.
 Availability of land for expansion. Majority of the
farmers have on average 5 acres of arable land,
but only about 30% is utilized because of the
traditional methods of production practiced
 Closeness to DRC thus market opportunity for
rice exports

 Unreliable rainfall/ prolonged drought.
Construction of the proposed irrigation scheme
is yet to kick start
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3.3. Objective 2: Challenges faced in the rice
sub-sector
Challenges faced in the rice sub-sector
Cross cutting challenges across all the five watersheds
Production challenges (Seed & Grain)

Marketing related challenges

• Rice is predominantly self fertilizing thus
companies have little incentive to invest in seed;
and farmers commonly use their home saved
seed which are characterized with low vigor.
• Expensive technology for production of
foundation seed, hybrid seed and certified seed.
• Limited mechanization: Rice production is labor
intensive yet the growers can’t afford buying/
leasing modern farm implements i.e., tractors,
rice planters, weeders and combine harvesters,
etc.
• Erratic weather pattern such as unreliable rainfall,
floods and prolonged drought.
• High susceptibility to pests such as rats and
birds-especially Quelea; and diseases particularly
the rice yellow mortal virus and rice blast fungus.
• Stubborn and hard to control weeds like striga,
nut edge grass, couch grass, spear grass and
wondering jew.
• High postharvest losses.
• Presence of counterfeit agro-inputs.

• Poor transport infrastructure and connectivity
between production areas and key markets.
Transportation is worsened during the rainy season
• High transaction costs especially to regional
markets due to existing barriers like multiple
weighbridges, roadblocks and bribes.
• Use of faulty weighing scales that are deliberately
adjusted by the traders and millers to read lower
weights than actual measurement.
• Limited access to reliable markets that offer
consistent and fair prices.
• Limited bargaining power by farmers due to
individual selling to millers and middle men hence
get lower prices.
• Value chain actors have limited access to reliable
market information.
• Inadequate storage facilities for traders, millers and
farmers.
Processing related challenges
• High cost of power and erratic power supply –
which increases cost and time of processing.
• Poor quality of sourced paddy due to the poor post
harvest handling practices
• High prevalence of poor processing/milling
technologies mostly dominated by small scale
operators in the production areas often resulting
to low quality milled rice, with high rates of broken
grains

Other challenges
• Limited access to affordable financial products to acquire appropriate production and processing
technologies
• Competition with imported rice that is normally of better quality cheaper Imports against the locally
produced rice due to smuggling
• High gender disparity – assess to and control over productive assets such as land, and decision making in
rice production and marketing are dominated by men
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Additional constraints specific to each watershed
Mubuku

Tochi

 Limited access to land coupled with high cost of
land hiring e.g. at Ugx 250,000 – 300,000 per
acre per season for lowland rice production

 Low productivity attributable to inadequate
access to and low adoption of rice productivity
enhancing technologies such as quality seed,
fertilizers and labor saving technologies.

 Interferences from the wild animals especially
elephants that destroy the paddy fields
 Limited trainings targeting other value chain
actors other than the producers i.e. to traders and
processors
Doho

Wadelai

 Limited access to land resulting into high costs
of land hiring i.e. with farmers at times paying
up to Ugx 600,000 per acre for lowland rice
production

 Low productivity attributable to inadequate
access to and low adoption of rice productivity
enhancing technologies such as quality seed,
fertilizers and labor saving technologies.

Ngenge
 Limited access to land suitable for rice
production
 Land grabbing by the neighbouring communities
which leads to tribal conflicts i.e. Karamojong
pastoralists looking for grazing land
 High level of soil erosion due to the nature of the
land scape resulting into depletion of soil fertility
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Outstanding challenges constraining youth and women, and
recommendations to increase their involvement in the rice sub-sector
The outstanding Challenges identified to constrain women and youth were similar across
the 5 watersheds as highlighted below. However, it should be noted that women and youth
are also affected by the value chain constraints identified in previous section
Challenges

Reason

Recommendations

Limited access to
and control over
land

Land tenure is traditionally for males
and particularly adults- being the main
ones with ownership rights due to
deep rooted social norms, perceptions,
practices and attitudes affirmative

• Government and development partners
should sensitize all the gender categories
on land issues; and implement strategies
under the policy statement 65 (a) and
(b) of the Land Policy of 2013 to ensure
that men, women and children enjoy
their rights of access to land without
discrimination.

Inadequate
capital for
women and
youth.

i)

Women and youth normally do not
possess collateral (e.g. formal land
titles) or steady employment needed
to access loans from the formal
banking sector;
ii) Formal Financial Service Providers
(FSPs) perceive lending to youth
as risky because youth are often
considered not to have a saving
culture, and have minimal financial
track records in agribusiness
iii) Youth and women’s financial literacy
is low; and
iv) FSPs often have limited knowledge
about agriculture, production cycles
and agribusinesses

Limited
technical and
entrepreneurship
knowledge and
skills

Most field workers do not have the
gender analytical skills and tools to
facilitate/implement gender sensitive
trainings and processes. E.g.
 The timing and location of the
trainings do not consider women’s
gender roles.
 Also, the trainings are commonly
conducted far from the villages,
making it costly for women and
youth to attend.
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• Deliberately allocate some land in
rehabilitated schemes to women and
youth.
• Government and development partners
should adopt and promote the cooperative
model for youth and women to increase
access to credit through building financial
literacy and capacity of these group to
raise money and fund their agricultural
activities. For instance, promoting groups
saving schemes like the VSLA model
and SACCOs to finance smallholder
farmers where farmers buy shares in such
groups, and lend amongst themselves at
affordable interest rates.

Government and development partners
should:
• Empower field workers with skills, tools
and training modules that address gender
based constraints to enhance inclusion
of women and youth so as to increase
efficiency and performance along the rice
value chain
• Support training of farmers in production,
post harvest handling and marketing of
rice; as well as with entrepreneurship skills
and mentorship programs for women and
youth
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3.4. Objective 3: Investment priority areas to promote
youth inclusiveness in the rice value chain
3.4.1. Investment gaps in the rice value chain
There are several investment gaps that need to be addressed to ensure a functional rice
value chain with inclusion of both youth and women. The key ones identified include:
functional seed system; access to quality agro inputs; mechanization at production and
efficient post harvest technologies; limited access to and under utilization of available
storage facilities; reliable and affordable power supply; and access to efficient milling
services, as highlighted in the table below for the different watersheds.
Investment gap Affected watersheds

Who is responsible to address the gap

 Seed
production
system

 Wadelai
 Doho
 Ngenge
NB: Whereas there are
ongoing investments made
by private seed companies
in the production of certified
quality rice seed i.e. FICA
Seeds in Mubuku and
Equator Seeds in Tochi, that
lessens the investment gap
in the 2 watersheds, the cost
of seed is still quite high and
thus limiting uptake by the
farmers.

There is need for government and development partners to
support investment in seed production through:
 Identification, and building capacity of community seed
producers coupled with supporting their registration
with MAAIF, to ultimately ensure sustainable
community seed multiplication sites.
 Sensitizing the rice producers on benefits of using
improved seed to increase demand for quality seed.
 Strengthening MAAIF’s capacity to inspect production
of quality declared seed.
 Breeders to adopt labor saving technologies to reduce
the cost of foundation seed (currently at UGX 6,000),
as over 60% of production cost goes into labor
especially for land preparation, weeding and threshing.

 Supply, safe
use and
handling of
quality agro
inputs
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The government should:
 Scale out the ongoing initiatives such as the “KAKASA”
initiative (E-Verification) to reduce incidences of
counterfeit agro-inputs on the market
 Reactivate the agriculture police to enforce the quality
standards of agro inputs
 Strengthen the input procurement and handling
procedures under Operation Wealth Creation to ensure
quality assurance
 Build capacity of agro input dealers and farmers on safe
use and handling of agro-inputs to enhance their ability
to identify fake agro-inputs.
 In collaboration with development partners, empower
youth to engage in provision of spraying commercial
basis to ensure safe application of agro-chemicals

Investment gap

Affected watersheds

Who is responsible to address the gap

 Mechanization at
production
and efficient
post harvest
technologies







Wadelai
Ngenge
Tochi
Mubuku
Doho

There is need for government and development partners
to:
 Promote private sector investment in supply of labor
saving technologies such as use of portable tractor in
land preparation, portable weeders (motorized and
manual), motorized harvesters, electronic spray pumps
and motorized threshers
 Promote use of solar driers and mobile collapsible driers
to ensure appropriate drying; and thus, a worthwhile
investment to reduce postharvest losses especially at
farmers’, traders’ and processors’ level.

 Access
to and
utilization
of available
storage
facilities

 Wadelai

Government and development partners should:
 Build capacity of famer organizations and traders to
professionally manage existing storage facilities through
trainings on business skills and collective marketing.

 Ngenge
 Tochi
 Mubuku
 Doho

 Reliable and  Wadelai
affordable
power supply  Ngenge
 Tochi
 Mubuku
 Doho
 Efficient and
accessible
milling
machines
and services

 Wadelai
 Ngenge
 Mubuku
 Tochi
 Doho

 Prioritize investment in storage facilities where they are
non existent. However, such structures should be well
aligned to the existence of other infrastructures such
as roads to facilitate access and maximum utilization
of storage facilities for effective trading and returns on
investment.
 There is need for government to expedite
implementation of the rural electrification program while
also motivating the private sector to invest in supplying
of solar energy and diesel run milling machines.
 Government and development partners should support
the rice processors to invest in alternative sources of
energy e.g. promote the use of rice husks as a source of
renewable energy
 The government should support/ interest the
private sector to invest in medium and large scale
rice processing facilities especially in the major
rice producing districts to improve efficiency and
performance of the rice value chain in these watersheds.
At the moment, processing is dominated by small scale
millers with toll mills that are characterized by high
levels of processing inefficiencies.
 The government and development partners should
support the private sector partners to access appropriate
financial products including trade finance to enable them
expand their business operations and penetrate to new
markets
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3.4.2 Potential investment opportunities and strategy for youth and 		
women inclusion at each node of the rice value chain
Across the 5 watersheds, similar potential investment opportunities for youth and women
exist at the different nodes of the rice value chain as highlighted below.

Opportunities for the Youth
Input supply
 Community
Seed multiplication
 Sale of agro-inputs

Production
 Growing upland
rice varieties
 Land preparation
services using
power tillers
 Planting services
using seeders
 Weeding
services using
conical weeders
 Spraying
services using
electronic spray
pumps
 Harvesting
services using
reapers
 Threshing
services using
motorised
threshers
 Paddy cleaning
services using
motorised winnowers
 Paddy drying
services using
mobile collapsible driers

Assembling
 Paddy bulking/
aggregation
services
 Produce
transportation
services
 Loading and
offloading
services

Processing/
Value addition
 Production of
animal feeds
using rice bran
 Rice mill
operators
 Production of
briquettes from
rice husks

Trading
 Sale of rice
products e.g.
milled rice
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Potential investment opportunities and strategy for youth and women
inclusion at each node of the rice value chain
Opportunities for the Women
Input supply
 Community
Seed
multiplication
 Sale of agroinputs

Production
 Growing upland
rice varieties
 Planting services
using seeders
 Harvesting
services using
reapers
 Threshing
services using
motorised
threshers
 Paddy cleaning
services using
motorised
winnowers

Assembling
 Paddy bulking/
aggregation
services

Processing/
Value addition
 Production of
animal feeds
using rice bran
 Production of
briquettes from
rice husks

Trading
 Sale of rice
products e.g.
milled rice

a. Community seed multiplication
Access and utilization of quality seed by the farmers is still a critical bottleneck in the rice sector.
For instance, except for Mubuku and some parts of Tochi, farmers in the different watersheds
mainly use low quality home saved rice seed. This is partly because the seed companies are
unwilling to invest in the seed business as the crop is self-fertilizing and farmers opt to use
their own seed, while the producers generally have inadequate knowledge in seed production.
Therefore, investing in community seed multiplication will ensure sustainable availability of seed
at affordable costs while increasing grain productivity within the farming communities.
ISSD has used the Local Seed Business (LSB) model to enhance access to quality seed of
various crops by farmers in West Nile, Northern and South-western Uganda. This approach
technically equips and develops community/local seed farmers into commercially sustainable
local businesses through producing quality seed of locally adapted crops and varieties for local
markets. This is attained by ensuring an enabling environment for seed farmers that includes:
improved entrepreneurial and technical skills in seed production business; access to research (for
varieties and technologies), extension (for advisory services), and markets (to sell their produce
but also access inputs for production); quality assurance (to guarantee seed quality); and finance
and credit (to support their business operations). For instance, Farming and Animal Rearing
Farmers Association in Nebbi were effectively multiplying rice seed using the LBS approach but
stopped due to shortage of foundation seed.
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Potential investment opportunities and strategy for youth and women
inclusion at each node of the rice value chain
Approach for seed uptake production business in the
watersheds
Government and development partners need to
promote the LSB model while ensuring the following:
ÎÎSupport NARO to enhance mechanization and
reduce the cost of foundation seed; and make it
available to seed multipliers
ÎÎInterest and work with the private sector to enhance
supply of agro chemicals and farm equipment
that reduce drudgery and time spent on the rice
enterprise especially for those activities dominated
by women and youth. Such equipment include light
motorized planters, threshers and solar driers.
ÎÎPromote financial literacy and enhance access to
credit by promoting groups saving culture like use of
VSLAs and SACCOs among women groups
ÎÎSensitize the farmers on importance of using quality
and improved seed

Table 5 : Gross Margin Analysis per acre
for production of NERICA 4 rice seed: A
case of Mubuku

Variable

Amount
(UGX)

Total labor costs (UGX)

1,064,000

Total input and service
costs (UGX)

896,000

Total Variable costs
(UGX)

1,960,000

Yield (Kg)

1,700

Unit price (UGX/Kg) of
output

3,000

Revenue

5,100,000

ÎÎUndertake entrepreneurship training of women and
youth farmers targeting a comprehensive Local Seed
Business (LSB) course

Gross Margin

3,140,000

ÎÎStrengthen the seed inspection arm of MAAIF

Profit Margin per Kg
(UGX)

1,847

b. Growing of upland rice varieties
Upland rice is a relatively suitable crop for production by the youth and women. During the FDGs,
it was reported that: a) women are very scared of leeches yet they are predominant in wetlands;
b) lowlands are very competitive and mainly preserved for men with limited access by youth and
women; and c) rice production under wetlands is more capital intensive and labor demanding
than upland rice production; this will reduce drudgery.
Auspiciously, NARO has released a number of upland rice varieties suitable for various agro
ecologies, which can give relatively high gross margins (Table 6). However, some of these
varieties lack the consumer preferred aroma that is in the lowland varieties, Besides, most of the
extension staff mentioned that they have inadequate knowledge in the production agronomy for
the new and improved upland rice varieties. This includes limited knowledge on integrating upland
rice in the existing farming system.
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Potential investment opportunity and strategy for youth and women
inclusion at each node of the rice value chain
Approach for increased upland rice
production by youth and women in the
watersheds
ÎÎ NARO-NaCRRI needs to invest in breeding
and promotion of upland rice varieties that
are both early maturing and high yielding
with a good aroma. But also invest in
labor saving technologies to reduce the
foundation seed cost
ÎÎ Government and its partners should train
local government extension staff, NGOs
involved in rice production and women
rice farmers on climate-smart agriculture
while combining improved upland rice
varieties and improved cropping systems
particularly conservation agriculture
ÎÎ Government and partners should
strengthen the community seed system;
and work with UNADA, researchers
and the private sector to ensure farmers
have access to quality agro inputs in the
required quantities
ÎÎ Strengthen the farmer groups and support
them to access credit at affordable interest
rates

Table 6: Gross Margin Analysis per hectare
for production of upland rice grain- variety
NERICA 4: A case of Mubuku watershed

Variable

Amount (UGX)

Total labor costs (UGX)

1,064,000

Total input and service
costs (UGX)

1,156,000

Total variable costs (UGX)

2,220,000

Yield (Kg)

4,200

Unit price UGX/Kg) of
output

1,100

Revenue

4,620,000

Gross Margin

2,400,000

Profit Margin per Kg
(UGX)
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c. Value addition to rice through making briquettes and livestock feeds from rice husks
Government and NGOs should support strengthening of women and youth groups then empower
these groups with entrepreneurship and technical skills for production and marketing of:
ÎÎ briquettes; and
ÎÎ feeds for livestock such as poultry and pigs.
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3.5. Objective 4: Agribusiness training needs of the 		
key Value Chain Actors and VC Enablers
3.5.1. Agribusiness training needs along the rice value chain
Actor

Capacity Building Needs

Specific
Watersheds

Input dealers

Training on identification of counterfeit/adulterated
chemicals and safe handling of agro inputs

All watersheds

Training on business skills and record keeping

All watersheds

Training on Business skills including; farming as a business,
record keeping, financial literacy and Marketing

All watersheds

Training on Good Agronomic Practices (GAPs) with
emphasis on: a) water management regimes; b)
integrated soil fertility management; c) pests and disease
identification and control; and d) safe use and handling of
agricultural chemicals

All watersheds

Training on Good post harvest handling practices and
technologies to meet buyer requirements

All watersheds

Build capacity of famer organizations to professionally
manage existing storage facilities in a business manner

All watersheds

Training on farmers’ institution organization, governance
and leadership

All watersheds

Building capacity of community seed producers with
appropriate commercial seed multiplication skills coupled
with supporting their registration with MAAIF

 Wadelai

Producers

 Ngenge
 Doho

Strengthen the business linkage between suppliers of the
rice foundation seed and the Local Seed Businesses (LSBs)

 Wadelai
 Ngenge
 Doho

Sensitizing the rice producers on the economic benefits of
using improved seed.

 Wadelai
 Ngenge
 Tochi
 Doho
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Actor

Capacity Building Needs

Specific Watersheds

Millers/ processors

Training on safety machine operations and minor
repairs to improve milling efficiency

All watersheds

Sensitization on appropriate and available rice
processing technologies to enhance private sector
investment in modern milling machines and
postharvest handling technologies

All watersheds

Interest private sector investment in storage
facilities where they are non existent.

All watersheds

Training on record keeping and business skills
(including financial literacy) especially for the small
scale rice processors

All watersheds

Training on marketing and promotional skills with
a special focus branding and packaging especially
for the small scale and medium scale processors
(including farmers’ cooperatives with milling
machines)

All watersheds

Training on storage facility management, quality
control (standard operating procedures), grading
and certification to meet market specifications
for export and structured trading based on EAC
standards

All watersheds

Linkages to providers of affordable agricultural
credit products

All watersheds

Build capacity of traders to professionally manage
existing storage facilities

All watersheds

Training on financial literacy and record keeping

All watersheds

Linkages to providers of affordable agricultural
credit products

All watersheds

Training on rice grain standards

All watersheds

Trainings on simplified trade regime systems to
facilitate cross border trade

All watersheds

Traders
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3.5.2. Agribusiness training needs for youth and women
Category

Capacity Building Needs

Specific Watersheds

Youth

 Training on business skills including record
keeping to run their enterprises profitably

All watersheds

 Training on provision of demand driven
production and postharvest handling support
services e.g. threshing services and spraying
services

All watersheds

 Training on financial literacy

All watersheds

 Training on safe use and handling of agricultural
chemicals

All watersheds

 Training on value addition e.g. making of animal
feeds from rice bran and briquettes from rice
husks

All watersheds

 Training equipment operators e.g. motorised
threshers and motorised winnowers on repair
and maintenance

All watersheds

 Building capacity of community seed producers
with appropriate commercial seed multiplication
skills coupled with supporting their registration
with MAAIF

All watersheds

 Linkages to providers of affordable agricultural
credit products

All watersheds

 Training on business skills including record
keeping to run their enterprises profitably

All watersheds

 Training on provision of demand driven
production and postharvest handling support
services e.g. paddy cleaning services and
harvesting services

All watersheds

 Training on financial literacy

All watersheds

 Training on value addition e.g. making of animal
feeds from rice bran and briquettes from rice
husks

All watersheds

 Building capacity of community seed producers
with appropriate commercial seed multiplication
skills coupled with supporting their registration
with MAAIF

All watersheds

 Linkages to providers of affordable agricultural
credit products

All watersheds

Women
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Capacity building needs for the rice value chain enablers
Value chain enabler

Capacity Building need

District and Sub county Agricultural,
District Commercial Officials

Updated knowledge and skills on production agronomy for new
and improved upland rice varieties
Technical knowledge on the use of improved machinery and
labour saving technologies used in the rice value chin
Gender mainstreaming in training programs under the rice
enterprise
Production and market data collection, analysis and management

MAAIF and MDAs



Enhancing MAAIF’s capacity on monitoring and
inspection of quality declared seed production.



Support breeders to acquire labor saving technologies
to reduce the cost of foundation seed



Support government to review and enforce the quality
standards of agro inputs



Prioritization of the rural electrification program in the
rice producing areas.
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3.5.3 Strategies to improve engagement of women and youth in the 		
rice value chain

Capacity building in
GAPS, GPHHPs,
business skills, FBS &
financial literacy, Value
addition

Sensitize them on the
economic viability &
profitability of rice as a
sustainable income
generating business

Improve access to
productive resources
especially land and
financial services
through linkages and
negotiating friendly
products as well as
providing seed capital
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Motivate & build
capacity in service
provision & off farm
business development
support services.- input
supply, agro-chemical
application & value
addition

Increasing
mechanization in the
value chain especially
at production- Provide
labor-saving
technologies e.g.
hydro-tillers
Provide protective
gears for lowland
production

3.6. Objective 5: Innovative Investment approaches 		
to create youth employment opportunities in the
rice value chain
3.6.1. Sustainable innovative investment approaches needed to
create youth and women employment opportunities in the rice
subsector
Although rice production and marketing is a profitable enterprise, the enterprise is labor
intensive and requires high capital investment at all the value chain nodes. For instance,
according to the Rice Social Economist at NaCRRI, rice seed is expensive with over 60% of
the cost attributed to charges labor particularly for production and harvesting. The high cost
partly explains the limited investment in seed business and ultimately low seed use by the
farmers which consequently affects productivity. Besides, post-harvest management of rice in
the watershed and the country at large is characterized by a low use of improved technologies
across the post-harvest value chain thereby leading to high post-harvest losses. Grain losses
occur throughout the whole post-harvest management procedures - right after harvest to the
final consumption. However, losses at farm level (threshing followed by drying) constitute a
major part of the losses as indicated in Figure 20.
Figure 20: Share of losses of rice by stage of post-harvest management at farm level
Threshing
(40.7%)

Drying
(22.1%)

Storing
(19.8%)

Packaging and
Transportation
(17.4%)

Source: KDS & KFRI. 2014. Baseline Survey Report

The Opportunity and Innovation Approach
Increasing access to seed, fertilizers, agro-chemicals and other production and postharvest
handling technologies such as planters, weeders and harvesters to reduce production costs, and
threshers, winnowers coupled with driers to reduce post-harvest losses while targeting inclusion
of the youth and women will increase the competitiveness of the rice sector. The appropriate
technologies can be sustainably accessed using the Consortium Model embedded with a
Matching Grant while enhancing participation of youth and women at the different nodes of the
rice value chain in the 5 watersheds. Figure 21 illustrates the suggested model to be employed.
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The Business Consortium Approach embedded with a Matching Grant
Fund component
Figure 21: An illustration a Business Consortium

Technical Support

M&E

FIEFOC-2 Project

Matching Grants, Technical Support & Business Linkages

Lead Firm/ Market
Off taker

Input suppliers

Extension
service providers

Financial
Providers

Quality & Standards
Institutions

Farmer Based
Organizations
Market
Information
Providers

R&D
Institutions
Technology
providers

Smallholder Producers

Incomes of the VC actors
(X) at start of Project
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Incomes of the VC actors
(X2) at the end of the Project

ÎÎ The business consortium model uses a purely market-led development approach through which
the different value chain actors view each other as business partners. And thus, strengthened
business relationship among the VC actors.
ÎÎ Youth and women will be integrated into the business consortium at the different value chain
nodes especially at input supply, production and value addition as providers of demand driven
production, postharvest handling and market support services on a commercial basis including:
a. Youth: Land preparation services; planting services; weeding services; spraying services;
harvesting services; threshing services; paddy cleaning services; paddy drying services; paddy
aggregation/bulking services; making of briquettes from rice husks; and making of animal
feeds from rice bran
b. Women: Planting services; harvesting services; threshing services; paddy cleaning services;
making of briquettes from rice husks; and making of animal feeds from rice bran
ÎÎ However, youth and women across all the 5 watersheds are constrained by inadequate capital to
invest in the kind of technologies required to provide such business services.
ÎÎ In order to stimulate investment by youth and women into new technologies (including
production and postharvest handling technologies) such as power tillers; rice seeders; rice conical
weeders; electronic spray pumps; rice reapers; motorized threshers; motorized winnowers; mobile
collapsible driers; briquette making machines; and animal feeds making machines, so as to
provide commercial services to rice producers and other rice value chain actors, there is a need for
FIEFOC-2 project to provide a catalytic matching grant fund to the integrated youth and women to
expedite adoption of such new technologies.
ÎÎ The provision of a matching grant facility (e.g. 1:1.5 ratio) creates an opportunity for the youth and
women to be engaged by the FIEFOC-2 project into commercial service provision to cost-share
with the project on the promoted technologies. This will ensure ownership and sustainability of
interventions beyond the FIEFOC-2 project implementation as opposed to handouts/ issuance of
equipment to youth and women at zero cost. Investment in such technologies will also create new
employment opportunities for the youth that will be engaged as equipment operators.
ÎÎ The proposed model is self-sustaining mainly because its demand- and/ market-driven. For
example, the demand for quality produce is generated all the way from national and regional
end markets through the lead firm/ market off taker and has a ripple effect all the way down
to the farmer. Also, there is a monetary benefit for all the key players engaged (including youth
and women) e.g. earning commission on the different services offered and this further drives
sustainability of the model.
ÎÎ The proposed business consortium approach is also anticipated to trigger private sector
investment by the lead firms/ market off takers in improving processing technologies such as
upgrading rice mills and strengthening their supply chains to enhance volumes traded. This will
also have a positive effect on youth employment given the fact that majority of the rice trading
activities are dominated by the youth. This will significantly increase returns to the youth engaged
in service provision.
ÎÎ For example, Table 7 gives the Cost Benefit Analysis for offering threshing services. Besides, there
will be increased access of these labor saving technologies particularly for the women seed and
grain producers, and ultimately reduce drudgery while increasing profitability. The Gross Margins
of the seed and grain production businesses were presented under section 4.5.1
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Example of how the youth can be involved in offering technology
services
Table 7: Cost Benefit Analysis for mobile threshing services
RICE THRESHER
Cost of Investment on a Thresher
Sales/Revenue per year
Threshing services

6,500,000
Cost

Quantity No. of days

4,000

120

120

57,600,000

Fuel

3,500

10

120

2,520,000

Oil

10,000

1

120

1,200,000

Casual labour 120bags/day@500

60,000

1

120

7,200,000

3,500

4

120

1,680,000

650,000

1

Operational Expenses per year

Transport to client with bike
Repairs & spareparts 10%
Sub total

650,000
14,930,000

CAPEX-Machinery
bank interest rate 2.5% monthly

2,730,000

1

2,730,000

Cost of investment

6,500,000

1

6,500,000

195,000

1

195,000

Others
Sub total

9,425,000

Total

24,355,000

Net Profit Per year

33,245,000

Payback period per year

1

Assumptions:
The thresher is operated for 120 days per year i.e. 2 months during the harvesting period per
season
The thresher has a capacity out put of 2-3 tonnes per hour depending on loading & engine speed,
and operated for 6-8 hours per day
The thresher uses a 16HP diesel engine with a fuel consumption of ≤ 1.4 litres/ hour
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A case of where the Consortium Model has been Successful

The Consortium Model has been successfully implemented by Kilimo Trust in partnership with GIZ
under a project entitled: Competitive African Rice Initiative (CARI) using a matching grant of US$
449,661 in Tanzania for 4 years.
The consortium members and their roles were:
ÎÎ Raphael Group: Was the rice processor/ market off taker and the lead partner who built business
clusters and developed forward linkages with national and regional end markets. Besides, the
miller built backward linkages with producers of paddy to supply the demanded quantity and
quality; and accessed a matching grant of 1:1.5 ratio i.e., project : Raphael contribution
ÎÎ 30 Farmers Business Organization (FBOs): These had contracts with Raphael for supply of
paddy and with various consortium members for inputs access
ÎÎ Ari- Uyole: Public institution that provided extension services to the producers with a matching
grant of (1:1).
ÎÎ Obo Investment Limited: Supplied inputs to producers through contractual arrangements and
accessed a matching grant of 1:1.5 i.e., project : Obo contribution. Obo Investment Ltd also
conducted capacity building on production and post harvest technologies.
ÎÎ Agriseed Technologies Ltd: Supplied seeds and technologies through pre financing
ÎÎ Yara Tanzania Ltd: Supplied fertilizers

However, all agro-inputs (seeds, agro-chemicals and fertilizers) supplied to farmers where on a
commercial basis.
Achievements of the CARI project
ÎÎ The consortium engaged 6,357 comprising 54% women

ÎÎ Over 2,670 accessed improved inputs through pre-financing arrangement

ÎÎ A 111% increase in productivity - 1.8MT/Ha to 3.8MT/Ha (rainfed); and 140% - 2.5MT/Ha to
6.0MT/Ha (irrigated)
ÎÎ 1,633% Increase in supply of paddy under contract – from 1,500 to 26,000 MT
ÎÎ 420% Increase in Profitability from average of $ 174/Ha to $ 907/Ha
ÎÎ 50% Reduction Post harvest loses - from 30% to 15%

Lessons learnt from the CARI
ÎÎ Market assurance through contract farming improves farmers livelihood through revenue
collected from selling their produce to Raphael Group Limited.
ÎÎ Pre financing of inputs enhances participation of women farmers
ÎÎ Market assurance enhances access to credit as was the case with NMB bank and the

consortium farmers
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Potential Business Consortia Partners across the 5 Watersheds
Doho and Ngenge Watersheds
Category

Consortium
Partners

Roles

Benefits

Lead firm/
Market off taker

Doho: Eastern
Rice Millers
/ Kibimba
Limited

 Build business clusters and
develop forward linkages with
national and regional end
markets.

Ngenge:
Upland Rice
Millers Ltd /
FOL Logistics
(U)ltd

 Build backward linkages with
producers of paddy to supply
the demanded quantity and
quality

 Reliable supply chains
 Reduced transaction costs
i.e. aggregation
 Increased revenues
 Reduced risks e.g. side
selling
 More attractive to financial
institutions
 Strengthened relationship/
trust between lead firms,
farmers and BDS providers

Input supplier

Equator Seeds
Ltd

 Supply of quality rice seed and
agro-chemicals e.g. pesticides
and herbicides

 Increased customer base
 Reduced transaction costs
 Increased revenue

Technology
service provider

Munyengera
Agromachinery
Ltd / A-B
Marta Uganda,
Tonnet, JBT

 Supply of locally fabricated
labour saving and PHH
technologies e.g. motorised
threshers to be utilised by
youth and women in service
provision

 Increased customer base
 Reduced transaction costs
 Increased revenue

Extension
service provider

A2N-Uganda /
VECO & DLGs

 Training farmers and other VC
actors e.g. trainings on GAPs,
PHH, business skills

Increased adoption of rice
productivity and quality
enhancing technologies

Financial
service provider

DFCU/
Centenary
Bank / Post
Bank

 Provide financial literacy
trainings to smallholder
farmers and other VC actors
 Provision of credit to farmers &
other actors

 Increased customer base
 Reduced transaction costs
 Increased revenue

Smallholder
farmers

Farmer Based
Organizations

 Supply quality paddy to the
market off taker
 Provide demand for the
different services provided
by the consortium business
partners e.g. inputs,
technologies & finance
 Participate in capacity building
trainings

 Access to affordable
services, e.g., planting,
genuine inputs.
 Increased yields & better
paddy quality
 Access to markets and
better prices
 Increased sales and income
 More attractive to financial
institutions
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Tochi and Wadelai Watersheds
Category

Consortium
Partners

Roles

Benefits

Lead firm/
Market off
taker

Kehong –
Peyero Millers
Company

 Build business clusters and
develop forward linkages with
national and regional end
markets.

 Reliable supply chains
 Reduced transaction costs
i.e. aggregation
 Increased revenues
 Reduced risks e.g. side
selling
 More attractive to financial
institutions
 Strengthened relationship/
trust between lead firms,
farmers and BDS providers

 Build backward linkages with
producers of paddy to supply
the demanded quantity and
quality

Input supplier

Equator Seeds
Ltd

 Supply of quality rice seed and
agro-chemicals e.g. pesticides
and herbicides

 Increased customer base
 Reduced transaction costs
 Increased revenue

Technology
service provider

Munyengera
Agromachinery
Ltd / A-B
Marta Uganda,
Tonnet, JBT

 Supply of locally fabricated
labour saving and PHH
technologies e.g. motorised
threshers to be utilised by
youth and women in service
provision

 Increased customer base

Extension
service provider

ISSD, ACORD,
WENIPS &
DLGs

 Training farmers and other VC
actors e.g. trainings on GAPs,
PHH, business skills

Increased adoption of rice
productivity and quality
enhancing technologies

Financial
service provider

DFCU/
Centenary
Bank / Post
Bank

 Provide financial literacy
trainings to smallholder
farmers and other VC actors
 Provision of credit to farmers &
other actors

 Increased customer base

Farmer Based
Organizations
e.g. Wadelai
Produce
Marketing
Coop. society
and Mer Ber
Coop. Ltd

 Supply quality paddy to the
market off taker

 Access to affordable
services, e.g., planting,
genuine inputs.

Smallholder
farmers

 Provide demand for the
different services provided
by the consortium business
partners e.g. inputs,
technologies & finance
 Participate in capacity building
trainings

 Reduced transaction costs
 Increased revenue

 Reduced transaction costs
 Increased revenue

 Increased yields & better
paddy quality
 Access to markets and
better prices
 Increased sales and income
 More attractive to financial
institutions
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Mubuku Watershed
Category

Consortium
Partners

Roles

Benefits

Lead firm/
Market off
taker

No medium or large
scale rice processor.
The project will
have to support
the upgrading of
existing small scale
millers e.g. Rwimi
maize & rice millers

 Build business clusters and
develop forward linkages
with national and regional
end markets.
 Build backward linkages
with producers of paddy
to supply the demanded
quantity and quality

 Reliable supply chains
 Reduced transaction costs
i.e. aggregation
 Increased revenues
 Reduced risks e.g. side
selling
 More attractive to financial
institutions
 Strengthened relationship/
trust between lead firms,
farmers and BDS providers

Input supplier

FICA Seeds Ltd

 Supply of quality rice seed
and agro-chemicals e.g.
pesticides and herbicides

 Increased customer base
 Reduced transaction costs
 Increased revenue

Technology
service
provider

Munyengera Agromachinery Ltd /
A-B Marta Uganda,
Tonnet, JBT

 Supply of locally fabricated
labour saving and PHH
technologies e.g. motorised
threshers to be utilised by
youth and women in service
provision

 Increased customer base
 Reduced transaction costs
 Increased revenue

Extension
service
provider

ISSD, A2N-Uganda
/ VECO & DLGs

 Training farmers and other
VC actors e.g. trainings on
GAPs, PHH, business skills

Increased adoption of rice
productivity and quality
enhancing technologies

Financial
service
provider

Centenary Bank /
Post Bank

 Provide financial literacy
trainings to smallholder
farmers and other VC actors
 Provision of credit to farmers
& other actors

 Increased customer base
 Reduced transaction costs
 Increased revenue

Smallholder
farmers

Farmer Based
Organizations
e.g. Abasaja
Kweyamba Coop.
Society

 Supply quality paddy to the
market off taker
 Provide demand for the
different services provided
by the consortium business
partners e.g. inputs,
technologies & finance
 Participate in capacity
building trainings

 Access to affordable
services, e.g., planting,
genuine inputs.
 Increased yields & better
paddy quality
 Access to markets and
better prices
 Increased sales and income
 More attractive to financial
institutions
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3.7. Objective 1: Status of the apiculture sub-sector 		
investments
3.7.1. Bee products supply in Uganda and the targeted watershed
3.7.1.1. National Production
¬¬ Bees produce many products including honey, beeswax, royal jelly, pollen, propolis, and
bee venom. In Uganda and in the five watersheds under study, the bee products are
honey, beeswax, propolis and venom. Besides, according to Mr Alfred C Butele who is
a Senior Entomologist at MAAIF, the country is exploring value addition to produce new
products including soap, candles, shoe polish, paper crayons and lipstick.
¬¬ Among the produced products, concentration is mainly on the production of honey,
followed by beeswax then propolis and least is venom which is so far reported to be
produced by only Kabalore Bee Keepers Association in Uganda.
¬¬ Although honey is the main bee product, it fetches the least market price i.e., farm gate
price in UGX/Kg ranging between 5,000-7,000 for combo honey; and 8,000 - 20,000
for processed honey, while the respective prices for bee wax, propolis and venom in UGX
are 25,000/Kg, 40,000/Kg and 50,000/g.
¬¬ Nevertheless, as the main hive product, honey makes the biggest contribution to the
total income derived from bee products, followed by beeswax then propolis. Venom
production is low despite the high returns.
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¬¬ According to Ms. Anna Asinde who is the Tororo District Entomologist, the low
production of venom is mainly due to the high investment costs required to produce
venom yet most bee keepers are smallholders with limited access to credit for investing
in the enterprise. Besides, both the farmers and the technical staff lack the necessary
knowledge and skills; and there are no funds to procure the materials for demonstration
during training of the farmers.
¬¬ Generally, data on production , export and import volumes of honey and other hive
products in the entire country is scanty and unreliable. Although MAAIF developed a
tool for data collection on apiculture performance, the entomologists are inadequately
facilitated and there are still some districts and ZARDIs without entomologists and or
apiculture specialists.
¬¬ An earlier study by Kugonza and Nabakabya (2008) analysed honey quality from
supermarkets, hawkers and stall markets in Kampala confirmed that most of the honey
brands could not meet the Uganda and Codex Alimentarius standards, and only 20%
met European Union HMF and DN standards.
¬¬ Notably however, this production is still less than 1% of the country’s honey production
potential of 500,000 tons per year according to Mr Butele from MAAIF. Moreover, most
of the honey produced in the country is of poor quality. For instance, Ndyomugyenyi et
al. (2015) established that little honey was sold in supermarkets because most of it did
not meet the required quality for the urban consumers.
¬¬ Nevertheless, respondents from MAAIF reported that honey production is steadily
growing with an estimated annual production of 24,000 tons. This is produced by
about 1,200,000 active beekeepers and over 700,000 colonized beehives countrywide
(TUNADO, 2016).
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Bee products production systems and productivity in the watersheds
ÎÎ The main honey producing areas across the country are: West Nile and Western
Uganda (Kabarole, Kisoro, Mbarara, Ntungamo, Kabale, Bushenyi and Rukungiri
districts) as shown in figure 6 below. But overall, the North and West Nile region
produces the highest volumes with Yumbe, Nakapiripirit, Pader, Moroto, Amuru,
Oyam, Nyadri, Nebbi, Apac and Lira districts being the leading producers while the
central region records the least volume of honey produced.
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Production systems
Bee products in all the watersheds are produced using three types of hives i.e., traditional,
transitional - Kenya Top bar hive (KTB) and modern type (Langstroth). Except for Doho, the
traditional type is the most commonly used i.e., by 66%, 75%, 67%, and 72% of the farmers
in Mubuku, Ngenge, Tochi and Wadelai, respectively (Fig 7). This is followed by the KTB while
Langstroth is the least used. For Doho, KTB hives are the most popular partly because World
Vision in partnership with the District Local Government (DLG) as well as the Vegetable Oil
Development Project (VODP2) under MAAIF distributed this type of hives.
In addition, World Vision and the DLG trained local artisans in making KTB hives, thus easily
accessible to the farmers in the area. Overall, the bee keepers mentioned that the traditional
bee hive is widely used in the watersheds because it needs less skills to manage, is cheap, and
is also easy to make with locally available materials (Table 14). Depending on the location,
the materials for construction of traditional hives include bamboo, palm tree logs, and twigs
to sticks, while for KTB and Langstroth, timber is used.
Despite the wide use of the traditional hives, Langstroth gives the best quality and highest
yields followed by KTB in all watersheds except in Doho. In this watershed, according to
the Tororo district Entomologist (Ms. Anna Asinde), the East Africa Bee Keepers supplied
Langstroth with an inappropriate shape and size that does not induce colonization, which
resulted into low yields and ultimately farmers are demotivated to use them.
But overall, the Langstroth type is not popular because it needs skilled labor to harvest
the bee products; and is very a expensive system i.e., a hive costing about UGX 300,000
compared to UGX 90,000 and UGX 15,000 for the KTB and traditional hives, respectively.
Besides, processing honey from the Langstroth hive requires centrifuging; and according to
Mr Moses Enzama who is a supplier of bee equipment in Arua, a centrifuge costs UGX
3,000,000, which is expensive for producers associations comprising small scale farmers.
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Table 8: Associated reasons for using the different bee hive types
Hive type

Traditional

KTB / Transitional

Reason for using

Reason for NOT using

Use

Not using

• Affordable and inadequate capital to
purchase the hive (15,000UGX)
• Easy to make using locally available
materials
• Requires limited skills to manage

• Low colonization and yield
• Low quality honey produced

• Supported by government (MAAIF,
OWC and UWA) and NGOs (World
Vision) to acquire

• Relatively expensive (about
100,000UGX /hive)

• High colonization with high
productivity
• Long lasting and easy to inspect

Langstroth/ Modern

• High quality honey produced
• Easy to harvest given the required
skills

• Expensive (300,000 UGX / hive)
• Needs skilled labor to harvest

Percentage

Figure 24: Percentage of farmers using the different bee hive types per watershed
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Fields for production of bee products

During production, majority of the farmers locate the bee hives within own planted forests
like eucalyptus. According to the producers, use of own planted forests give a high sense of
ownership and reduced conflicts with neighbours; but also tree planting is becoming popular in
most regions. Other common areas for locating hives include crop fields particularly of sunflower
and banana plantations, traditional isolated trees, natural forests, wooden and metallic stands
constructed near forests and or homesteads.
Hives hanged around natural forests and traditional trees were reported to give high quality
honey. It was however noted that traditional trees in the watersheds are endangered due to
charcoal burning; and in Tochi, this is also affecting the availability of the popular coconut tree
which is used for fabricating hives.

Bee hive productivity in the watersheds
For both seasons, the Doho watershed registered the least honey yields (Kg/hive/season), while
the highest were recorded in Wadelai and Toschi for all the hive types. During the major season, the
productivity (Kg/hive) ranges within the watersheds for the traditional and KTB hives were between
3-8, and 7-15, respectively. For langstroth, without considering Doho, the productivity was between
10 and 25 Kg/hive.
Hive type and season

Average yield in Kg per hive per season
Potential*

Mubuku

Doho

Ngenge

Tochi

Wadelai

5.0

3.0

5.0

6.0

8.0

2.0-3.0

1.5-2.0

3.0

3.0

4.0

10.0

7.0

8.0

14.0

15.0

5.0-7.0

4.5

5.0

8.0

7.0

12.0

4.0

10.0

25.0

25.0

5.0-7.0

2.0-3.0

5.0

20.0

15

Traditional
Major season
Minor season

15

KTB / Transitional
Major season
Minor season

26

Langstroth/ Modern
Major season
Minor season

60

*Source: SNV (2009)
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Yield gaps for the different hives types for combed honey under the
watersheds
The yields registered from all the five watersheds in this study are far below the potential. For
instance, under the major season, the percentage yield gaps for the three hives are 60 -80 for the
traditional; 46-69 for KTB; and 58-93 for the Langstroth (Table 10).

Hive type and season

Average percentage yield gap per hive per season/watershed
Mubuku

Doho

Ngenge

Tochi

Wadelai

Major season

67

80

67

60

47

Minor season

87

90

80

80

73

Major season

62

73

69

46

42

Minor season

81

83

81

69

73

Major season

80

93

83

58

58

Minor season

92

97

92

67

75

Traditional

KTB

Langstroth
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Honey harvest seasons in the watersheds under study
Table 11: Honey harvest seasons per watershed

Dec

Nov

Oct

Sept

Aug

Jul

Jun

Reason why
May

Apr

Mar

Feb

Jan

Harvesting months
Watershed

Main season

Low and off season

 There is a lot of forage  The November
season is so short
with a lot of flowered
in both regions
plants
that only skilled
 The weather is
and experienced
favorable with
farmers that can
adequate sunshine and
produce
temperature for the
bees to collect nectar.

Mubuku Highland

Mubuku Lowland

 July/Aug honey
has a high-water
content as it is
harvested after a
rainy season
 Nov/Dec is off
season as the
temperatures
are high for bees
activities

Doho

 Honey harvested
is highly nutritious
with less water as it
is collected after dry
season (Dec-Feb).
 It is the time when
most plants start
to flower; and the
temperatures are
favorable for bees

Ngenge

 Conducive weather
and forage for honey
production

Tochi

 Major flowering period;  July-Aug is low
bees have enough
season as the rains
nectar; and favorable
are moderate while
weather
March-May is
off season due to
heavy rains; bees
are inactive – they
stay inside and feed
on honey

Wadelai

 Flowering season
especially for coffee
and simsim
 Temperatures
are favorable for
bees coupled with
availability of water

Key

Major harvest

Low harvest

 Au-Jan is low
season as the rains
and the quality of
forages for nectar
production are
moderate

Dearth season

The major honey production seasons for all watersheds as indicated in f Table 18 follow the
crop production cycle which in turn is influenced by the time when there is sufficient rains
to support flowering and suitable temperatures that favor bees activities particularly of
collecting nectar from the flowers.
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3.7.1.3. Input distribution systems in the watersheds
Figure 25: Input distribution systems in the watersheds
Equipment
supply

Distribution

Local Artisans
for Beehives

Local Traders

Protective gears
suppliers

Production

Individual
producers

Producer
Associations
Government &
Dev. partners

Processing &
Packaging material
suppliers
KEY
Horizontal linkage

Weak linkage

ÎÎ Majority of the necessary equipment such as improved bee hives (KTBs and
Langstroths), protective gears and processing equipment especially at producer
level are accessed mainly with support from Development Partners and the
government.
ÎÎ The private sector is mainly involved in the supply of such equipment that is either
locally sourced within the key urban centres in the watersheds or sourced directly
from Kampala which often increases the costs of accessing technologies.
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Figure 26: Total Natural Honey Imports into Uganda
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Figure 27: Source of Uganda’s Natural Honey Imports
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ÎÎ Natural honey is the major bee product imported into Uganda. Over the last 12 years
(2006 – 2017), natural honey imports into the country were increasing at an average
of 65% per annum i.e. from 5MT valued at USD 5,000 in 2006 to 280MT valued at
USD 126,000. This is a clear indication of the increasing domestic demand for natural
honey due to change in tastes and preferences and the use (nutritional qualities), with
more consumers substituting sugar for honey in their diets due to perceived medicinal
value.
ÎÎ The United Arab Emirates and Tanzania are the major suppliers of natural honey to
Uganda with the two countries accounting for 83% of the honey imports followed by
Kenya (8%). Besides the United Kingdom, Pakistan and Afghanistan, other exporters
of natural honey to Uganda include: India, Sudan and USA.
ÎÎ The increasing demand provides a huge market opportunity for the domestic honey
producers and processors through import substitution. However, if these actors are
to benefit fully from such markets, there is a need to invest in quality enhancing
technologies to increase the competitiveness of domestically produced honey
products against the quality imports.
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3.7.2.1. Aggregate Consumption Volumes
Figure 28: Honey Consumption from 2003 to 2013
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Figure 29: Honey Supply Gap in Uganda
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ÎÎ Based on the available statistics, honey consumption in the country has been increasing
at an average rate of 9% per year during the period 2003 – 2013. The supply gap is
largely attributed to low domestic honey production volumes.
ÎÎ In order to bridge this supply gap, bee products imports are made which deprives the
producers and processors an opportunity to take advantage of the increasing domestic
and export market for honey products.
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Consumer preferences
ÎÎ The honey products market is segmented into local, regional and global markets. The
local market is further subdivided into two: price sensitive and quality sensitive.
ÎÎ The price sensitive market is price-driven and dominated by informal traders. These
normally sell honey in re-used plastic containers and this honey is of inferior quality.
The study found out that there is a lot of trade that happens at farmer gate with some
farmers selling directly to final consumers within local communities.
ÎÎ The quality sensitive market caters for the middle and high class consumers who
usually buy honey from supermarkets. This market segment goes for better quality.
ÎÎ The high income consumer segment normally prefer to purchase imported honey
because it is better packaged. Most Ugandan honey is packed in jars, which are
described by consumers as “messy” and easy to spill when serving. They preferred
to pay a premium price (which most don’t find significantly higher) for the imported
plastic bottled honey, that would simply ooze out of the bottle by mere pressing
(squeezable bottles).
ÎÎ Reasons underlying consumption of honey are: its perceived medicinal value, healthy
benefits i.e. it is a substitute for sugar, and in local communities it is used as a
major ingredient for specialty porridge (enturire), a delicacy at traditional wedding
ceremonies. There is also an increasing level of demand for honey as an ingredient
for herbal medicine, pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries in Uganda, East African
Community common market and COMESA
Table 12: Honey quality parameters – Uganda National Standards
S/N Parameter

Description

1

Moisture

This is a criterion that determines stability of honey to spoilage and yeast formation.
Measured by refractometer or oven

2

Hydroxy
It is an indicator of freshness of honey. Expressed in mk/kg
methyl furfural
(HMF)

3

Ash content

Inorganic residue remaining upon incineration of honey sample at 550oC - 600oC

4

Acidity

Free acids expressed in millieguivalents/kg of honey

5

Colour of the
honey

Measures cleanness of honey as All matter insoluble in water that is retained during
filtration of honey solution on porosity 3 glass sintered crucible

6

Relative
density

Examines added materials other than honey, measured by pyknometer (density
bottle)

7

Lead

Total content of lead in honey expressed in mg/kg

8

Zinc

Total content of zinc in honey expressed in mg/kg

Source: https://www.unbs.go.ug//attachments/menus/41/Part%202%20PT%20Matrices.pdf
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Quality of the domestically produced honey

The quality of honey is key for both domestic and international markets to enable attainment of
competitive premium prices and ensure human health.
ÎÎ Unfortunately, honey quality consideration is an aspect disregarded by most
producers and consumers in the watersheds and other parts of the country. Similarly,
Jackson (2003) reported that most of the honey in the market was full of debris or
broken honeycombs.
ÎÎ A later study by Kugonza and Nabakabya (2008) analysed honey quality from
supermarkets, hawkers and stall markets in Kampala and confirmed that most of the
honey brands could not meet the Uganda and Codex Alimentarius standards, and
only 20% met European Union HMF and DN standards.
ÎÎ A different study by Ndyomugyenyi et al. (2015) while assessing the honey value
chain in Lira district established that little honey was sold in supermarkets because
most of it did not meet the required quality for the urban consumers.
ÎÎ Kugonza and Nabakabya (2008) partly attributed the low quality of honey to
harvesting immature honey, bad extraction methods involving pressing, boiling and
straining while using local means, and contamination by extraneous materials.
ÎÎ The technique and extraction equipment used was also reported by Jackson (2003)
to influence honey quality.
ÎÎ Other factors that affect the quality of honey in Uganda include prevalence of pests
and diseases (Kajobe et al., 2009); type of vegetation (Kalanzi et al., 2015); and the
packaging coupled with adulteration by producers (Ndyomugyenyi et al., 2015).
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3.7.2.2. Natural Honey Exports
Figure 30: Total Natural Honey Exports into Uganda
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Figure 31: Destination of Natural honey exports from Uganda (2004 – 2016)
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ÎÎ Natural honey is the main bee product exported by Uganda. Between 2007-2016, natural
honey exports from Uganda were increasing annually at an average rate of 152% rate in
response to increasing honey production in the country due to increasing number of bee
keepers and moderate adoption of bee hive productivity enhancing technologies such as
KTB hives.
ÎÎ Rwanda (49%) and South Sudan (26%) are the largest export markets for natural honey
from Uganda.
ÎÎ However, natural honey re-exports are very negligible.
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Flow of bee products produced and marketed in the watershed
SOUTH SUDAN
Kaabong

Moyo
Atiak

Kitgum

KENYA

Arua
Gulu

Nebbi

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF
CONGO

Moroto

Amuru
Lira

Nwoya

Soroti

Mbale
Fort Portal
Kasese

Mubende

Kyenjojo

Mityana

Bombo
Kampala

Tororo
Iganga

Masaka
Lyantonde
Mbarara
Ntungamo
Kasese

TANZANIA

Key

RWANDA

Large Flow

Formal Imports

Local Trading

Small Flow

Cross boarder Exports

Formal Imports

Strong Link

ÎÎ The major towns such as Kampala, Jinja, Entebbe, Mbarara, Lira, Gulu, Arua and Mbale
consume 95% of the honey produced locally. Local brands dominate the market and
compete more favorably mainly on prices against the imported brands.
ÎÎ Kampala is a major hub where all the honey from the different watersheds and from other
countries is traded. Large volumes of the traded honey are mainly from Wadelai and Tochi.
ÎÎ There is some considerable cross border trade involving both informal imports and exports.
E.g. Imports from DRC to Nebbi and Arua in the West Nile region. However, it is interesting
to note that there are exports from each of the two districts to DRC.
Watershed

Major markets supplied

Doho

Mbale, Tororo, Kampala, Jinja

Ngenge

Nakapiripirit, Moroto, Kween

Tochi

Lira, Oyam and Kenya

Wadelai

Arua, Kampala, DRC, Nebbi, Zombo, Lira, Pakwach, south Sudan and
Kenya

Mubuku

Kabarole, Kasese, DRC, Kyenjojo, Bundibugyo, and Kampala
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3.7.3. Honey Value Chain Map in the Watershed
3.7.3.1. Honey Value Chain Map in the Watershed
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Actors

Key Value Chain Actors in the honey value chain
ÎÎ The main actors in the honey value chain are: input suppliers, bee keepers, processors,
transporters, exporters, retailers and consumers. The majority of players are micro and
small actors at the various nodes. The most common input is the bee hive usually the local
and KTB types that are made by local artisans.
ÎÎ However, between the production and trade nodes, the value chain is generally integrated
and characterised by vertical linkages, with many producers (either individually or in
groups) engaged as own processors, who also supply honey directly to retailers and to the
final consumers.
ÎÎ Overall, the role of the middle-men is relatively weak as most producers either as
individuals or as associations are able to perform most of the functions along the
value chain such as processing, transporting and selling directly to the final buyers. For
instance in Tochi, commonly, the processing facilities are owned by some of the individual
producers who besides producing, they buy and bulk unprocessed honey from fellow
farmers then process, package and sell to retailers, supermarkets and sometimes directly
to final consumers.
ÎÎ On the other hand, in Doho, Wadelai and Ngenge, most of the processing is conducted
by the producer association who also sell the refined honey through the various market
channels as for Tochi. However, in a few cases and particularly in remote areas, there are
individual processors who buy and process honey supplied by the individual farmers and
farmer producer associations.
ÎÎ The other weak link in the sub-sector is between processors and exporters. Due to low
yields, most producers and/ or processors fail to meet the demand for honey. Weak
linkages between the processors and the export market are as a result of processors failing
to meet standards and the quality set by the international market.
ÎÎ Nevertheless, strong linkages exist along the value chain between producers and retailers;
and processors and retailers. Similarly, the linkage between government and development
partners with the producers is strong. In contrast, the linkage between the equipment and
input suppliers with the producers is generally weak. This is mainly because of dependency
syndrome by the farmers on handouts from government and development partners. This
attitude, which is a threat to sustainability of the sector was also reported by Ahikiriza
(2016) and technical staff from both World Vision and the districts visited.
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Functions of value chain actors
Production

Transportation

Processing

Trade

Export

• Bee Keepers/
Producers
• Producer
associations

• Transporters
especially boda
boda

• Processors

• Traders: small
scale retailers
and super
markets

• Exporters

• Make and sell
traditional
and KTB hives
to producers
• Sell protective
gears such as
gloves, boots,
overall, bee
veil, and tools
for harvest
e.g. buckets,
smoker, brush
etc
• Provide
equipment for
harvesting,
processing
and packaging
of bee
products such
as extractor,
strainer etc

• Purchase
inputs such
as bee hives
and other
equipment
used
• Produce
comb honey;
transport
and sell to
processors
• Some
producers &
associations
process,
package,
transport and
sell honey
to different
market
channels

• Transport
harvested
honey to
processors
as well as
equipment to
producers

• Process;
package; and
brand honey
• Sell processed
honey to
supermarkets,
retailers
and final
consumers

• Purchase
honey from
processors
and sell to
consumers
within the
districts

• Package the
processed
honey
and sell to
regional and
international
markets

Actor

• Local artisans
• partners
• Field gear
suppliers
• Processing
& Packaging
materials
suppliers
• Government
&
Development

Node

Input &
Equipment
Supply

Roles
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3.7.3.2. Support institutions in the honey value chain
ÎÎ There are various organizations and development partners that support the bee enterprise
at each stage of the value chain. However, most of the support by the enablers is towards
supply of inputs particularly KTB hives and trainings in production, with limited support in
processing and marketing.
ÎÎ Despite the inadequate attention by the players, processing is a critical stage in ensuring
quality honey yet the appropriate equipment are costly and not readily available for the
smallholder farmers who have limited capital. Although financial institutions like Centenary
bank and Post bank are available to offer loans to actors, the interest rates are high,
moreover there are a lot of requirements to fulfil prior to qualifying for the loan.
ÎÎ Besides, honey quality consideration is an aspect disregarded by most producers and
consumers in the country. Thus, most processors use rudimentary equipment involving
honey extraction through pressing, boiling and straining.
ÎÎ In addition, because of less attention to marketing, farmers have limited access to
information on prices and available markets, which limits their bargaining power with
buyers and thus minimal motivation to invest in quality honey production.

Mubuku Watershed
Research

Rwebitaba
ZARDI

Input
supply

Extension

Value
addition

Marketing

Farmer’s Association engaging in processing & Marketing
Bunyangabo Bee Keepers Association (BBC) and Kabarole Bee Keepers
Association
Local artisans

NFA

Finance

SACCOs &
Commercial
banks
especially
Centenary
Bank

Policy

TUNADO
MAAIF
UEPB &
UNBS

Uganda Wildlife Authority
Small, medium & large scale processors e.g. Liberty
Development Foundation and RECO Industries
District Local Governments: Department of Entomology, MAAIF andMoWE
(FIEFOC-2)
Liberty Development foundation
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Doho Watershed
Research

Input
supply

Buginyanya
Buginyanya
ZARDIs e.g.
ZARDI
Rwebitaba
ZARDI

VODP2
VODP2

Production
/ Extension

Value
addition

Marketing

Farmer’s Association engaging in processing &
Marketing

Local artisans

SmallProcessors
scale processors
Small & Medium Scale .e.g.

Finance

SACCOs &
Commercial
banks
especially
Post bank
and
Centenary

Policy
TUNADO
TUNADO
MAAIF
MAAIF

UEPB &
UNBS

UEPB & UNBS

East African Bee Keepers
NFA
District Local Governments: Department of Entomology, MAAIF,
World Vision and MoWE (FIEFOC-2)

Ngenge Watershed
Research

Buginyanya
Rwebitaba
and
Nabuin
ZARDI
ZARDIs

Input
supply
Local
artisans

Extension

Value
addition

Marketing

Farmer’s Association engaging in processing &
Marketing

NFA
ATAAS-World Bank project
MAAIF – RPRLP

SmallSmall
scale &
processors
Processors
Medium Scale .e.g.
District Local Governments: Department of Entomology, MAAIF and
MoWE (FIEFOC-2)
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Finance

Policy

SACCOs
e.g.
Kapteret
Farmers
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Post Bank

TUNADO
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UNBS

Tochi Watershed
Research
Ngetta &
ZARDIs e.g.
Bulindi
Rwebitaba
ZARDIs

Input
supply

Production
/ Extension
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addition

Marketin
g

Farmer’s Association engaging in processing &
Marketing
Pacu kic Bee
farm
UWA / Revenue Sharing
Program

Local artisans

Nyabyeya Forestry College

Finance
Peace
Recovery and
Development
Program for
Northern
Uganda
(PRDP II)

Policy
TUNADO
MAAIF
UEPB &
UNBS

Raising Peace International
Processors Small & Medium Scale .e.g. Green and
white Enterprises
NFA
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Post bank

DLGs: Department of Entomology, MAAIF and MoWE (FIEFOC-2)

Wadelai Watershed
Research

Abi ZARDI

Input
supply

Local
artisans

Extension

Value
addition

Marketing

Farmer’s Association engaging in
processing & Marketing e.g. Pakwach
District Beekeepers Association and Nebbi
Bee Farmers Association
CEFORD

Finance

SACCOs and
Commercial
banks
especially
centenary
Bank

Policy

TUNADO
MAAIF
UEPB &
UNBS

Adra Agricultural College
Processors Small & Medium Scale .e.g. BNU
and ADRA Honey
DLGs: Department of Entomology, SNV, ZOA, NAADS, MAAIF
and MoWE (FIEFOC-2)
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Support institutions in the apiculture sub-sector
Support Institution

Service offered

East African Bee Keepers

• Supplies modern type of hives; packaging materials and
pressing equipment
• Train farmers

District Local Governments: Department of
Entomology and World Vision

• Train in production and processing of honey products
• Providing start up kits of KTB beehives and processing
equipment to farmers
• Link farmers to input and output markets

Vegetable Oil Project under MAAIF

• Support farmers with KTB hives and sunflower seeds

ATAAS-World Bank project

•
•
•
•
•

Uganda Wildlife Authority/Revenue Sharing
Program

• Providing beehives & trainings (the purpose is to chase
elephants away of the fields)

Local government - Peace Recovery and
Development Program for Northern Uganda
(PRDP II)

• Provides fund to the district, then the district buys hives
and processing equipment to beekeepers

Raising Peace International.

• Giving extension services and capacity building to the
beekeepers;
• Purchasing of KTB beehives & processing equipment and
other harvesting equipment and supply them to farmers

Pacu kic Bee farm

• Extension services to farmers

Liberty Development foundation

• Purchase honey from farmers and processes it honey
• Train farmers in key skills like apiary setting, colonization,
harvesting, trapping of swam
• Provide information on prices and other services
• Supply inputs
• Mobilize and organize farmers

Bunyangabo Bee Keepers Association (BBC)

• Process, brand and package honey
• Trains and monitors bee keepers

Kabarole Bee Keepers Association

• Organize bee keeping farmers
• Trains and monitors bee keepers

Banks: Post bank and Centenary
SACCOs e.g. Kapteret Farmers in Kapchorwa
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Upscaling targeted enterprises,
Training
Distribution of the KTB to farmers
Demonstrations
Study tours

•

Provide financial services including providing
loans, and financial literacy training to producers

3.7.3.3. Horizontal and Vertical linkages in the honey value chain
Equipment
Bee hives
suppliers
/Artisans
Field gears
suppliers

Production

Transportation, Bulk
buying, Processing &
Packaging

Individual
producers

Individual
processors

Producer
Associations

Processor
Associations

Trading
Final Consumer
Retailers

Supermarket
Processing &
Packaging
material
suppliers

Processors

Exporters

Importers

Government &
Dev. partners
KEY: Horizontal linkage

Vertical linkage

Weak linkage

ÎÎ The linkage between equipment and input suppliers with producers is weak. The latter
mainly access inputs (KTB hives, smokers, veil) through donations from government
programs like OWC and development partners such as World Vision. The exception is the
traditional hives that are locally made by the farmers themselves or purchase from local
artisans.
ÎÎ Also, the linkage between the different processors and exporters is weak as the processors
mainly sell directly to the final consumers, retailers and or supermarkets.
ÎÎ Except for the linkages involving government and development partners, there were no
formal contract documentation for transactions between the different actors.
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Revenue/costs in USD

3.7.4. Gross Margin Analysis along the honey value chain in the 		
Watershed
2.0
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1.0
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0.4
0.2
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Figure 32: Costs and Gross Margins per kg of combed honey
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Figure 33: Costs and Gross Margins per kg of processed honey
0.3

0.5

0.7

1.1
GM

Total variable
costs

Transport charges
to the market
(Ugx/Km)

Total revenue

5.4

4.9
Packaging
material/Plastic
Honey Jars
500gms

1.9
Nylon Cloth sieves

0.9

Crude honey

6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

Airtight bucket

Revenue/costs in USD

NB: Calculation considered only the variable costs of production, it does not include the
cost of buying the equipment because it is done once

NB: Calculation does not include the processing equipment cost (Honey extractor, stainless
steel settling and strainer & Honey press) because it is bought once
ÎÎ Apiary farmers on average make a gross margin of USD 0.9/per kg of crude honey
produced from a revenue of USD 1.9/per kg. The biggest cost driver is the labour cost of
capturing swarm accounting for 60% of the total variable costs.
ÎÎ Processors of honey on average make a gross margin of USD 0.5 per kg of honey
processed. The major three cost drivers contributing 80% to the total variable costs in
descending order are cost of crude honey, nylon cloth sieve and airtight bucket.
ÎÎ It should be noted that the different in the gross margin between apiary farmers and
honey processors is attributed to the value added on the processed honey which fetches
a better price than crude honey.
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3.7.5.1. Gender involvement in honey production and marketing
ÎÎ Generally, the honey enterprise activities are male dominated in both roles (Fig 34)
and decision making (Fig 35). This is also supported with earlier findings by Ahikiriza
(2016) in West Nile. Male dominance is partly attributed to the nature of the activity
and the cultural norms. The common production practice observed among the farmers
was the use of traditional hives, which are usually made but also hanged in trees by
the men. According to the farmers, culturally, women are not supposed to climb trees,
and this keeps them away from activities of hanging hives, monitoring and harvesting
bee products. In addition, harvesting of honey involves putting on trousers, which is
not culturally acceptable in most communities visited. Also harvesting is normally
undertaken at night, and this further deters women participation. Nevertheless, women
dominate the processing and trading of honey; and this was also reported by DIMAT
(2012).

Figure 34: Gender roles in honey production and marketing
19

Marketing of bee products

28
35

Proper hive inspection

Activity

24

6

37
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45
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44
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Figure 35: Gender and decision making in honey production and marketing
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3.7.6. Current level of investment in the apiculture sub-sector
Value Chain Node

Investment

What is done

Districts of
operation

Local artisans

 Making of bee hives

Liberty Development
Foundation

 Supplied over 3,500 bee hives
 Making of bee suits, hive tools, air tight
buckets and smokers. Supplied over 1,000
smokers

Kasese &
Kabarole

Production

Bee keepers associations
and Individual bee
keepers

 Bee keeping and honey production

Kasese &
Kabarole

Value addition &
Marketing

Liberty Development
Foundation

 Honey processing with a capacity of 20 to
30 MT/Year
 Employs over 50 people

Kasese

Bunyangabo Bee
Cooperative

 Process, brand and package honey with a
processing capacity of 4MT/Day
 Trains and monitors bee keepers

Kasese

Reco Industries Ltd

 Honey processing capacity, 2MT/Day
 Marketing of processed honey

Kasese

Kabarole Bee Keepers
Association

 Honey processing and production of venom
 Organizes bee keeping farmers
 Trains and monitors bee keepers

Kabarole

Inputs

Local artisans

 Making of bee hives

Tororo

Production

Bee keepers associations
and Individual bee
keepers

 Bee keeping and honey production

Tororo

Africa’s Choice Honey,
Ltd.

 Honey processing, labelling and labeling in
the quantities required for buyers in Uganda,
regional countries and Middle East.

Mbale

Mubuku Watershed
Inputs

Doho Watershed

Ngenge Watershed
Inputs
Production
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Local artisans

 Input supply, marketing and training of
farmers

Nakapiripit

Bee keepers associations
& Individuals

 Bee keeping and honey production

Nakapiripit
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Value Chain Node

Investment

What is done

Districts of
operation

Aryodi Bee Farm

 Input supply, marketing and training of
farmers

Lira

Local artisans

 Making of bee hives

Lira

Bee keepers associations
& Individuals

 Bee keeping and honey production

Tororo

Peace Recovery and
Development Program
(PRDP II)

 Distributed 475 KTBs and 9 honey pressing
machines

Oyam

Peace Recovery and
Development Program
(PRDP II)

 Distributed 1,200 KTBs and 7 honey pressing
machines

Production & Marketing
grant – MAAIF

 Supported the district with a quarterly budget
of UGX 6 million

Oyam

Area Development
Program – World Vision

 Distributed 34 KTBs

Oyam

Green and white
Enterprises

 Honey extraction, packaging, sealing,
branding and marketing.

Oyam

Green and White Co

 Processing, packaging, marketing and
sometimes transporting

Lira

Local artisans

 Making of bee suits, bee hives, sell of
smokers & air tight buckets

Arua

Pakwach District
Beekeepers Association

 Honey production, processing, packaging and
labelling

Pakwach

Nebbi Bee Farmers
Association

 Honey production, processing, packaging and
labelling

Nebbi

Bee keepers associations
& Individuals

 Bee keeping and honey production

Packwach,
Nebbi &
Arua

Apiculture skilling for
youths from refugee
and host communities
(OXFAM, TUNADO)

 Equiped 350 refugee and host community
youth with entrepreneurship skills for
sustained livelihood in apiculture.
 Support creation of 25 apiculture related
MSMEs for refugee youth and host
communities and link MSMEs to market.

Arua

Bee Natural Uganda

 Purchases all hive products from farmers,
adds value, packaging & branding and sells to
local and export markets

Arua

Adra Honey

 Honey processing, packaging and labelling

Arua

Tochi Watershed
Inputs

Production

Value addition &
Marketing

Wadelai Watershed
Inputs

Production

Value addition &
Marketing
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3.7.7. PESTLE Analysis of the apiculture value chain

Positive

Political
Government
support towards
construction
of road
infrastructure
and addressing
improved
livelihood using
honey as one of
the sectors

Negative

Political
interferences
in enforcement
of bye laws on
environmental
management
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Economical

Social

In some places
Increasing
like Tororo,
demand and
market availability. honey and
sesame are
Farmers organized culturally part
in groups/
of diet served
SACCOs to
with first millet
enhance loan
harvest.
access.
Increased
segment of
population
substituting
sugar for honey.

Considered
by financial
institutions as
risky sector to loan
producers.
Sector dominated
by low income
earners which
makes most of the
farmers to go for
traditional hives

Harvesting does
not favor women
as they are not
supposed to:
climb trees;
move at night
– the time for
harvesting; and
put on trousers.
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Technological
Local artisans equipped
with technology for
making KTB hives.
Increased adoption of
high yielding KTB hives.
Availability of extension
service providers i.e.,
government and various
partners like World
Vision

Legal
Some farmers
are re-planting
trees and
orchards to
include bee
keeping .

Environmental
Bye laws were
formulated to
reduce cutting of
trees for charcoal

Favorable
vegetation and
environment.
Enterprise mix
encourages
keeping bees
around coffee
& citrus trees

Overreliance on handouts Weak on
enforcement
by farmers.
of standards
Use of rudimentary
and control of
honey processing
adulteration.
technologies which affect
Restricted
the quality and quantity
access to
of output.
gazatted
The sector is understaffed areas such as
limiting the dissemination National parks
of skills and knowledge to and forests for
beekeepers
bee keeping

A number of
indigenous trees
have been cut for
charcoal
Use of agrochemicals
is affecting
prevalence of bees
as well as the
honey quality and
quantity

3.7.8. SWOT Analysis of the apiculture value chain
Cross cutting factors across all the five watersheds
Strengths

Weaknesses

 Availability of tested and relatively
affordable improved bee hives (KTB) and
practices.

 Limited working capital; and access to suitable agricultural
financial products mainly due to the high interest rates
 Low quality and volumes produced.
 Inadequate knowledge on production of bee products like
propolis, venom, and royal jelly; and value addition especially
at small-scale processors’ level
 Poor packaging due to inadequate availability of quality and
affordable packaging material.
 Inadequate funding for research and extension characterized
by understaffing of technical staff reflected at the local
government and ZARDIs
 Attitude of farmers focusing on handouts from government &
development partners
 Use of rudimentary production and processing equipment
especially at small-scale processors’ level
 Low business, entrepreneurial and apiary management skills
of actors.
 Lack of reliable scientific data and information on the
enterprise
 Low bee colonization rate estimated at less than 60% coupled
with absconding of bees due to limited apiary management
skills among bee keepers
 Limited access to suppliers of equipment such as protective
gears, smokers & airtight buckets within the farmers local
communities

 Abundant natural resources for apiculture:
adequate populations of Honeybees; and
good crop and wild plant resources of
forage for bees, water and natural materials
for beekeeping
 Good human resources: traditional
beekeeping skills, with a good blend of
modern training and extension skills
 Comprehensive tool used for regular
monitoring and inspection of honey for
export to EU by MAAIF

Opportunities

Threats

 Suitable agro ecology throughout the
watersheds characterized with favorable
weather and presence of forage
 Existence of government support
institutions like TUNADO, OWC;
National Apiculture Platform; NGOs e.g.
World Vision, SNV; and CBOs to support
skills development, start-up kits and
market linkages
 Availability of both domestic and
international market – Uganda is one of
the countries certified to supply honey
to EU
 Information technology growing fast
 Potential for value addition and
production of bee products like propolis,
venom & royal jelly

 Increased use of agro chemicals on crops leading to loss of
bees
 Pests and diseases
 Increased deforestation due to population growth- causing
reduced availability of trees due to continued deforestation,
bush burning and land clearing for cultivation.
 Existence of adulterated honey on the market due to poor
quality assurance system
 Slow implementation of apiculture policies, strategies and
regulatory frameworks.
 Inefficient production and processing methods which limit
accessibility to both internal and external markets
 Impact of climate change
 Prevailing cultural norms that enhance male domination
with limited inclusion of youth and women
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SWOT Analysis of the apiculture value chain
Additional factors specific to Mubuku watershed
Strengths

Weaknesses

 Adoption of modern bee hives such as KTB and
Langstroth

 Lack of a technical staff at the district specialized
in entomology

 Existence of enablers such as Liberty
Development Foundation (LIDEFO), Bunyangabo
Bee Keeper Cooperative (BBC) and Kabarole Bee
keepers Association (KBA)

 Government restriction to use gazetted lands e.g.
National parks & forests

Opportunities

Threats

 Limited honey processors

 Uganda Wild life authority supports apiary
initiatives such as providing of modern hives like
KTB

Additional factors specific to Wadelai watershed
Strengths

Weaknesses

 Availability of medium and large scale processors of bee products
e.g. Bee Natural Uganda in Arua and Adra Honey in Arua
 Existence of value chain enablers such as SNV and financial
insitutions especially Centenary bank

Opportunities

Threats

 Growing domestic and export market for quality bee products
 Opportunity bee products like propolis, venom, and royal jelly; and
value addition

Additional factors specific to Tochi watershed
Strengths

Weaknesses
 Understaffing of the apiculture specialists at the
district & sub county levels
 The lack of modern processing equipment
reducing the quality of honey

Opportunities

Threats

 World vision & government initiatives which
provide KTB hives to bee keepers

 Deforestation by the local artisan who make
traditional bee hives

 Enterprise mix encourages keeping bees around
coffee & citrus trees.

 Low bee population and longer time taken for
the beehives to colonize
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3.8. Objective 2: Challenges faced in the apiculture Value chain
Cross cutting challenges across all the 5 watersheds
Production challenges
 Low honey yields due to low hive colonization
especially for the traditional and modern bee
hives, loss of bee forage due to bush fires and or
deforestation causing limited availability of food
for the bees
 Death of bees resulting from over use of agro
chemicals to control crop pests and diseases and
more so for the armyworm in maize fields.
 Multi-sectoral policy contradictions and conflicts
within the Ministry of Agriculture Animal
Industry and Fisheries e.g. use of agricultural
chemicals
 Theft in the field of hives and honey
 Pests & diseases especially black ants, small hive
beetles, wax moths and bee hornets

Marketing related challenges
 Long distances to markets coupled with
impassable roads and products getting damaged
while in transit to the market.
 Limited access to reliable markets that offer
consistent and fair prices. Farmers mainly sell their
honey to local retailers and supermarkets, who
exploit them by offering lower prices. Besides,
farmers have limited access to reliable market
information
 High transaction costs especially to regional
markets due to existing barriers
 Low quality and quantity of the hive products; and
honey adulteration coupled with unreliable supply
Processing related challenges

 Limited knowledge and skills in management of
apiaries and honey harvesting

 Poor quality of honey locally processed due to the
poor production, harvesting, post-harvest handling
practices and poor processing technologies.

 Loss of bee forage due to bush fires and or
deforestation

 Limited availability of quality packaging materials

 Conflicts between the beekeepers and their
neighbours due to ignorance by the general
communities about the importance of beekeeping
in a society

 High tax levies imposed on the processors

 Expensive technology for production of high
quality honey
 Poor weather conditions. The inconsistent rainfall
due to climate change affects the amount of
honey that can be produced annually, making
farmers increasingly cautious about investing in
beehives. Despite the larger return from honey
production over a longer period of time, many
farmers do not want to take the risk
Cross-cutting challenges
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Limited access to affordable financial products to acquire appropriate equipment for harvesting,
processing and packaging of bee products



Inadequate knowledge and skills at various nodes of the value chain such as developing of colonies,
value addition to bee products, processing venom and royal jelly
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Outstanding challenges constraining youth and women, and
recommendations to increase their involvement in the apiculture
sub-sector
Challenges

Reason

Recommendations

Government and development partners
 Limited capital i) Women and youth do not possess
should:
collateral (e.g. formal land titles) or
to procure
steady employment needed to access
necessary
 Adopt and promote the cooperative
loans from the formal banking sector;
equipment for
model for youth and women to
production
ii) Formal Financial Service Providers
increase their access to agricultural
and processing
(FSPs) perceive lending to youth
credit
of bee
as risky because youth are often

Provide training in financial literacy
products; and
considered not to have a saving culture,
certification of

UNBS should support farmers to
and have minimal financial track records
the products by
attain the required standards and
in agribusiness.
UNBS.
certificates for trading in honey
iii) Youth and women’s financial literacy is
low; and
iv) FSPs often have limited knowledge
about agriculture, production cycles and
agribusinesses

 Inadequate
knowledge
and skills in
production of
bee products
i.e., colonies
and products
i.e., venom,
royal jelly and
propolis

 Most field workers do not have the
gender analytical skills and tools to
facilitate/implement gender sensitive
trainings and processes. E.g.
 The timing and location of the
trainings do not consider women’s
gender roles.
 Also, the trainings are commonly
conducted far from the villages,
making it costly for women and youth
to attend.

Government and development partners
should:
 Empower field workers with skills,
tools and training modules that
address gender based constraints
to enhance inclusion of women and
youth so as to increase efficiency and
performance along the apiculture
value chain
 DLGs in partnership with MAAIIF,
TUNADO and NGOs e.g.
World Vision should build the
farmers knowledge and skills in
apiary enterprise including hive
management & processing bee
products like venom and royal jelly
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Outstanding challenges constraining youth and
women, and recommendations to increase their
involvement in the apiculture sub-sector
Challenges

Reason

 Negative
cultural beliefs

 Promote technologies/
 Cultural beliefs are
practices favoring
biased towards women
women involvement.
involvement. The
For instance, promote
conditions for harvesting
use of improved hives
bee products do not favor
that can be sited near
participation of women.
homesteads and at
Harvesting is conducted
manageable height
at night while dressed in
on trees to enable
trousers and it involves
women to participate in
climbing of trees in most
harvesting
cases which is against the
cultural norms in most of
 Build capacity of youth to
the watersheds.
provide honey harvesting
services on a commercial
basis to bee keepers
including women

 The “long
 Returns from honey
business cycle”
production are realized at
to generate
least four months from
returns
hive colonization and the
youth are not interested
in projects that take long
time to give returns.

Recommendations

DLGs in partnership with
MAAIIF, TUNADO and
NGOs like World Vision
should empower the
women and youth with
technical and entrepreneur
skills in enterprises that
take short cycle and which
do not require a lot of land
to generate income. These
include making of:
 Bee hives and
production of venom
by male youth;
 Bee protective gears
e.g. bee suits and
honey products like
candles, syrup, shoe
polish, and mandazi
by females- both
youth and adult
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3.9. Objective 3: Investment priority areas to promote
youth inclusiveness in the apiculture value chain
3.9.1. Investment gaps in the apiculture value chain
Investment
gap

Affected
watersheds

 Making of
standardized
modern hives







Wadelai
Ngenge
Tochi
Mubuku
Doho

 Production
and trading
of high value
bee products

 Ngenge
 Tochi
 Mubuku
 Doho
 Wadelai
NB: Although
there are ongoing
investments in
Wadelai by medium
& large scale honey
processors such as
BNU and Adra Honey
in Arua, the potential
for production of
high value products
has not been fully
exploited in this
watershed especially
at the different
individual or farmers
associations’ level
that engage in small
scale processing

 Packaging
materials







Wadelai
Doho
Ngenge
Tochi
Mubuku
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Who is responsible to address the gap
As observed, most of the farmers in the watersheds (apart from
Doho) use local hives followed by the KTB, while Langstroth which
gives the highest quality and quantity of honey is the least used. In
Doho, majority of the farmers use KTB hives due to efforts by the
government and development partners such as World Vision.
 The government and development partners should support
training of local artisans in making of standardized modern
bee hives that are conducive for bee production to minimise
incidences of absconding by the bees.
As earlier mentioned, there are several products that can
be generated from the bee enterprise. However, most of the
production is concentrated on honey, and moreover the quality and
quantity being produced is still low compared to the potential in all
the watersheds. Other products such as venom and royal jelly have
a ready market and are of higher value than honey. Nevertheless,
actors are deterred from producing these products by the need
for highly specialized skills, and the high investment cost for the
required equipment.
The government through TUNADO and MAAIF together with its
partners such as World Vision should:
 Invest in providing start up kits and training of entomologists
to in turn train farmers and processors in production of these
products;
 Interest the private sector to invest in trading of the necessary
equipment; and facilitate the private sector-farmer linkage for
the equipment
 Work with farmers to form strong farmer groups for easy access
to credit, equipment and markets for these products
 Build capacity of bee keepers including youth and women
in apiary management to improve on the current bee hive
colonization estimated at less than 60 percent in the target
watersheds
The current packaging materials used for bee products are of low
quality which reduces competitiveness on the international market.
 The government should interest the private sector to import (in
the short term) materials that are competitive, and in the long
term invest in a packaging technology that is more acceptable
worldwide, while sensitizing processors on the advantages of
using high quality material.

3.9.2 Potential investment opportunities and strategy for youth and
women inclusion at each node of the apiculture value chain
Across all the five watersheds, similar potential investment opportunities for youth and
women inclusion at the different nodes of the apiculture value chain were identified as
shown below.

Opportunities for the Youth
Input & equipment
supply

Production &
Aggregation

 Production/ sale of
standardized KTB and
modern hives

 Colony production
services
 Honey harvesting
services
 Honey bulking
services
 Venom extraction
services

 Production/ sale of
protective wear i.e. bee
suits

Processing/ Value
addition
 Secondary bee
products processing
e.g. wax, propolis,
royal jelly, syrup and
shoe polish

Trading
 Sale of value added
bee products e.g.
natural honey,
propolis and bee wax
products such as
candles

Opportunities for the Women
Input & equipment
supply
 Production/ sale of
protective wear i.e. bee
suits

Production &
Aggregation
 Honey bulking
services

Processing/ Value
addition
 Secondary bee
products processing
e.g. wax, propolis,
royal jelly, syrup and
shoe polish

Trading
 Sale of value added
bee products e.g.
natural honey,
propolis and bee wax
products such as
candles
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Potential investment opportunity and strategy for youth and women
inclusion in the apiculture sub-sector
a. Production of KTB and modern hives
Farmers within the watersheds are aware that KTB and modern hives give higher yields both
in quality and quantity than the local ones. However, because the KTB and modern hives
need relatively high skilled labor to make and most of the materials are not readily available,
it is more expensive than the traditional type. Consequently, most of the smallholder farmers
opt for the latter. The youth groups can be empowered by government and development
partners in making and selling none traditional hives using the approach as below:
ÎÎIncrease awareness among the producers on the importance of using KTB hives verses
the local hives.
ÎÎEmpower identified youth groups with knowledge and skills to become artisans in making
hives;
ÎÎSupport business skills development of the identified youth groups including training
them in financial literacy. In addition, create a youth fund and watershed level through
which the youth under the bee keeping enterprise can access capital
ÎÎEnhance sustainable business linkages of the youth making the hives with the honey
producers association; and with suppliers of raw materials like timber.
According to Mr Moses Enzama – an artisan of hives in Arua, Table 13 shows the costs and
revenue for the different hives.
Table 13: Production costs and revenue for traditional and KTB hive
Item

UGX/ hive
Traditional

KTB

Modern

Grevellea spp
timber

White long
timber

Grevellea spp
timber

White long
timber

Cost of production
(materials and labor)

10,000

80,000

86,000

210,000

260,000

Selling price by artisan

15,000

93,000

100,000

260,000

300,000

Net Revenue

5,000

13,000

14,000

50,000

40,000
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b. Processing and trading of bee products
Most of the honey produced is of low quality and does not meet international standards
partly because the processing technologies used are rudimentary. Besides, products
particularly venom are of high value but both farmers and technical staff in the watersheds
do not have adequate knowledge on harvesting and processing of venom. In addition, the
equipment for harvesting venom is very expensive – costing over UGX 3,000,000. The
government and development partners can support youth and women groups through:
ÎÎTrainings on processing, standards and regulations regarding bee products
ÎÎSupporting entrepreneurial and business skills development for the groups skilled in
processing
ÎÎProviding start-up capital for honey processing equipment and venom harvestors
ÎÎEstablishment/ strengthening market linkages for the processed honey and other value
added bee products
ÎÎSupport suppliers of packaging materials to manufacture and or import and distribute
affordable materials that are internationally competitive

c. Making of protective wears
Protective gear i.e., bee suits, footwear and gloves are necessary to protect beekeepers from
bee stings during operations of monitoring and harvesting of bee products. However, few
farmers in the watershed use the gears. This is because the gears are costly, but they are
also not being readily available within the farming community. According to Mr Ezama who
transacts in bee keeping inputs in Arua town, there is a high demand by OWC and NGOs
to support farmers with field gears but the supply is limited. For instance, Arua has only one
tailor skilled and making protective gear, with a bee suit costing UGX 90,000 while the total
cost of production ranges between UGX 70,000 to 75,000. The solution of sourcing such
gears from Kampala complicates the business as to break even, the cost of a unit is UGX
200,000 retail price in Arua; and there are always delays in delivery.

Thus, the government and development partners can catalyze increased access to
field gears by supporting women and youth groups in the watersheds to sew and
sell out these products through:
ÎÎIncreased awareness among the producers on the importance of using bee protective
gears.
ÎÎEmpowering the identified women and youth groups with knowledge and skills in making
bee protective wear.
ÎÎSupport entrepreneurial and business skills development of the identified women and
youth groups including training them in financial literacy. In addition, provide them with
startup kits and promote a saving scheme at watershed level through which the women
and youth under the bee keeping enterprise can access capital
ÎÎEstablishing and strengthening sustainable business linkages of the women and youth
with the honey producers; and with suppliers of raw materials.
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3.10. Objective 4: Agribusiness training needs of the
key Value Chain Actors and VC Enablers
3.10.1. Agribusiness training needs along the apiculture value chain in
the watersheds
ÎÎDuring the survey, it was a major concern that the quality and quantity of the honey
produced was low. Besides the use of traditional hives, the farmers had limited knowledge
on the various equipment used for harvesting honey. However, the quality and quantity of
honey production is partly determined by the standard and cleanliness of the beekeeping
equipment besides the hive type used.
ÎÎFurther more, the producers had limited knowledge and skills in production and
processing of honey and other bee products; colony management; and honey quality
standards. Another serious concern was how to effectively integrate crop production
with bee keeping as the agro chemicals applied to the latter affects the bee products. In
addition, most of the farmers produce and process mainly through their associations; and
the need for improved business skills, financial literacy and record keeping were evident
but also expressed by the farmers across the 5 watersheds.
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3.10.1. Agribusiness training needs along the apiculture value chain in
the watersheds
Actor

Capacity Building Needs

Specific
Watersheds

Artisans

Making of standardized KTB and modern/ langstroth bee hives

All watersheds

Business skills development and sustainable market linkages with bee
keepers

All watersheds

Training on good apiary management practices and Nutrition / feeding of
bees

All watersheds

Training on Annual Colony Cycle and Seasonal Management

All watersheds

Training on good honey harvesting practices, honey processing and
preservation

All watersheds

Production and storage of other bee value added products: beeswax, royal
jelly, propolis and bee venom. And also to make products such as candles,
shoe polish and syrup

All watersheds

Identification and judicious management of bee pests and diseases

All watersheds

Producers
and
producers’
associations

Training on safe use and handling of agro-chemicals to protect the bees, and All watersheds
Integration of bee keeping and crop enterprises in a farming system

Processors

Training on colony management e.g. dividing and uniting of colonies

All watersheds

Training on honey and bee products quality standards; and packaging and
labelling

All watersheds

Training on farmers’ institution organization, governance and leadership

All watersheds

Training on Business skills including; farming as a business, record keeping,
financial literacy and Marketing

All watersheds

Trainings on gender mainstreaming/ equity in the apiculture value chain

All watersheds

Training on honey quality standards

All watersheds

Training on processing of venom and royal jelly

All watersheds

Packaging and labelling

All watersheds

Training on modern processing technologies and appropriate packaging
materials

All watersheds

Value addition training to process products like candles, shoe polish, syrup

All watersheds
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Capacity building needs for the apiculture value chain enablers in the
five watersheds
Value chain enabler

Capacity Building need

District Entomology Department

Production and processing techniques of venom
and royal jelly including availing demonstration
kits for training farmers and processors
Techniques and recipe for value addition to bee
commodities to process products like syrup and
shoe polish
Gender mainstreaming in training programs
under the bee enterprise
Production data collection, analysis and
management

District Commercial Officials

Market data collection, analysis and
management

Equipment suppliers

The latest equipment on the market and skills in
using them
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3.10.2. Agribusiness training needs for youth and women
Category

Capacity Building Needs

Specific
Watersheds

Youth

 Training on business skills including record keeping to
run their enterprises profitably

All watersheds

 Training on provision of demand driven production
and market support services e.g. colony production,
harvesting services

All watersheds

 Training on financial literacy

All watersheds

 Skills training on making standardized KTB and
langstroth beehives

All watersheds

 Training on value addition e.g. making of Secondary
bee products processing e.g. wax, propolis, royal jelly,
syrup and shoe polish

All watersheds

 Skills training on making of protective gears such as
bee suits

All watersheds

 Training on venom extraction

All watersheds

 Linkages to providers of affordable agricultural credit
products

All watersheds

Training on honey and bee products quality standards;
and packaging and labelling

All watersheds

 Training on business skills including record keeping to
run their enterprises profitably

All watersheds

 Training on financial literacy

All watersheds

 Training on value addition e.g. making of Secondary
bee products processing e.g. wax, propolis, royal jelly,
syrup and shoe polish

All watersheds

 Skills training on making of protective gears such as
bee suits

All watersheds

 Linkages to providers of affordable agricultural credit
products

All watersheds

Training on honey and bee products quality standards;
and packaging and labelling

All watersheds

Women
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3.11. Objective 5: Innovative Investment approaches
to create youth employment’ opportunities in the
apiculture value chain
3.11.1. Sustainable innovative investment approaches needed to 		
create youth and women employment opportunities in the
apiculture subsector
The Opportunity
Although Ugandan honey is certified (since 2005) for export to the European Union
Market, low production has hampered exports. There is a myth that bee-keeping is for the
elderly and mainly men. Hence, structuring markets for apiculture products and deliberate
mobilization of the youth into apiculture using techniques such (lead bee-keepers) in
beekeeping will boost domestic production.
In addition, value added bee products such as venom which is a niche product, propolis,
wax (for candles and cosmetics industry), and packaged and branded processed honey
fetch higher economic returns as opposed to the combed and semi-processed honey. This
provides an opportunity to invest into value addition to increase the competitiveness of
the apiculture value chain and attract a critical mass of youth and women through service
provision.

Innovation Approach
Using a purely private sector led supply chain structure, in which youth are integrated both
as actors (input suppliers, producers, processors and traders) and providers of business
development services (as Village Service Agents) to provided demand driven services such
as production/sale of equipment e.g. bee hives and protective gears, colony production
services, honey harvesting services and honey bulking services.
For all services offered by the youthful village service agents to the farmers and honey
processors, the youth would be able to earn a commission and thus a motivation to target
a large customer base. Hence, ensuring sustainability of the business model beyond the
FIEFOC-2 project.
However, to ensure effectiveness in service delivery, there is a need for Public - Private
Partnerships to facilitate capacity building of the youth in apiary management, business
skills, value addition and making of high demand standardized equipment such as bee hives
and protective gears.
To instill the sense of ownership among the different youth engaged in service provision,
there is a need for cost-sharing with the development partners as opposed to handouts
especially in investment areas that require high start-up capital e.g. venom extractors and
centrifuges.
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Menu of business oriented
services offered by the youth
 Production/ sale of bee hives
 Production/ sale of protective
gears
 Colony production services
 Honey harvesting services
 Honey bulking services
 Venom extraction services
 Secondary products
processing e.g. wax, propolis

Medium & Large
scale Processors
e.g. BNU

Producer
Organizations

Village Service
Agents (Youth)

Farmers
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AQUACULTURE
VALUE CHAIN
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3.12. Objective 1: Status
of the aquaculture
value chain
investments
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3.12.1. Aquaculture supply in Uganda and the targeted watershed
3.12.1.1. Production systems under the watersheds
Fisheries resources are among the most significant natural endowments in Uganda not only
because of their magnitude and diversity, but also because they represent a major source of
protein in the diet of most Ugandans.
The sector sustains the livelihoods over 1.2 million households. It includes both capture
fisheries and aquaculture together contributes 1.2% to Uganda’s Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) and 5% to the agricultural gross domestic product (Namatovu et al., 2018).
However, the current fish catch trends reveal a general decrease in fish catch;
In contrast, the national aquaculture production has been on rise from 95,000 tonnes
in 2010 to over 111,000 tonnes in 2016. This production is majorly dominated by three
species of fish namely: North African catfish (Clarias gariepinus), Nile tilapia (Oreochromis
niloticus) and carp (Cyprinus carpio). Most aquaculture in Uganda is pond-based
production - dominated by production of tilapia and catfish. Average production is around
5MT/hectare/year for fertilized tilapia ponds. Production of tilapia and catfish has been
increasing in as much as few fish undergo value-added processing, resulting in unmet
demand for processed fish products (Kati Farms Uganda, 2016)
Though still in its infancy in Uganda, aquaculture is expected to expand to meet the ever
increasing gap between fish supply and demand. Current efforts are geared towards
increasing production of indigenous fish species through aquaculture, particularly Nile tilapia
Oreochromis niloticus and the African Catfish Clarias gariepinus (Tibenda et al., 2017).
The country has a significant potential for increasing fish production from other sources and
biomanipulation of presently underutilized waters is one option. There is evidence that some
fisheries such as the Nile perch fishery in Lake Victoria is faced with over fishing with fishers
targeting smaller fish and many fish processing plants running well below capacity while
others have closed business.
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Figure 36: Total fish production Vs Aquaculture and catch fisheries production in Uganda
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Figure 37: Fish Species farmed in aquaculture
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Source: Kati Farms Uganda, 2016
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Production systems in Uganda
Three types of aquaculture are practiced in Uganda and they differ according to the market
and type of farmer and their contribution to overall fish production.
Figure 38: Characteristics of Aquaculture Production systems in Uganda
Rural aquaculture
Primarily Subsistence
Number of ponds is estimated
at 11,000 to 15,000 ponds with
nearly 80 percent active
Rural small scale farmers
Done in ponds of usually less
than 500 m2 constructed using
family labour
Low or no input
Largely dependent on
public sector for fish seed &
extension
Vital in the provision of
animal protein to the rural
communities, but makes a
limited contribution to overall
fish production
Vital in the provision of
animal protein to the rural
communities, but makes a
limited contribution to overall
fish production

Small scale aquaculture

Emerging commercial
aquaculture- semi-intensive

Largely for income generation
& household consumption

Primarily commercial
enterprises

3 000 to 5 000 ponds owned
by nearly 2,000 farmers

About 200 in number

Done by Small-scale
progressive farmers

Medium scale producers

20-30% of the smallholder
subsistence ponds have been
transformed into these units.
Use Ponds of 1,000 m2 or more
Low-moderate input
Some investment is made
in fish seed, feed & utilize
technical assistance from
private service providers
Contributes directly to the
rural economy and has
significant bearing on fish
production

Source: http://www.fao.org/fishery/countrysector/naso_uganda/en
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Ponds of 1 000 m2 or more
High level of input use e.g.
formulated feed
Large investment is made in
fish seed, feed & other inputs.
They utilize technical assistance from private service
providers
Makes a very significant and
visible contribution to fish
production
Target high paying markets

Production systems under the watersheds
ÎÎ The common species reared under the watersheds are Nile Tilapia and African catfish.
ÎÎ Production is mainly subsistence using both monoculture and polyculture. Majorly
the fish is produced from rectangular earthen ponds commonly averaging 500m2 with
a farm containing between 2-5 ponds using water from mainly swamps and to a less
extent from underground streams, natural water springs, and or rain water but rarely
from national water. However, in Pakatch, a few farmers use cages on the lakes.
ÎÎ For fingerlings, the production is mainly monoculture and usually under concrete circular
or rectangular tanks. The fries are commonly sourced within the region; and a few
farmers undertake both fish seed and table fish production.
ÎÎ There is limited routine management and external feed supplementation. According
to the key informants, fish feeds are expensive. Thus to cut-down the production costs,
the farmers mainly generate the feeds using a combination of locally available feed
ingredients like dried cow dung, cassava leaves, and blood, maize bran, cotton seed cake,
soybean, mukene among others. Notably however, the farmers lack a consistent feed
formulation and feeding regime for both fingerlings and table fish production. However, a
few farmers in Lira and Arua source some of the feeds from Ugachic.
ÎÎ Technically, there is no specific production season for farmed fish and the decision on
when to grow depends on the farmer’s choice. Under the watersheds, farmers reported
growing fish two times annually i.e., between January to June and July to December.
However, the latter is the major production season that targets harvesting to coincide
with the Christmas festival.
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3.12.1.2. Farmed fish productivity in the watersheds
Under the study watersheds, the production cycle for both Tilapia and catfish is six months.
Despite having a favorable environment, the number of farmers producing farmed fish as
well as the production volume and productivity are low. The average productivity ranges
from 0.65 to 1.2 for large and small producers in Ngenge, respectively. Beside, for all the
watersheds, the yield is low compared to the potential of at least 2Kg/m3 (Table 14).
Table 14: Production and productivity of farmed fish per watershed
Watershed
Doho

Total number of Average farm Number of
farms
size (m3)
ponds/farm

Mean productivity Production
(Kg/m3)
(Tonnes/season)

189

3,054

4

0.95

2,193

a. Small

160

200

2

0.9

58

b. Medium

153

700

4

1.2

514

7

1,600

5

0.65

36

Tochi (Oyam)

248

1,600

2

0.75

595

Mubuku

500

800

2

1.0

800

Wadelai

250

600

2

0.75

225

Ngenge

c. Large
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3.12.1.3. Input distribution system in the aquaculture value chain
Figure 39: Seed (Fries and fingerings) distribution system in the aquaculture value chain
Input supply

Seed
Production

Seed multiplication &
Enabler

Farming

Secondary
multipliers

Table fish
producers

Natural
water bodies
NAFRI &
ZARDI

Hatcheries &
Nurseries

Pond
farmers

Operational
Wealth Creation
(OWC)

K EY:
Horizontal linkage

Weak linkage

Figure 40: Feeds distribution system in the aquaculture value chain
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3.12.1.4. Imports of fish and fish products into Uganda

Figure 41: Total fish imports in Uganda

Figure 42: Sources of Uganda’s fish imports,
2008 to 2017
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Source: ITC, 2018

ÎÎ The total and product specific fish import
volumes and associated values have
been fluctuating over the years but with
generally increasing trends.
ÎÎ The most imported is dried fish products
although fish fillet consistently registered
the highest revenue, and in contrast, the
dried products earned the least.

Tanzania is the biggest exporter of dried, salted
and smoked fish to Uganda at 88%, followed
by Kenya at 6%. Other exporters of fish
products to Uganda include; Belgium, USA,
United Kingdom, South Africa, United Arabs
Emirates, Sudan, Vietnam, Germany, Ireland,
Netherland and Egypt
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3.12.2. Aggregate Consumption Volumes
3.12.2.1. Aggregate Consumption Volumes
Figure 43: Domestic Per capita fish
consumption

Figure 44: Domestic Fish Consumption (MT)
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Source: http://www.fao.org/fi/oldsite/FCP/en/UGA/profile.htm;
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Potential Demand
(Recommended)

10

800,000

2016

15

15

16.2

1,036,500

1,000,000

2003

Annual per capita consumption
(kg/year)

25

Quantity consumed (MT)

1,200,000

30

Author calculations using populations at the respective years and per
capita consumption

The recommended annual per capita consumption is 25 Kg/year but data indicates that production meets only 10% of the fish gap, revealing a potential annual domestic demand of over 1M
Mt. Thus more efforts are required to effectively increase production, which gives farmed fish
an opportunity as capture fisheries is already threatened with over fishing and climate change
vagaries, among other challenges.
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3.12.2.2. Fish Exports
Figure 45: Uganda’s Total Fish Export Volumes
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Figure 46: Destination of fish exports from
Uganda- (Period 2008-2016)
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ÎÎ For all the products, the export volumes have
been declining over the years, partly attributed
to the decreases in the capturies from the lake
bodies.
ÎÎ The most exported product is fish fillet while the
reverse is true for the value earned.
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ÎÎ Most of the export is destined outside the EAC
except for the chilled and live fish products.
Rwanda and Kenya are the major destinations of
live and chilled fish from Uganda.
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Figure 47: Destinations of Uganda’s fish
exports, 2008 to 2017

ÎÎ Belgium (26%) and Netherlands (19%) are the
major importers of fish fillets from Uganda.
ÎÎ Others importers of fish products from Uganda
include: Ethiopia, Greece, Denmark and China.
ÎÎ However, the general decrease in the
exported volumes could also be partly due
to the stringent quality and environmental
requirements put in place by importing bodies
such as the EU
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Uganda’s fish exports to the EAC Regional Market
Figure 48: EAC Destinations for Uganda’s Fish Exports
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ÎÎ Within the EAC, there have been consistent
and increasing export trends for chilled and fish
fillets since 2016, while the biggest destination
for the fish products within the EAC is Kenya
followed by Rwanda

Table 15: Uganda’s fish re-export volumes (MT)
Fish products

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Frozen fish

25

Fish fillets

73

Live fish

2014

2015

2016

0

0

0

0

0

0

17

0

0

0

0

46

86

69

252

55

0

0

0

0

0

6

Chilled Fish

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

15

0

Dried, salted & Smoked fish

0

0

68

0

0

2

12

26

0

0

Source: ITC, 2018

ÎÎ However, fish re-exports by Uganda are relatively negligible with fish fillets and
frozen fish as the major products re-exported.
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Aquaculture market and the major products in the aquaculture value
chain within the watersheds
Although ‘high-end’ markets i.e. supermarkets, hotels, fast food restaurants and fresh food
stores exist in the major towns within the watershed, producers of farmed fish mainly sell
their products in fresh form immediately after harvesting at the pond site directly to final
consumers within their localities and or to hawkers, and rarely to local markets. This is partly
due to lack of cold chain storage and modern equipment for processing and transportation.
The hawkers commonly transport the fresh fish on bicycles and sell majorly to the final
consumers and to a less extent to fried fish venders who are usually stationed in small trading
centers. In all cases, the selling is informal with no formal relationship.
Table 16: Major products in the aquaculture value chain within the watersheds
Product

Utilization

Fresh fish

• Most common product consumed on the domestic market.
• Due to the inadequacy of the cold chains, the commodity is commonly sold
within the community and to a less extent, neighboring local markets

Smoked and Dried fish

• Sold in the local markets and roadside kiosks

Deep fried fish

• Openly sold at local markets and trading centres

Fish fillets

• Sold both locally and the export market.

Fish sausages & other
processed products

• Produced in relatively low quantities
• Mostly consumed in urban markets accessed through supermarkets and
processor outlets particularly Kati in Kampala

Consumer preferences
Most farmed fish is sold fresh as processing is significantly under-developed for aquaculture.
Nevertheless, some local processing i.e. drying, salting and smoking are conducted but on a
small scale.
Although preferences for different types of pond fish (tilapia; and catfish) vary across the
country, with catfish being most appreciated in northern and eastern Uganda but not in
the south-west and central areas, farmers generally opt to grow fish according to ease of
production.
Also, apart from the fish species, farmers are unaware of other consumer attributes such
as size, fresh, smoked, dried, etc which may be key in influencing consumer preferences.
Therefore, improved research and market information channels on consumer preferences is
key in improving and sustaining the aquaculture fish sector within the watershed areas.
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Market

Product

Segmentation of fish Market
Fresh Fish

• Individual
consumers
• Food vendors
• Hotels &
restaurants
• Processors
• Retailers
• Exporters

Smoked and
dried fish

• Individual
consumers
• Hotels &
restaurants
• Retailers
• Exporters

Fish fillets

• Retail
chains &
supermarkets
• Individual
consumersurban middle
class
• Institutional
buyers
(Hotels &
restaurants)
• Processors

Fried fish

• Individual
consumers
mostly in
urban and
town centres

Processed
products e.g.
sausages
• Retail
chains &
supermarkets
• Individual
consumers
• Hotels and
restaurants

Fingerlings

• Fish farmers
• Nile perch
fishermen

3.12.3. Aquaculture Value Chain Map in the Watershed
3.12.3.1. Aquaculture Value Chain Map in the Watershed
Consuming

Consumers (Individuals &
Institutions e.g. hotels)

Supermarkets/Vendors

Exporting/Importing

Export market
Transporters

Transporting
Processing and retailing

Collecting / Wholesaling

Producing

Inputs supplying

Supermarkets

Fish
vendors

Retailers & Hawkers

Processors

Local collectors

Wholesalers

Grow-out Farmers & Farmer groups
Input suppliers (feed producers, fish seed
producers and equipment suppliers)
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Hatcheries- (tank-based
fingerling production)

Importers
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Functions and characteristics of value chain actors
Node

Actors

Characteristics and role

Input supply

Feed producers

Few in number
They supply feed to fish farmers

Fish seed producers

• 11 commercial seed producers exist in the country who
produce quality catfish
• Fingerlings
• All hatcheries practice tank-based fingerling production
• Hatcheries serve both farmers (fingerling market) and
fishermen (bait market).
• They sell to agents (middlemen), directly to the market
or get connected to potential buyers through the farmers’
marketing group (coop).
• Fingerlings are market at a total length of 5 to 10 cm.

Equipment
suppliers

Supply equipment that includes nets, seines, fish baskets,
among others to producers and other actors
E.g. Uganda Fishnet Manufacturer makes nets for cages and
pond seines

Production

Individual farmers
and farmer groups

•
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing/
Trading

Local market
retailers

Both females and males

Most of the farms (90%) use earthen ponds to culture fish
46% practice monoculture
56% practice polyculture
Most farms have a production cycle of six to eight months
Most farmed species is the catfish and the Tilapia
These sell fish on average at a weight of approximately 0.8
to 1kg
• Farmers through groups also conduct the role of collective
production and marketing.
• Some of the farmer associations include KFFA, WAFICOS,
IZFFA
• Some farmers, like Edhron enterprises, process both the
fish they farm and also collect fish from other famers to fill
customer orders for smoked farmed African catfish

Mostly source farmed fish from middlemen. However, some
source from farmers.
Handle fresh fish and also processed fish products such as
smoked fish
Mostly located in proximity to consumers
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Node

Processing

Actors

Characteristics and role

Local collectors/
middlemen

Collect the live fish from farms and distribute it
Range from small scale to larger scale with cold chain facilities

Wholesalers

Mostly supply the processors
Source fish in bulk from farmers and farmer groups and at
times from local collectors

Food vendors

• Largely women
• Situated along the streets; in busy urban centres, and
prepare ready for consumption fish products. They buy live
fish mostly from retailers, and process it by frying.
• They sell processed products to individual consumers.

Artisanal
processors

Process less than 100 kilograms of live fish per day
Source live fish mainly from local collectors and wholesalers
The most common form of processing done is smoking, salting
and drying.
Target the local and export markets

Industrial
processors

Have capacity to process over one ton of farmed fish per day
Source live fish mainly from local collectors and wholesalers
More extensive processing is done & the major products are
fillets
Mainly target the export and urban elite market
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3.12.3.2. Support institutions in the aquaculture value chain
Mubuku Watershed
Input
supply

Research

NaFRRI/
NaFRRI
Rwebitaba
ZARDI

Extension

Value
addition

Marketing

Operation Wealth Creation
(OWC)

District Local Government

Finance

Policy

SACCOs &
Commercia
l banks e.g.
Centenary
Bank

Lake
Edward
and Albert
Fisheries
Manageme
nt Project

Rwebitaba
ZARDI
Bulindi ZARDI
Walimi Fish Cooperative Society (WAFICOS)

MoWE,
MAAIF &
MoLG

MAAIF and MoWE (FIEFOC-2)

Doho Watershed
Research
NaFRRI/
Buginyanya
ZARDI

Input
supply

Extension

Value
addition

Marketing

Operation Wealth Creation
(OWC)
District Local Government
Buginyanya ZARDI
Walimi Fish Cooperative Society (WAFICOS)
MAAIF and MoWE (FIEFOC-2)
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Finance

Policy

SACCOs &
Commercia
l banks e.g.
Centenary
Bank

Lake
Edward
and Albert
Fisheries
Managem
ent Project

MoWE,
MAAIF &
MoLG

Ngenge Watershed
Input
supply

Research

NaFRRI/
Buginyanya/
Nabuin ZARDI

Extension

Value
addition

Marketing

Finance

Policy

SACCOs &
Commercial
banks e.g.
Centenary
Bank

Lake
Edward and
Albert
Fisheries
Manageme
nt Project

Operation Wealth Creation
(OWC)
Walimu
District Local Government
Buginyanya/ Nabuin ZARDIs
Walimi Fish Cooperative Society (WAFICOS)

MoWE,
MAAIF &
MoLG

MAAIF and MoWE (FIEFOC-2)

Tochi Watershed
Research

NaFRRI/Ngetta/
Bulindi ZARDIs

Input
supply

Extension

Value
addition

Marketing

Finance

Policy

SACCOs &
Commercia
l banks e.g.
Centenary
Bank

Lake
Edward
and Albert
Fisheries
Managem
ent Project

Operation Wealth Creation
(OWC)
District Local Government
Ngetta/Bulindi ZARDIs

Walimi Fish Cooperative Society (WAFICOS)
MAAIF and MoWE (FIEFOC-2)

MoWE,
MAAIF &
MoLG
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Wadelai Watershed
Research

NaFRRI/Abi
ZARDI

Input
supply

Value
addition

Extension

Operation Wealth Creation
(OWC)
District Local Government
Abi ZARDI

Finance

Policy

SACCOs &
Commercia
l banks e.g.
Centenary
Bank

Lake
Edward
and Albert
Fisheries
Managem
ent Project

Marketing

Enterprise
Uganda

CARITAS

I SEE (private company) – caged fish
Walimi Fish Cooperative Society (WAFICOS)
Government program- NUSAF, MAAIF and MoWE (FIEFOC-2)
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MoWE,
MAAIF &
MoLG

3.12.3.3. Horizontal and Vertical linkages in the aquaculture value 		
chain

Government
& Dev.
partners
Seed
producers
(Fingerlings)

Production

Bulking, Processing & Marketing

Consumption

Hawkers
Fish
Producers

Final Consumers

Input supply

Local
market

Input dealers

Fried fish
vendors

KEY:
Horizontal strong linkage

Horizontal Weak linkage

Vertical Weak linkage

ÎÎ The aquaculture value chain in the watersheds is disjointed and ineffective;
commonly characterized with inadequate technologies, weak linkages, limited value
addition, and dependency on donations at key value chain nodes especially for
seed, feeds and table fish.
ÎÎ The hatchery operators obtain fish from natural water bodies and raise them in
ponds and or tanks at own farms which they use as broodstock to produce the seed;
although, a few access the fry from government (NaFRRI/ZARDIs) that they use to
produce fingerlings. In both cases, restocking is uncommon and this increases the
chances of inbreeding; and ultimately poor quality of the seed produced.
ÎÎ In addition, most of the producers of table fish rely on the government (particularly
OWC) and development partners as the main suppliers of fingerlings. Consequently,
the linkage between seed suppliers and table fish producers is weak. Similarly, the
linkage between producers and the suppliers of other inputs such as feeds is weak.
This is because the table fish farmers locally produce most of the feeds they use.
Nevertheless, the few farmers raising fries under hatcheries obtain inputs from agro
dealers who in turn are supplied by feed manufactures particularly Ugachic.
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3.12.4. Gross Margin Analysis along the aquaculture Value Chain in 		
the watershed

Variable costs

2.432
*

0.872
*

0.009
Agricultural lime

1.560

0.015
Nylon Predator
nets

Total Variable
Costs per kg

0.002
Protective wear

-

0.001
Feeding
accessories

Chicken manure

0.001
Food/fish baskets

0.219
Labor

Pelleted feed
supplement

Fingerlings

0.131

1.182

Figure 49: Gross margins (USD per kg) for Nile Tilapia fish farmers operating at a capacity of
2kgm-3

Gross Revenue
margins

Ondhoro et.al (submitted)

Variable costs
Ondhoro et.al (submitted)
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2.432

1.501
Total Variable Costs
per kg

*

0.037
Chicken manure

0.932

0.031
Agricultural lime

*

0.052
Nylon Predator nets

Protective wear 0.006

Feeding accessories 0.005

Food/fish baskets 0.005

Labor0.375

0.677
Pelleted feed
supplement

Fingerlings

0.312

Figure 50: Gross margins (USD per kg) for Nile Tilapia fish farmers operating at a capacity of
0.3kgm-3

Gross Revenue
margin

Variable costs
0.030
0.036

Agricultural lime
Chicken manure

*

2.162

0.723

Variable costs

*

1.439

0.050

Nylon Predator
nets

Total Variable
Costs per kg

0.006

Protective wear

0.005

Food/fish baskets
0.005

0.359

Labor

Feeding
accessories

0.649

0.299

Pelleted feed
supplement

Fingerlings

0.009
-

Agricultural lime
Chicken manure

*

*

2.162

0.557

1.605

0.015

Nylon Predator
nets

Total Variable
Costs per kg

0.002

Protective wear

0.002

Food/fish baskets
0.002

0.225

Labor

Feeding
accessories

1.216

0.135

Pelleted feed
supplement

Fingerlings

Figure 51: Gross margins (USD/kg) for African Cat fish farmers operating at a capacity of
2kgm-3

Gross Revenue
margins

Ondhoro et.al (submitted)

Figure 52: Gross margins (USD/kg) for African Cat fish farmers operating at a capacity of
0.3kgm-3

Gross Revenue
margin

Ondhoro et.al (submitted)
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3.12.5. Gender disaggregated involvement in the aquaculture value
chain in the watershed
Women play an equally important role of marketing fish as men. However, for all the other activities,
the women’s role is minimal (Figure 53). This is also true in decision making for all activities
regarding aquaculture (Figure 54). This is partly because in Uganda, there is gender imbalance in
control over and ownership of land , which is a major asset in the aquaculture enterprise (Aganyira,
2005).

Figure 53: Gender roles in farmed fish production
and marketing
28
53

Fish harvesting
43

Pond cleaning

Activity

23

Water
management

35
25

34

Fish Feeding

35

33

0%
Male Youth (18-35)
Female Youth (18-35)

16

16

16

11
33

29

Siting the farm

17

6

47
53

Pond construction

8 5

43

43

Stocking ponds

23

58
50%
Male Adults (>35)
Female Adults (>35)
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8
9

9

5

4 9
100%

Activity

26

Fish Marketing

Figure 54: Gender and decision making in
fish production and marketing
Use of proceeds

14

66

6 14

Market and selling
price

15

63

6 16

Quantity to sell

14

Fish harvesting

14

70
64

6 10
9

13

Fish feeding

20

66

6 8

Species to stock

19

69

5 7

When to stock the
pond

21

69

46

Where to construct
the pond

22

66

6 7

0%
Male Youth (18-35)
Female Youth (18-35)

50%
Male Adults (>35)
Female Adults (>35)

100%
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3.12.6. Current level of investment in aquaculture in Uganda
Value Chain
Node

Investment

What is done

Districts of
operation

Promoting
Commercial
Aquaculture
in Uganda
project
funded by
the European
Union

 Total estimated cost: EUR 10,250,000
 Total amount of European Development Fund
contribution: EU
 R 10,000,000
 This action will be co-financed by potential grant
beneficiaries for an indicative amount of: EUR 250,000
 Establishment of the pond-based aquaculture park that
is designed for tilapia or catfish production (Lake Kyoga
north of Masindi Port (Nile River banks)
 Establishment of the cage based aquaculture park for
tilapia production (Mwena, a landing site near Kalangala
Island on Lake Victoria)
 Country-wide for some segments of the value chain (e.g.
feeds and fry/fingerlings production).

Masindi

OWC

 Establishing a hatchery, Fry tank and aeration tank
 Provision of fingerlings

Oyam

Individual
hatchery
operators

 Hatchery operations and supply of fish fingerlings
 Nursery pond operations

Oyam

Ugachic

 Sell of fish feeds

Lira

District local
government

 Establishing fish farmers groups
 Trainings on aquaculture production
 Provision of inputs

Oyam

Jeza Youth
Fish farmers

 Multiplication of 10,000 fingerlings/Fry,
 Capacity to accommodate 10,000 fingerlings
 Marketing of fingerlings/fry

Kasese

Produce and
Marketing
Grant through
the Local
Government

 Procurement of 12,000 fingerlings/fry
 Distribution of fingerlings to farmers

Kasese

Production

Individual fish
farmers

 Farmers on average own 2 ponds and are engaged in fish
production

Kasese

Value
addition &
Marketing

Rukoki
Intergrated
Farmers

Tochi Watershed
Inputs,
production,
postharvest
handling
and value
addition

Mubuku Watershed
Inputs
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Processing of fish feed, 10MT/Day



Marketing of fish feed

Kasese

Value Chain Node

Investment

What is done

Districts of
operation

Promoting
Commercial
Aquaculture in
Uganda project
funded by the
European Union

 Total estimated cost: EUR 10,250,000
 Total amount of European Development Fund
contribution: EUR 10,000,000
 To be co-financed by potential grant
beneficiaries for an indicative amount of: EUR
250,000
 Establishment of the pond-based aquaculture
park that is designed for tilapia or catfish
production (Lake Kyoga north of Masindi Port
(Nile River banks)
 Establishment of the cage based aquaculture
park for tilapia production (Mwena, a landing
site near Kalangala Island on Lake Victoria)
 Country-wide for some segments of the
value chain (e.g. feeds and fry/fingerlings
production).

Masindi

Nsava Feeds

 Sell of fish pellets

Arua

Individual
hatchery
operators

 Hatchery operations and supply of fish
fingerlings
 Supplies to farmers in several districts of West
Nile including Arua, Maracha, Koboko, and
some districst of DRC

Maracha

NUSAF

 In partnership with OWC and I See ( a private
firm), 131 fish cages have been established and
stocked with 21,900 fingerlings.

Pakwach

Individual fish
farmers

 Fish pond farming. On average, majority of the
farmers own 2 fish ponds
 Cage fish farming (mainly in Packwach district)

Nebbi, Arua
& Packwach

I See

 Engaged in cage fish farming, value addition
and fish exports at times

Packwach

Panyimur Fish
Market

 UGX 340 million fish market by MAAIF
through the Quality Assurance for Fish
Marketing Project in 2012
 Major fish buyers come in from neighbouring
districts such as Kigumba and Lira and
neighbouring countries i.e. DRC and the
Central African Republic.
 The most active fish trading business within
this collection market centre is from Saturday
to Monday on a weekly basis.

Packwach

Tochi Watershed
Inputs, production,
postharvest
handling and value
addition

Wadelai Watershed
Inputs

Production

Value addition &
Marketing
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Positive

3.12.7 PESTLE Analysis of the fish value chain
Political

Economical

Social

Technological

Government
support towards
increased
investment in
aquaculture
like through
provision of
inputs such as
fingerlings by
OWC

High demand with
readily available
domestic and
regional (e.g.
DRC) markets;

All fish species
are eaten; and
fish is a staple
sauce for
majority of the
population in the
watershed;

New fish species tolerant
to cold conditions
introduced following
trials by Buginyanya
ZARDI;

High demand with
ready market;
Tendering out
the market and
taxes levied are
conducive for
farmers

Increased
segment of
population
substituting red
meat for white
meat including
fish due to health
concerns

Legal

Environmental

Bye laws exist
on where to
site the ponds

May reduce over
fishing in the
natural water
bodies

High taxes on
fish products

Haven for
mosquitoes and
bilharzia;

Research initiated on
integrating fish and
rice farming and value
addition to fish at ZARDI;
Affordable and affordable
local knowledge for
management of tilapia
over populated ponds;
and fish pests (snakes
and frogs);

Negative

Availability of aquaculture
experts at district level

Poor
collaboration
between
politicians and
technical teams
e.g. failure
by Mbale
DLG to sign
MOU to allow
ZARDI use
MAAIF land
for aquaculture
research
and seed
production

Inadequate
business skills
in farmed fish
enterprise;
High investment
cost especially at
the initial stage
required;
No financial
product
specifically
designed for pond
fish farming

Over
dependency
attitude of the
farmers on
government and
donor handouts;
In some cultures,
women do not
eat African lung
(Mamba) fish
because it has
‘breasts’;
Low motivation
by the youth
to take up fish
farming partly
due to a long
production cycle
before harvest;
Production is
mainly male
dominated
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Technologies for bulk
processing and cold
storage not readily
accessible in the rural
areas;
Inadequate power and
equipment to support
processing and value
addition;
Limited skills especially
on feed mixing, hatchery
management and
processing;
Reluctance of farmers to
invest in the technology

Lack of policy
on production
and supply of
quality feeds
and seeds;
Law
enforcement
by the Fisheries
Protection Unit
has mistreated
and scared fish
value chain
actors such
traders and fish
mongers;
Restriction
to use the
wetlands fish
production

Increased local
birds’ population
in the farmed area
viewing stock as a
food source, and
ending in crop
fields;
Contamination of
the surrounding
environment by
accumulation
of fish waste
products;
Destruction of
ecological buffer
zones such as
marshes and
biodiversity during
pond construction

3.12.8. SWOT Analysis of the aquaculture value chain
Cross cutting factors across all the 5 watersheds
Strengths

Weaknesses

• Catfish and Tilapia are well adaptable and
highly market preferred species

• Limited working capital; and access to suitable agricultural financial
products mainly due to the high interest rates

• Geographically well located and suitable
agro ecologies for all watersheds

• High investment costs especially at the initial stages of the fish farming
enterprise

• Strong support from government bodies
like OWC, District Local Governments,
and NaFIRRI; development partners
such as FAO and CARITS; and support
institutions such as WAFICOS

• Low productivity causing inconsistent and unsustainable supply to market
outlets

• Existence of the Fisheries and
Aquaculture Policy with strategies to
promote aquaculture
• Farmed fish farming is easy to monitor
• Availability of lucrative domestic and
international market
• Existence of policies to support
aquaculture in Uganda

• Inadequate access to safe and economical feed ingredients by feed
processors
• Limited availability of quality seed and feed supply chains thus inputs are
of low quality and mainly uncertified
• Attitude of farmers focusing on handouts from government and
development partners
• Limited access and utilization of appropriate production and processing
equipment by actors
• Insufficient electricity and refrigeration/ cold storage equipment in
production sites
• Inadequate technical knowledge and skills by the value chain actors on
aquaculture production e.g. on water testing skills
• Inadequate funding for research and extension characterized by
understaffing of technical staff at the district local government and at
ZARDI levels
• Low entrepreneurial knowledge and skills by actors especially on returns
to investment in aquaculture .
• Weak and ineffective farmer associations with farmers hardly in groups
and are yet sparsely distributed
• Poor fish distribution and marketing network characterized by
unstructured markets
• High cost of accessing lucrative market by the smallholder farmers
i.e. majority of the producers resort to selling the fish within the local
community
• Limited value addition. Majority of the farmed fish is sold as fresh fish
with very minimal value addition being done in the watersheds e.g.
smoking and salting
• Limited genetic base of fish species i.e. Insufficient reliable scientific data
and information on the sector
• Poor road infrastructure in the production zones which increases the
marketing and transaction costs
• Slowed implementation of aquaculture policies, strategies and regulatory
frameworks
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Opportunities

Threats

• Increasing market due to
increased urbanization and
changing eating habits - from red
to white meat consumption

• Reluctance for consumers to
accept alternative fish supply
sources i.e. preference of
captured fish to farmed fish

• Huge fish export market

• High production cost for the
farmed pond fish – making it
less competitive than capture
fisheries

• High potential for setting up
of nurseries and hatcheries for
quality seed and fingerlings for
stocking of fish farms;
• Potential to invest in production
of high quality feed that meets
international standards.
• Manufacture of value added fish
products to improve the export
value of the existing harvest e.g.
fish sausages, fish fillets, fish
powder and fish samosas
• Potential to invest in local and
regional cold distribution chain
to reduce post-harvest loss and
deterioration;
• Potential to invest in setting up
of a drying facility with special
spicing and cold smoking
features for production of dry/
smoked fish;
• Investment in the construction of
reservoirs to supply clean water
to the farmers during drought
• Willingness of the government
through OWC and development
partners to invest in aquaculture
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• Spread of human diseases
through vectors, such as snails
(bilharzia) and mosquitoes
(malaria)
• Prevalence of pests i.e., birds,
snakes and frogs
• Contamination of the
environment through
accumulation of fish waste
products;
• Destruction of ecological
buffer zones like marshes
and biodiversity during pond
construction
• Long production cycle which
deters youth from production
• Increased agro chemical use
exacerbates pollution of ponds
and growth of filamentous algae
• Climate change i.e.
environmental degradation
leading to eratic weather
pattrens
• High gender disparity with the
sector dominated by males e.g.
ownership over land is mainly
by men – the suitable sites for
pond fish production are mainly
owned and utilized by men

Additional factors specific to Mubuku watershed
Strengths

Weaknesses

 Law enforcement by the Fisheries
protection Unit that stops fishing of
immature fish

 Lack of demonstration materials/practical
sessions to impart more knowledge

Opportunities

Threats

 Fish theft from the ponds

 Presence of constant water supply for
production

Additional factors specific to Doho watershed
Strengths

Weaknesses

 Nutritional campaigns
leading to increased fish
consumption
Opportunities

Threats
 Trade barriers including high taxation
 Competition with capture fisheries from lakes and rivers
yet Aquaculture farmers are mainly small scale with limited
capital and have no capacity to strategically intervene in the
whole value chain to improve competitive advantage

Additional factors specific to Ngenge watershed
Strengths

Weaknesses
 Lack of nearby fish feed and fingerling suppliers

Opportunities

Threats
 Flooding that wash away the fish from the ponds

Additional factors specific to Wadelai watershed
Strengths

Weaknesses

 Availability of the Panyimur fish market that was established
by MAAIF through the Quality Assurance for Fish Marketing
Project in 2012. The market has offered a huge potential for
fish exports to neighbouring countries such as DRC

 Theft and other predators

Opportunities

Threats
 Competition with fish
captures from the lake at
almost no cost.
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3.13. Objective 2: Challenges identified along aquaculture
value chains
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Challenges faced in the fish sub-sector
Cross cutting challenges across all the five watersheds
Production challenges
 Inadequate supply of quality seed (fry): The government through MAAIF established fry
centres intended for fish seed (fingerling) production at the regional level in Gulu, Lira and
Mbale. However, due to poor maintenance, the facilities in the fry centres collapsed, and
currently both centres are non-operational, thus jeopardizing access to quality fingerlings for
fish farmers.
 Limited supply of safe and economical feeds: Fish feed production is purely private sectordriven, and the private feed producers are insufficient to manufacture sufficient quality feeds.
 Ugachic, which is the main feed producer of quality feeds is unevenly distributed in the
watersheds, and mainly operates within central Uganda with an outlet in Lira district.
 Besides there is inadequate quality assurance measure in terms of government regulation of
fish feed standards, and therefore no guarantee for fish farmers regarding the quality of the
feed being produced by private sector players.
 Additionally, there is limited Public Private Partnerships in quality feed production and the
entire aquaculture production system.
 Consequently, many farmers locally prepare their own feeds. However, these are often of
low quality as the producers have no knowledge and skills about the right mix of fish feed
ingredients for the different species and their corresponding growth stages. Ultimately,
small sized fish are harvested at maturity leading to farmers holding more stock and making
less sales.
 Inefficient dissemination of technologies: The current extension support system does not
sufficiently support fish farming, where fishery-specific extension support is lacking.
 This affects the transfer of new fishery technologies and fish farming knowledge or skills
to farmers. The problem is worsened to the extent that there are cases of individual
farmers with an interest in fish farming who prepare fish ponds to perform fish farming
but experience a collapse of their initiatives within a short time due to lack of knowledge
resulting from an absence of aquaculture-specific extension support to guide them.
 In addition, Alio (2016) reported inadequate funds and expertise to offer extension services.
The knowledge gap is exacerbated due to the difficulty associated with aquaculture
sites being scattered and distant from each other, characterized with unorganized and
uncoordinated production system.
 Predators: particularly snakes, frogs and birds; and the notorious filamentous algae mainly
resulting from increased use of agro chemicals near fish farming sites
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Cross cutting challenges across all the five watersheds
Production challenges

Cross-cutting challenges

 Vulnerability to climate-induced
changes and poor water quality: Erratic
weather causes floods and sometimes
water scarcity but also the water
quality. During drought periods, there is
a water shortage which affects the fish
harvests.

 Inadequate capital. The available loan products
are expensive with high interest rates, and often
not suited or available to aquaculture producers
due to limited knowledge in the banks about the
sector and perceptions of risk.

 Poor record keeping by the farmers:
Many farmers do not keep records
and it therefore difficult to determine
the financial performance of the fish
business.
 Also, most farms are not registered
as businesses which makes it
difficult to keep track of them and
even harder to connect them to
investors.
 The farmers are generally scattered
and often work individually and
not in a group. This hinders
collective working and growth of
their business and thus reducing
information dissemination and
economies of scale
 Gender disparity: The enterprise is
dominated by adult males with limited
participation of the women and youth

 Poor Infrastructure: The infrastructure needed
to bring high-value, highly perishable products to
markets, often from relatively isolated aquafarms,
is frequently deficient. This infrastructure includes
not only the transport “hardware,” but also a suite
of information and communications infrastructure
providing traceability, market price information,
and information on disease outbreaks and
changing aquatic environmental conditions.
 Thus, most farmers sell their fish by the pond
side. In the watersheds, common mode of
transport for delivering fresh fish are bicycles.
 Inadequate data and information: Within the
watersheds and the country at large, data on
aquaculture sector is unreliable to guide research,
investment and marketing of fish products
 Limited research and innovation: As a result,
there is limited high value species, small genetic
base, long production cycle and low survival
rates of fingerlings i.e., 14.5 -25.0 % and 7.5 % for
Tilapia and catfish, respectively
 Inadequate aquaculture policy framework: There
is no policy to comprehensively address issues
that are specific to aquaculture and ultimately
enhance investment in the sector.

Marketing and processing related challenges
 Lack of organized market: Fish farmers interviewed do not stagger production and only
produce twice annually (June and December). Thus, they do not produce sufficient quantities
of fish frequently enough throughout the year to sustain a steady market.
 High cost and unreliable hydroelectric power for pumping water, running house hold
equipment like feed mixer, refrigerator, and value addition machines limits production and
processing.
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Outstanding challenges constraining youth and women and recommendations to
increase their involvement in the aquaculture value chain
Challenge

Reason

Inadequate capital i)
for women and
youth.

Women and youth do not possess
collateral (e.g. formal land titles)
or steady employment needed
to access loans from the formal
banking sector;

ii) Formal Financial Service Providers
(FSPs) perceive lending to youth
as risky because youth are often
considered not to have a saving
culture, and have minimal financial
track records in agribusiness,

Recommendation
Government and its partners should
support formation and strengthening
of strong women and youth groups
with skills in entrepreneurship and
financial literacy including saving
and credit, and record keeping; and
creation of group saving schemes
such as VSLA

iii) Youth and women’s financial
literacy is low; and
iv) FSPs often have limited knowledge
about agriculture, production
cycles and agribusinesses

Limited
technical and
entrepreneurship
knowledge and
skills

Most field workers do not have the
gender analytical skills and tools
to facilitate/implement gender
sensitive trainings and processes.
E.g.


The timing and location of
the trainings do not consider
women’s gender roles.



In addition, the trainings are
commonly conducted far
from the villages, making it
costly for women and youth
to attend.
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Government should reduce
gender gaps in extension
through:
a. Instituting an effective
gender sensitive mechanism
for dissemination and
exchanging of aquaculture
information and knowledge
b. Empower field workers with
skills, tools and training
modules that address
gender based constraints to
enhance inclusion of women
and youth so as to increase
efficiency and performance
along the aquaculture value
chain
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3.14. Objective 3: Investment priority areas to promote
youth inclusiveness in rice, apiculture, and
aquaculture value chains
3.14.1. Investment gaps in the apiculture value chain
Investment gap

Affected
watersheds

Who is responsible to address the gap

 Safe feed
formulation and
commercialization

Wadelai, Ngenge,
Tochi, Mubuku and
Doho

The aquaculture industry in Uganda and in the EAC
as a whole is expanding, with Uganda being the main
supplier of fish feeds in the region particularly to Kenya
and Rwanda.

NB: Whereas
Ugachic and Nsava
Feeds have fish feed
outlets in Lira and
Arua respectively,
access to such
quality feeds by the
smallholder fish
farmers in Tochi
and Wadelai is still
limited due to the
high costs of such
feeds coupled with
the long distances
that farmers have
to cover before
accessing such feeds.
 Breeding,
multiplication and
commercialization
of quality seed

Wadelai, Ngenge,
Tochi, Mubuku and
Doho

 However, there are only five licensed fish feed
manufacturers - all located in the central region that
is Ugachic (the leading producer) and Aquafarm
which are private; then Nakisasa and Kajjansi under
government.
 These processors are constrained with protein
ingredients as the current sources for quality feed
formulation i.e., mukene and soybean are becoming
expensive and scarce due to competition with other
sectors such as poultry, home consumption and
export in case of soybean.
Thus, there is need for the private sector and NaFRRI to
formulate safe and affordable feeds; and work with the
inspectorate arm of MAAIF to ensure that farmers have
access to the feeds with appropriate ingredients
With cage fish farming, the demand for fingerlings
is escalating at an increasing rate yet the fingerlings
survival rates of the existing fish species are low.
Besides, due to limited research, most of the seed
producers (mainly individuals) are using poor quality
broodstock with a narrow genetic base, which partly
explains the low productivity and high mortality of
fingerlings.
 There is therefore need for NaFRRI to invest in
research to improve the quality and expand the
genetic base of the farmed fish species.

 Training and
extension

Wadelai, Ngenge,
Tochi, Mubuku and
Doho

Value chain actors have limited knowledge in:
 Broodstock management and hatchery
management as well as production of fingerlings
and table fish by farmers
 Value addition to harvested farmed fish by farmers
and processors
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Investment gap

Affected
watersheds

Who is responsible to address the gap

 Existing
opportunity

Wadelai, Ngenge,
Tochi, Mubuku and
Doho

The government through MAAIF established fry
centres intended for fish seed (fingerling) production
at the regional levels including in Gulu, Lira and Mbale;
which are under the custody of the local governments.
 However, due to poor maintenance coupled with
limited staff at the district level, the facilities in all
the centres collapsed, and currently the centres are
non-operational, thus jeopardizing access to quality
fingerlings for fish farmers.
 NAFRRI under NARO has the research mandate and
human resource to effectively utilize these centres
for research and development including breeding
for improved fish species, formulation of safe feeds,
value addition; and for developing the capacity of
the farmers.
 Thus, there is need for MAAIF to handover these
centres to NARO. The latter can then work with the
private sector to address the stipulated gaps.

3.14.2 Potential investment opportunity and strategy for youth and
women inclusion at each node of the farmed fish value chain
Across all the five watersheds, similar potential investment opportunities for youth and women
inclusion at the different nodes of the aquaculture value chain were identified as highlighted below.

Opportunities for the Youth
Input & equipment
supply
 Making of fish feed
 Breeding and
multiplication of seed/
fingerlings
 Suppliers of fish feed
ingredients

Production &
Aggregation
 Commercial fish
farming
 Production of catfish
as bait

Processing/ Value
addition
 Production of high
quality smoked and
salted fish
 Processing of fresh fish
into sausages, burgers,
paste
 Extraction of oil from
fish
 Frying and selling of fish

Trading
 Sale of value added
fish products
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Opportunities for the Women
Input & equipment
supply
 Breeding and
multiplication of seed/
fingerlings

Production &
Aggregation
 Commercial fish
farming
 Production of catfish
as bait

Processing/ Value
addition
 Production of high
quality smoked and
salted fish
 Processing of fresh fish
into sausages, burgers,
paste
 Extraction of oil from
fish
 Frying and selling of fish

Trading
 Sale of value added
fish products

Potential investment opportunity and strategy for youth and women
inclusion at each node of the farmed fish value chain
Value addition to fresh fish
As earlier observed, the fish sector in all the watersheds is dominated by males; and this is
partly due to limited access to land and inadequate capital as the sector requires high initial
capital investment. However, within the watersheds, women are the major retailers of fish
usually sold in fresh form on small scale in local markets. But even in a few cases where
there is value addition, it is the women who mainly conduct this activity and commonly
using rudimentary practices particularly smoking, salting and sun drying. Thus, rather than
selling the highly perishable fresh fish that fetches relatively low profits, the women and
youth can be empowered in value addition to produce various quality fish products such as
high quality smoked and or salted fish and sausages.
a. Production of high quality smoked and salted fish: Mr Matia Ataba is a small scale fish
based Arua, but doubles as a processor and retail trader of smoked and salted fish within
the town. The production costs and corresponding revenues in UGX per Kg according to Mr
Ataba are provided as below
Variable (UGX)

Fresh

Smoked

Salted

Production cost

7,500

12,000

8,000

Revenue

10,000

16,000

14,000

Net revenue

2,500

4,000

6,000
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b. Processing of fresh fish into sausages, burgers, paste etc.
c. Extraction of oil from fish
d. Frying and selling of fish
Strategy:
Government and development partners should support women and youth groups to build:
• Strong groups with a saving culture and enhance access to credit targeting use of
group saving schemes such as VSLAs and SACCOs
• Business and entrepreneur skills of women and youth groups
• Technical skills in value addition to fish focusing on products like oil from fish,
sausages, fish powder, burger and smoked fish
• Sustainable market linkages between suppliers of fresh fish and buyers of the
processed products

Other Potential investment opportunity and strategy for youth and
women inclusion at each node of the farmed fish value chain
a. Farm input suppliers: The demand for quality fish feed and seed from fish farmers is
high. Youth can generate income by supplying some of these inputs to farmers that
cannot easily access them.
b. Feed factory suppliers: The feed meal factories need a constant supply of fish feed
ingredients to meet the growing demand. Youth can act as middlemen by supplying
feed ingredients to feed processors including maize, soy bean, cotton seeds and
silver fish among others.
c. Storage services: Inadequate storage is a main constraint to the fish sector in the
rural areas. Youth and or women can set up central storage points cooling facilities
in their communities for the farmers that have not been able to sell all their fish.
This will enable the youth and women generate an income and also help in reducing
post harvest fish losses in their communities.
d. Production of catfish as bait for Nile fish. About 54% of all the boats dealing in Nile
perch fishery are using baited hooks and the demand for bait has been increasing
in Uganda. For instance, over three million baits per day are required in the Lake
Victoria fishery and Uganda’s requirements are estimated at 13% of this figure.
Growing live baits from hatcheries is an appropriate alternative that the youth and
women can pursue. The use of hooks gives the best harvested fish quality. Besides,
harvesting live baits from the wild is illegal, difficult and unsustainable.
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3.15. Objective 4:
Existing and future
agribusiness training
needs of the key
VC actors and VC
enablers for enhanced
youth and women
employment
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3.15.1. Capacity building needs for the fish value chain actors in the
watersheds
Fish is perishable right from seed to the consumer of the final product. Thus, all the
commodity operations need appreciable levels of knowledge and skills at each node of the
value chain. For instance, poor feeds can be detrimental to the water quality as well as to the
fingerlings and the table fish produced. Similarly, the seed quality has a significant effect on
the resultant table fish. On the other hand, although the initial investment in fish enterprise
are high, most of the actors are small scale operators with limited capital and inadequate
business skills. Thus increase and sustain the farmed fish enterprise, several training needs
were identified at the various nodes of the value chain as presented in Table 17.
Table 17: Capacity building training needs for aquaculture value chain actors
Actor

Capacity Building Needs

Specific watershed

Feed
producers

• Feed formulation and mixing

All watersheds

• Business skills and financial literacy

All watersheds

Producers
of seed

• Pond and water quality management

All watersheds

• Fish breeding including maintenance of broodstock; and hatchery
management

All watersheds

• Fish species identification and appropriate stocking densities

All watersheds

• Feed quality, feed types and feeding of fingerlings

All watersheds

• Fish seed standards and policies related to seed production

All watersheds

• Marketing and pricing of seed

All watersheds

• Business skills and financial literacy

All watersheds

• Pond and water quality management

All watersheds

• Fish species identification and appropriate stocking densities

All watersheds

• Feed quality, feed types and feeding of pond fish

All watersheds

• Fish quality standards, handling and policies related to fish production
Producers
of table fish • Fish processing and value addition
• Training on farmers’ institution organization, governance and
leadership

All watersheds
All watersheds
All watersheds

• Marketing and meeting buyer requirements

All watersheds

• Business skills, record keeping and financial literacy

All watersheds

• Fish processing and value addition with special focus on developing
new potential fish products

All watersheds

Traders and
processors • Fish quality standards, treatment and policies related to fish handling
• Business skills and financial literacy
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All watersheds
All watersheds

Capacity building needs for the fish value chain enablers in the 5
watersheds
Value chain enabler

Capacity Building need
Fish breeding, fish species identification and hatchery
management

Fish species and their suitable production agro ecologies

District Fisheries Department

Value addition to fish to process new products like sausages

Gender mainstreaming in training programs under the fish
enterprise

Production data collection, analysis and management

District Commercial Officials

Market data collection, analysis and management
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3.16. Objective 5: Innovative Investment approaches
to create youth employment opportunities in the
aquaculture value chain
3.16.1. Sustainable innovative investment approaches needed to create
youth and women employment opportunities in the aquaculture
value chain
The Opportunity. Although aquaculture is a fast growing sector in Uganda and EAC as
a whole, the pace is being significantly undermined by inadequate access to quality and
affordable seed and feeds. As well, fish farmers are facing competition for seed with the
fishers of especially Nile perch who use the seed as baits. This gives opportunities to the
women and youth of production of materials such as seed and baits but also dealing in fish
feeds. In addition, value added farmed products such as salted, smoked, dried and packaged
and branded processed fish products eg paste, sausages, burger, oil fetch higher economic
returns as opposed to fresh fish. This provides an opportunity to invest into value addition
to increase the competitiveness of the aquaculture value chain and attract a critical mass of
youth and women through service provision.

Marching Grant Facility
Output markets
Fishermen
Policy &
Financial
support

Supermarkets, etc

Women Group

Youth Group

Baits
Seed & Feeds

• Oil extraction
• Sausage, burger, paste,
powder
• Bulking & Cold storage

Farmed Fish Producer
Groups & individual farmers
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Extension,
Research
and
technology
providers

Sustainable innovative investment approaches needed to create youth
and women employment opportunities in the apiculture subsector
The suggested model will strategically contribute to:

ÎÎ Increasing quality and quantity through use of quality seed and feeds
coupled with trainings;
ÎÎ Adding value by improving quality, processing and or differentiation;

ÎÎ Diversifying into high-value products such as oil while lowering market
risks;
ÎÎ Accessing new markets and increasing demand;

ÎÎ Negotiating higher prices through increased bargaining power;
ÎÎ Increasing sales through long-term contracts with buyers;

ÎÎ Lowering costs through exploiting economies of scale (e.g. bulking produce
and collective marketing) and lowering internal transaction costs.
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3.17. Other potential value chains that can be targeted
by the project
3.17.1. Description of the methodology
¬¬ The methodology employed flowed in three phases as illustrated in figure 55
Figure 55: Value Chain Selection Approach
Identify the major crop
and livestock enterprises
besides (rice, apiculture
& aquaculture)

Agree on a six
point criteria
for value chain
selection

1st Phase

2nd Phase

3rd Phase
Participatory pairwise
ranking technique to score
and rank enterprises
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Potential Value
Chains

First phase- involved review of literature to identify the potential agro enterprises in the
study watershed. According to FEWSNET (2010), the potential agro enterprises in the study
watersheds are (Annex 29):
Crops: Groundnuts, beans, sesame, maize, sorghum, sunflower, cassava, maize, sorghum, fruits,
coffee, banana, pineapple, sunflower, and Solanum potato; vegetables, plus wheat and barley in
highland agro ecologies
Livestock: particularly chicken, goats, pigs and cattle.
The identified potential enterprise sets were then verified with farmers in the 69 focus groups
(participatory approach) to zero down to the eight most important enterprises (besides rice,
apiculture and aquaculture). In each of the FGDs, 4 crops and 4 livestock enterprises were
selected.
Second phase – a six point criteria was developed and later verified by the farmers. The criteria
used to select the most important enterprises included: profitability of the enterprise, number
of people involved in the enterprise, demand/availability of market for the enterprise, suitability
of the enterprise in the local content/environment, low cost of production of the enterprise, and
duration taken by the enterprise to reach maturity.
Third phase – involved the use of a participatory pairwise ranking technique by the participants
to: (1) assign weights to each of the six criteria agreed upon, based on its level of importance and
(2) compare different enterprises in relation to each of the six criteria. Note crops and livestock
enterprises were assessed separately.
The enterprise with the highest total weighted score ranked number one
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3.17.1. Other Potential Value Chains that can be targeted by the Project

1

3
3

4

Crop

Livestock
Youth

Enterprises

3
2

3

3

2

3

4

3

1

3

3
3

3

Crop

Livestock
Women

Crop

Piggery
Local chicken
Goats
Cattle

3

Maize
Beans
Sweet poataoes
Fruits

3

Maize
Onions
Beans
Tomatoes

2

Local chicken
Piggery
Goats
Cattle

3
1

Local chicken
Piggery
Goat
Cattle

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Maize
Beans
Onions
Cotton

Average weighted scire

Potential enterprise for Mubuku watershed

Livestock
Men

Major reasons for Rank

Challenges

Opportunities

Maize

Is a staple food and
highly marketable

Unreliable prices

High demand (food and
animal feeds)

Beans

Is a staple, highly
marketable, fetches
good price

Adverse effects of extreme
weather

Ready markets

Onions

Good soils for
production

Requires a lot of agrochemicals thus is costly

Ready markets

Tomatoes

Availability of markets

Requires a lot of agrochemicals thus is costly

Ready markets

Local chicken

Easy to manage and
products fetch high
prices

Existence of predators

Ready markets

Piggery

Availability of markets

Costly feeds

Ready markets

Goats

Not land intensive

High risk of theft

Growing demand for
meat

Cattle

High prices for products

Costly feeds

Ready markets

Crop

Livestock
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1

1
1

Crop

2

Livestock

Crop

3

Goats

4

Cattle

2

Local chicken

Maize

3

Watermelon

2

Ground nuts

Beans

Maize

Groundnuts

Cattle

Goats

Local chicken

Cassava

Sweet potatoes

Livestock
Youth

Enterprises

2

4

3

Crop

1

2

Cassava

2

Local chicken

2

Goats

3

4

1

Cattle

1

Cassava

2

Beans

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Maize

Average weighted score

Potential enterprises for Doho watershed

Livestock
Men

Women

Major reasons for Rank

Challenges

Opportunities

Maize

Staple food, highly
marketable, easy to
manage

Maize streak disease,
unreliable markets,
Labour intensive, fetches
low prices

Availability of markets
regionally

Ground nuts

Food at household level
and marketable

Rosette disease, floods
and poor storage

Availability of markets for
composite products

Beans

Food at household level
and high income

Diseases such as bean
rot and high cost of
quality seed

Availability of markets

Cassava

Food at household level
and high income

Takes long to mature and
diseases

Availability of markets
and possibility of increase
use in confectionery
industries

Cattle

High Income

Land intensive, pests and
takes long to mature

High income

Goats

Source of income and
easy to manage

Theft, limited grazing
land and pests

Availability of markets

Local chicken

High income, low costs
of management

New Castle disease, theft
and worms

High income

Crop

Livestock
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1
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1
3

2

1
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2

1

3

4

2

3

1
3

2

2
3

4

3

3

3

4

3

Crop

Livestock

Crop

Youth
Enterprises

Livestock
Women

Local chicken
Goats
Cattle
Sheep

Groundnuts
Maize
Cassava
Beans

Goats
Cattle
Local chicken
Oxen

Groundnuts
Sunflower
Sorghum
Maize

Goats
Local chicken
Cattle
Piggery

0
Beans
Maize
Sunflower
Groundnuts

Average weighted score

Potential enterprises for Ngenge watershed

Crop

Livestock
Men

Major reasons for Rank

Challenges

Opportunities

Ground nuts

easy to manage

Diseases and pests

Availability of markets eg
supermarkets

Sunflower

High market locally

Rosette disease

Availability of markets

Sorghum

Low cost of production

Agro-ecological suitability

Availability of markets in
schools

Maize

Availability of market

Limited land

Availability of markets

Goats

Easy to maintain

Theft

Availability of markets

Cattle

Availability of markets

Limited water

Availability of markets

Local chicken

Availability of markets

Preditors

Availability of markets

Crop

Livestock

Piggery
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1

1
2

3

2

Crop

4

Livestock

Crop

Youth

Enterprises

1
2

1
3

2

2

3

Livestock

3
2

4

Crop

Women

2

Cattle
Sheep
Goats
Piggery

4

3

Soybean
Sunflower
Cassava
Maize

3

2

Cattle
Goats
Sheep
Piggery

1
2

Soybean
Sunflower
Maize
Simsim

1

Piggery
Goats
Cattle
Sheep

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Soybean
Sunflower
Beans
Simsim

Average weighted score

Potential enterprises for Tochi watershed

Livestock
Men

Major reasons for Rank

Challenges

Opportunities

Soybean

Ready markets, high
yielding

Drought, high prices of
pesticides

Seed availability, large pieces
of un-utilized land

Sunflower

Ready markets

Expensive transport,
limited quality seeds

Presence of processors i.e.
Mukwano & Mount Meru

Maize

Low cost of production
availability of markets,
presence of fertile soils,
high yielding

Pest and diseases, high
price of pesticides

Presence of maize mills,
good road network,

Highly profitable

Pests and diseases

Cattle

Profitable, availability of
grazing land

Parasites and diseases,
Availability of cattle markets
high cost of maintenance in Apach and Sudan

Goats

Easy to maintain

Lack of feeds and water

Market for milk

Sheep

Ready market and good
prices

Easily affected by
weather changes

High demand from local
markets & in Juba

Pigs

High multiplication rate,
high demand

Swine flu

Growing demand

Crop

Sim sim

ready export markets eg,
S.Sudan and DRC
Potential buyer (Olam
company)

Livestock
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2

1
3

4

4

1

2

3

20

2

3
4

4

10

Crop

Livestock

Crop

Youth

Livestock
Women

Enterprises Major reasons for Rank Challenges

Piggery
Goats
Local chicken
Cattle

Simsim
Cassava
Maize
Millet

Goats
Local chicken
Cattle
Piggery

Simsim
Cassava
Maize
Millet

Local chicken
Goats
Piggery
Cattle

0
Simsim
Cassava
Maize
Beans

Average weighted score

Potential enterprises for Wadelai watershed

Crop

Livestock
Men

Opportunities

Crop
Sim sim

Staple, Highly
marketable

Theft during drying, limited access
to affordable and quality agroinputs, adulteration of produce
quality e.g. mixing with sand

Value addition and Increasing
demand for simsim

Cassava

Staple, Highly
marketable, low cost of
production

Pests & diseases, shortage of
clean planting materials, unreliable
rainfall

Value addition and selling of
cassava cuttings for improved
varieties

Maize

Highly marketable

Pests and diseases e.g. army worm, Value addition, increasing
demand for human
consumption and animal feeds

Millet

Highly marketable,
staple

Pests and diseases

Increasing demand throughout
the year

Livestock
Goats

Cultural purposes (used Poor quality breeds, theft and
for dowry), source of
prolonged dry spells
income, multiply so fast

Increasing demand for goats

Local
chicken

Cultural purposes,
source of income and
easy to manage

Diseases, poor quality local breeds,
and inadequate knowledge on
commercial poultry management

Increasing demand for chicken
products

Cattle

High demand for cattle
products

Diseases and prolonged periods of
drought

Increasing demand for cattle
products

Piggery

Multiply so fast and
highly profitable

Diseases e.g. swine fever

Increasing demand for piggery
products
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According to various reports including FEWSNET (2010) as shown in annex 28, VIP4FS
(2016), Sonko (2005) and field observations by the research team, there is a huge
potential for horticultural products such as tomatoes, cabbages, onions, green paper
and water melon to thrive in the five watersheds. However, this is dependent on the
availability of appropriate water management systems in the rehabilitated/ constructed
irrigation schemes. Promotion of such potential enterprises by the FIEFOC-2 project
would provide an alternative source of income to the farming communities around the
irrigation schemes.
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3.17.2. Gross Margins Analysis of the Identified Potential Value Chains
at Farmer Level
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Figure 57: Gross Margins (USD)/Acre of Beans in Uganda
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Figure 56: Gross Margins (USD)/Acre of Maize in Uganda

Farmers on average make a gross margin of USD 37/acre of maize from a revenue of USD 195/
acre. The biggest single cost driver is inputs at USD 76. The most important inputs in maize
farming in seed and fertilizers.
Farming of beans is a more profitable enterprise compared to maize as farmers make in
average gross margin in USD 56/acre. However, beans production is a labour intensive
enterprise as seen in the high costs of ploughing and weeding. Noteworthy also, farmers of
beans seldom use fertilizers to produce beans. This is consistent with findings in a study by
Godfrey S. and Osen D. 2015 who found out that farmers of pulses in Uganda generally do not
use fertilizers.
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Figure 58: Gross Margins (USD)/Acre of Cassava Chips
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Figure 59: Gross Margins (USD)/Acre of Sim sim
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Cassava in mostly sold as value added products and for that reason, gross margins for such
products are high. For example, gross margins of cassava chips from an acre of land amount
to USD 304. It is noteworthy that harvesting of cassava, being a labour intensive activity is
the highest cost driver for cassava farmers.
Gross margins from an acre of sim sim amount to an average of USD 40 with pre-harvest
farm activities driving costs of production.
Of the four potential value chain analyzed, gross margins for cassava chips are exponentially
hire than that from other value chains underpinning the importance of value addition of farm
produce even at farm level.
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3.17.3 Challenges Limiting Development of the Identified Potential
Value Chains

Maize

•
•
•
•
•

Theft of produce from the garden
Limited land to engage in maize production on large scale
Pests such as army fall worm that destroys the whole maize crop
Limited capital for maize production
Price fluctuations

Beans

• Limited capital
• Limited land that has lead to intercropping of beans
• Limited access to inputs for use in production

Sunflower

•
•
•
•
•

Soy bean

• Low prices
• Exploitation by middle men
• Drought

Cassava

•
•
•
•

Long production cycle
Price fluctuation and cheating by middlemen
Limited capital to expand production
Cassava Brown Streak Virus

Onions

•
•
•
•

Require high use of agrochemicals
Price fluctuation
Unfavorable weather conditions
Limited knowledge in post harvest handling of onions

Ground nuts

Sim Sim

Limited land
Limited access to reliable markets
Limited availability of seed
Poor transport infrastructure
Price fluctuation
• Pests and diseases
• High prices of pesticides

• Limited finance to expand production
• Diseases & pests
• Limited value addition at farm level
• Sold in raw form thus deny farmers better prices for value added
product
• Price fluctuation
• It is greatly affected by weather.
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3.17.3 Challenges Limiting Development of the Identified Potential
Value Chains
Piggery

• Affected by African Swine Fever
• Pests and diseases
• Muslim community do not encourage keeping of pigs

Local Chicken

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of capital
Predators
Affected by diseases
Theft
Limited access to inputs
High mortality rate

Cows

•
•
•
•

They suffer during dry season in search of green pastures
Theft
They need large pieces of land
Lack of capital
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3.17.4. Potential investment opportunities for youth along the
identified potential value chain enablers

Livestock

Crops

Table 20: Potential investment opportunities for crop
value chains

Table 21: Potential investment
opportunities for livestock value chains

Enterprise

Opportunities

Enterprise

Opportunties

Maize

 Presence of free seeds distributed by OWC

Piggery

 The market is readily
available

 High demand for maize especially in
schools and prison

 Increasing demand for pigs
and pork

 Availability of markets in the EAC region
Beans

 Also for dietary purposes, its
mostly preferred to beef

 High consumption rate
 Ready markets

Sunflower

 Ready markets

Poultry

 Increasing demand
Soy bean

 Use in animal feed formulations

 High demand for local
chicken in big hotels.

 Presence of high yielding varieties

 Its Profitable

 Increasing level of value addition to soy
bean

 Presence of local market
 Increasing demand for
chicken and its products

 Availability of markets internationally
Cassava

 Ready markets

Goat

 Increasing usage of cassava in alcohol
processing
 High demand
 Ready markets in the country and outside
the country
Ground
nuts

 Ready markets for raw

Simsim

 High demand for simsim products locally

 High demand for ground nuts products
 Presence of local market for simsim
products
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 Market availability
 Ability to cross with other
breeds to improve on quality

 Potential to substitute wheat in
confectionary industry

Onion

 Organic chicken is demand
nationally

Cow

 It has multiple value chain
such as milk, hides and
ghee which can be taken
advantage of
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5.
Recommendations
and Conclusion
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5.1. Conclusions and Recommendations for the rice
value chain
Generally, all the five watersheds are well endowered for rice production. Although domestic rice
production is increasing, its not commensurate with the rate of local and regional demand.
NARO has released a number of improved high yielding varieties suitable across all the five
watersheds. However, apart from Mubuku where there is prominent existence of FICA seed
company, the adoption rate is still low in the rest of the watersheds. This is due to the high seed
cost and limited skills and knowledge in production and postharvest handling practices. Besides,
access and usage of productivity enhancing technologies (like fertilizers) is low. This is also true for
labor saving technologies such as herbicides and threshers that would be very relevant especially
for the women who are the major providers of labor for weeding and winnowing.
Worse still, across all the watersheds most of the processors are small scale millers who use
inefficient processing equipment that reduce the quality and volume processed. The ultimate
volumes are low to meet the increasing demand of the various consumer segments.
Across watersheds, rice business is relatively profitable for the various actors; but the value chain
is characterised with weak farmer groups commonly selling rice products on individual basis and
informally to processors/ traders. This calls for strong farmer associations and collective bulking
centres to strengthen the value chain.
Therefore, the main investment gaps that need to be addressed cut across all the five watersheds
and they include: a) investment in seed production systems; b) supply, safe use and handling of
quality agro inputs; c) mechanization at production and efficient postharvest technologies; d)
access to and utilization of available storage facilities; e) reliable and affordable power supply; and
e) efficient and accessible milling machines and services.
The youth and women can tap into several opportunities including: a) community seed
multiplication; b) sale of quality agro-inputs; c) growing of upland rice varieties; d) provision of land
preparation services using power tillers; e) planting services using seeders; f) weeding services
using conical weeders; g) spraying services using electronic spray pumps; h) harvesting services
using reapers; i) threshing services using motorised threshers; j) paddy cleaning services using
motorised winnowers; k) paddy drying services using mobile collapsible driers; l) paddy bulking/
aggregation services; m) production of animal feeds using rice bran; n) rice mill operators; 0)
production of briquettes from rice husks; and p) sale of rice products e.g. milled rice.
However, this can only be achieved through empowering youth and women with appropriate skills
and knowledge to operate the identified business cases profitably and thus improve efficiency and
performance along the rice value chain. Thus, there is need to address the following:
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Government and development partners should:
a. Build the capacity of rice producers by:
ÎÎ Empowering field extension workers with skills, tools and training modules that address
gender based constraints to enhance inclusion of women and youth so as to increase
efficiency and performance along the rice value chain.
ÎÎ Training farmers on rice production and post-harvest management; business skills; record
keeping; as well as financial literacy and management of agricultural finance targeting low
cost finance options. In additions trainings on negotiation skills and market linkages are
necessary to enable producers meet buyer requirements.
ÎÎ Promoting group formation and strengthening; and linkages to other players like
processors, traders, researchers, equipment suppliers and financial institutions. Including
trainings on farmers’ institution organization, governance and leadership.
b. Support bulk handling and marketing of quality rice grains through:
ÎÎ Mobilizing farmers into organized and vibrant producer groups (including those of youth
and women) and promoting market linkages with processors
ÎÎ Enhancing the skills of farmer groups, traders, processors, and transporters on appropriate
bulk rice grain handling practices
ÎÎ Disseminating information on quality standards and grading systems of rice grain and in
ways which address the time, mobility and literacy constraints facing women farmers.
c. Encourage the private sector to invest in modernized and efficient drying, processing and
storage technologies through policy measures that motivate and incentivize investors to invest
in these areas.
d. Work with the private sector to promote innovative labor saving production and post-harvest
management including drying and processing technologies across the respective value chain
nodes while targeting the women and youth involvement. This should also comprise availing
farmers and processors with information on access to machinery and equipment but also the
cost of utilization and maintenance
e. Support researchers to breed and produce low cost foundation seed and enhance community
seed multiplication
f. Expedite implementation of reforms in land tenure and property ownership as enshrined in the
Land Policy of 2013 to ensure that men, women and children enjoy their rights of access to land
without discrimination.
g. Enhance access and usage of quality agro chemicals by small holder farmers through:
ÎÎ Working with private sector and UNADA to scale out the ongoing initiatives such as the
“KAKASA” initiative (E-Verification) to reduce incidences of counterfeit agro-inputs on
the market and also increase access to quality agro-inputs.
ÎÎ Training agro dealers and farmers on safe use and handling of agro chemicals

ÎÎ Strengthening the inspection arm of MAAIF to eliminate counterfeit agro chemicals on
the market
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ÎÎ In order to enhance sustainability, investment by the private sector and inclusion of youth
and women in the rice value chain, we recommend that FIEFOC-2 Project adopts the
business consortium model that uses a purely market-led development approach through
which the different value chain actors view each other as business partners. The business
model should be anchored on a lead firm (market off taker) to stimulate a market pull for
quality rice and increased volumes.
a. Youth and women will be integrated into the business consortium at the different value
chain nodes especially at input supply, production and value addition as providers of
demand driven production, postharvest handling and market support services on a
commercial basis including:
b. Youth: Land preparation services; planting services; weeding services; spraying services;
harvesting services; threshing services; paddy cleaning services; paddy drying services;
paddy aggregation/bulking services; making of briquettes from rice husks; and making of
animal feeds from rice bran.
ÎÎ Women: Planting services; harvesting services; threshing services; paddy cleaning
services; making of briquettes from rice husks; and making of animal feeds from rice bran
ÎÎ However, youth and women across all the 5 watersheds are constrained by inadequate
capital to invest in the kind of technologies required to provide such business services.
In order to stimulate investment by youth and women into new technologies (including
production and postharvest handling technologies) such as power tillers; rice seeders;
rice conical weeders; electronic spray pumps; rice reapers; motorized threshers;
motorized winnowers; mobile collapsible driers; briquette making machines; and animal
feeds making machines, so as to provide commercial services to rice producers and
other rice value chain actors, there is a need for FIEFOC-2 project to provide a catalytic
matching grant fund to the integrated youth and women to expedite adoption of such
new technologies.
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5.2. Conclusions and Recommendations for the bee
products value chain
Generally, all the watersheds are well endowered for bee keeping. But this is most prominent in the
watersheds of Wadelai, Tochi, part of Ngenge (Kweeen, Amudati and Nakapiripirit) and Mubuku.
In Doho (except parts of Tororo), the activity is not widely spread as the ecosystem has been
severely devastated through deforestation coupled with increased and indiscriminate application of
pesticides in crop fields. Thus, it is recommended that the apiary enterprise be dropped from Doho
except for Tororo district.
The main investment gaps that need to be addressed in Wadelai, Tochi, Ngenge (Kweeen, Amudati
and Nakapiripirit) and Mubuku were found to be generally the same i.e., a) access to production
inputs particularly standardized improved hives, colonies and field gears; b) access to processing
equipment; and c) diversification, value addition, packaging and branding.
The youth and women can tap into several opportunities including: a) production and sale of inputs
i.e., improved hives and colonies by youth, and field gears by the women; b) providing harvesting
services by the youth i.e. harvesting of honey, bee wax and venom; c) bulking and processing
services by the youth and the women; d) value addition to form secondary products like shoe
polish, syrup, propolis, royal jelly, etc by the youth and women. However, this can only be achieved
following a clear understanding of the markets, increased investment in research for value addition,
building the technical and business competencies as well as enhancing access to finance for the
women and youth, and providing a favorable policy environment to ensure production of quality
products and fair markets for all actors. Thus, there is need to address the following:
a. Government and development partners should support research in the following areas:
i. Identification and profiling hive products with reference to companies and associations
that produce them. This will allow promotion based on a clear understanding of what the
sector and its key players especially companies are able to offer to the target markets.
ii. Study on the existing apiculture input supply system to develop innovative methods of
input supply system
iii. Output market studies to facilitate exporters with market information to enable
companies build good export plans based on knowledge of prices and their trends
coupled with market entry and access requirements
b. Government should support strengthening of the extension system down to the village
level. This should include:
i. Empowering field extension workers with skills, tools and training modules that address
gender based constraints to enhance inclusion of women and youth so as to increase
efficiency and performance along the apiculture value chain
ii. Improving the existing training manuals and build farmers capacity in: a) production
of different bee products, b) business skills, c) linkages to other actors, equipment
suppliers and financial institutions, and d) record keeping to make farmers appreciate the
profitability of the enterprise and increase the adoption rate.
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c. There is need to modernize the production systems and increase the quality and quantity
of bee products. Government and development partners should: sensitize farmers on
advantages of using standardized modern hives; and b) support local artisans to make
standardized improved hives and bee protective gears through capacity building and
establishing linkages with other actors as well as the appropriate support institutions
d. Farmers should form savings and credit cooperatives (SACCOs) from which they
can access low interest loans to improve their enterprises. Increased access to credit,
information and better prices for the bee products can be achieved through organized
farmer groups.
e. Processors and packers of honey need to improve their branding and packaging to increase
competitiveness on both the domestic and international markets
f. NARO, MAAIF and MoWE together with other research partners should conduct research
to support a synergistic integration of bee keeping with crop production that embeds pests
management in both sectors without endangering bees.
g. Government and development partners should undertake a tree planting campaign and
support enforcement of laws governing environmental conservation
h. The government should interest the private sector to import (in the short term) materials
that are competitive, and in the long term invest in a packaging technology that is more
acceptable worldwide, while sensitizing processors on the advantages of using high quality
material.
ÎÎ In order to enhance sustainability, investment by the private sector and inclusion of
youth and women in the bee products value chain, we recommend that FIEFOC-2 Project
adopts a purely private sector led supply chain structure anchored on market off takers
(large and medium scale processors), in which youth are integrated both as actors (input
suppliers, producers, processors and traders) and providers of business development
services (as Village Service Agents) to provided demand driven services such as
production/sale of equipment e.g. bee hives and protective gears, colony production
services, honey harvesting services, honey bulking services, venom extraction services
and secondary products processing e.g. wax and propolis.
ÎÎ For all services offered by the youthful village service agents to the farmers and honey
processors, the youth would be able to earn a commission and thus a motivation to target
a large customer base. Hence, ensuring sustainability of the business model beyond the
FIEFOC-2 project.
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5.3. Conclusions and Recommendations for the
aquaculture value chain
For all watersheds, aquaculture is agro ecologically suitable and has a high potential for both
youth and women involvement. Besides, there is ready market for the associated products
both domestically and regionally. Nevertheless, the value chain is disjointed and ineffective;
characterized with low production and limited value addition due to several factors including:
limited access to quality seed and feeds, limited availability of equipment for value addition, and
ineffective business linkages including inadequate access to financial services across all the five
watersheds.
In all the watersheds, these gaps present the following attractive investment opportunities
for both the women and youth: a) value addition to farmed fish to produce products such as
fried, dried, smoked, and salted fish; b) processing fresh fish into products like sausages, burger,
paste, and powder; c) oil extraction from fresh fish; d) supply of farm inputs especially seed and
feeds; e) supply of raw materials like cotton seeds, maize and soybean to fish feed processing
factories; and f) providing collective/ bulking and cold storage service points for fresh fish. In
addition, for watersheds that are near waterbodies i.e., Mubuku, Doho, Tochi and Wadelai,
production of baits for capturing fish particularly Nile Perch from the natural waterbodies is a
viable enterprise. Besides, both cage and pond fish farming can be promoted in these areas as is
the case in Pakwach district under Wadelai watershed.
However, to exploit these opportunities and enhance the competitiveness of the value chain,
there is need to: a) provide an enabling policy environment; b) invest in extension and build
capacities of value chain actors in the identified skill gaps in all the watershed i.e., seed and
table fish production for the respective producers; processing, value addition, phytosanitation
and certification for processors and traders; and business skills for all the actors; and c) invest
in research along the entire value chain including agro-ecological suitability of the different fish
species and market research for farmed fish products.
Thus, for all watersheds, there is need for government and development partners to:
a. Promote more gender-responsive information delivery by empowering field extension
workers with skills, tools and training modules that address gender based constraints
to enhance inclusion of women and youth in the aquaculture value chain. The technical
capacity of these extension officers and farmers should be enhanced in:
ÎÎ Farmed fish production technologies and management with emphasis on fish pond
management; feeding techniques; and value addition including salting, smoking and
processing of other products like sausages, powder and oil extraction.
ÎÎ Business management skills, financial literacy and record keeping to increase
efficiency and performance along the aquaculture value chain.
b. Support access to financial and market information. This includes building strong farmer
associations to: support increased access to affordable agricultural financing; increase
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the bargaining power of fish producers; increase access to reliable input and output
markets; enable consistence and stability in product supply to markets; and collective
marketing to benefit from the economies of scale.
c. Certify all the fingerling and feed suppliers in the watersheds and the country at large;
and also operationalize the regional fry centers in Mbale, Gulu and Bushenyi to ensure
that farmers are able to access quality seed and feeds to sustain aquaculture production.
Operationalization of the centres should involve shifting of the management of the centres
from MAAIF and local governments to NARO-NaFRRI which has the mandate of research
in aquaculture.
d. Classify the aquaculture ecosystems with respect to their environmental capacity to sustain
certain types/species and volumes of fish; and promote product identity and presentation
while maintaining the quality that the customer wants.
e. Improve infrastructure particularly electricity to facilitate/sustain investments in fish
production (hatcheries) and processing.
ÎÎ In order to enhance sustainability, investment by the private sector and inclusion of
youth and women in the bee products value chain, we recommend that FIEFOC-2 Project
adopts a market led approach to stimulate a market pull for quality and increased farmed
fish products.
This approach provides opportunities to the women and youth of production of materials
such as seed and baits but also dealing in fish feeds. In addition, value added farmed
products such as salted, smoked, dried and packaged and branded processed fish
products eg paste, sausages, burger, oil fetch higher economic returns as opposed to
fresh fish. This provides an opportunity to invest into value addition to increase the
competitiveness of the aquaculture value chain and attract a critical mass of youth and
women through service provision.
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Annex 1: MSMEs Categories
Aspect

Type of Agricultural Enterprise
Micro

Small

Medium

Asset -type

Land size < 10 acres;
using rudimentary tools

SMEs have same type of assets that include:
buildings, equipment, inventory and Land

Assets - value

Less than US$ 5,000

Range between
US$5,000 – 100,000

Technology

Use both manual and
Use manual and
automated
rudimentary technologies
technologies

Level of skill of labour

Utilize unskilled labor

Utilizes semi-skilled
labor force

Utilize skilled labor
force

Markets outreach

Targets local markets

Target local and
national markets,

Target local, national
and regional markets

Traded Value/ year

Less than US$ 5,000

US$5,000 – 50,000

US$51,000 500,000

Access to finance

Informal sources
including family
members, friends,
VSLAs, and SACCOs

Informal sources,
SACCOS, government, Formal sources,
NGOs and
government and
microfinance
NGOs.
institutions

Range between US$
21,000 – 500,000
Use automated
technologies

Source: Kilimo Trust (2014)

For fish the distinction was based on the farming system - mainly by the amount of investment
necessary, and the quantity of fish produced per unit of area (Dickson and Macfadyen, 2011). Thus,
for this study, three categories were considered: a) small or subsistence pond system, which is
characterized with ponds of usually less than 500 m2 constructed using family labor with low or
no input and with little or no routine management; b) the medium or semi-intensive system, which
involves complementary feeding for the fish, although a large proportion of nourishment is still
provided by natural food; and c) commercial/ large scale production system, which involves purely
profit driven farmers, and adoption of the use of formulated feeds and can be categorized as having
semi-intensive to intensive production systems.
For honey, the categories are mainly three and based on the type of hive used i.e., a) traditional type
which is simple cylindrical with fixed combs and with productivity extremely low averaging about
8kg/per colony/per season (MSP, 2011); b) the transitional type - Kenya Top Bar Hive (KTBH),
which intermediates between traditional and modern methods, and with a potential of 26 Kg/Hive/
Season; and c) the modern frame hives with movable combs e.g. Langstroth/ Dadant hives where
the frame hive is a box with movable long lasting frame; and has a potential yield of 60 Kg/Hive/
Season (MSP, 2011).
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Annex 3: Districts in the study watersheds producing rice,
bee products and farmed fish
Watershed

Producing districts
Rice

Bee keeping

Aquaculture

Mubuku

Kasese

Kasese and Kabarole

Kasese

Doho

Namayingo, Bugiri, Busia, Mbale, Tororo, Busia and Mbale
Pallisa, Kibuku, Tororo, Budaka,
Butaleja, and Namutumba

Mbale, Tororo,
Butaleja, Busia,
Bugiri, Namutumba

Ngenge

Kween and Bukedea

Nakapiripirit and Kween

Sironko and Bukedea

Tochi

Amuria, Adjumani, Apac,
Gulu, Lira, Aleptong, Amuru,
Nwoya, Oyam, Masindi and
Kiryandongo

Amuru, Adjumani, Apac,
Kole, Gulu, Lira, Aleptong,
Masindi, Kiryandongo

Gulu, Amuru, Oyam,
and Masindi

Wadelai

Pakwach, Nebbi and Arua

Arua, Nebbi, Zombo,
Maracha and Pakwach

Pakwach, Arua,
Nebbi
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bee products and farmed fish
National

Key Informants:
MAAIF, MoWE, MTIC,
UEPB, UNBS, NaCCRI,
NaFIRRI

Purposive Sampling

Purposive Sampling of FIEFOC watersheds

Watersheds

Key Informants:
ZARDIs, Support
Institutions, Development
Partners, Input dealers &
processors)

Purposive Sampling

Purposive sampling;
•
Irrigation Scheme & Leading Producer
districts (rice & honey for FGDs & fish for
KIs)

Selected
Districts

Key Informants:
Fish farmers (purposive)
DLG Officers (Purposive)

Purposive Sampling

Purposive sampling;
• Sub county within the Irrigation Scheme; and the Leading
Producer (rice & honey)

Selected Subcounties

Purposive Sampling & Snow balling

Other VC actors
(aggregators, traders &
input suppliers)

Purposive sampling;
• FBOs (rice & honey)
• Representatives selected based on: irrigation scheme host,
& leading producer; then Gender & producer & none
producers

FGDs
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Annex 5: Number of value chain actors and support
institutions interviewed per category per watershed

6

3

3

Fish

4

4

4

Processors: small and
medium

Rice

3

2

1

1

2

9

Honey

2

1

1

1

3

8

Wadelai

Honey

Fish farmers

Tochi

Rice

Rice seed

Total

Ngenge

Farmer Focus Group
Discussions

Traders: small and
medium

# of respondents/watershed

Doho

Value chain
Mubuku II

Actor

6

6

9

9

9

39

9

9

30

6

11

29

Fish

1

1

6

1

4

13

Rice

2

2

2

2

2

10

Honey

1

1

2

1

5

10

Fish

2

1

1

2

5

11

Rice

1

1

0

1

1

4

1

2

0

2

1

6

Agro chemicals
Fingerlings

Fish

1

1

1

1

1

5

Fish feeds

Fish

1

0

0

1

1

3

Financial institutions

All

3

3

2

3

3

14

Equipment

All

Sub Total

3

1

0

2

1

7

21

16

16

18

29

198

Support Institutions
Researchers
• NaCRRI

Rice

• NAFIRII

Fish

• Experts from ZARDI

Fish

1

1

1
0

1

1

1
1

0

3

Honey
National Umbrella organisation
• RCU

Rice

1

1

• TUNADO

Honey

1

1

• WAFICOS

Fish

1

1

Local Government
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Tochi

Wadelai

All

Total

Ngenge

DAO, DE, DFO, DEO,
DCO

# of respondents/watershed

Doho

Value chain
Mubuku II

Actor

5

5

5

5

5

25

Central government
MoWE (FIEFOC)

All

1

1

MAAIF

All

3

3

MTIC

All

1

1

UNBS

All

1

1

UEPB

All

1

1

Development partners at Rice
local level
Honey
Fish
Irrigation scheme
managers
Sub Total

0

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

0

0

1

3

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

3
51
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Annex 6: Profiles of the major rice value chain actors

Input
suppliers

Seed
multipliers

ÎÎMainly men aged above 35 years
ÎÎMost agro-input dealers (about 83%) operate at retail level and only 17 percent operate
both as retailers and wholesalers.
ÎÎMajority (over 54%) joined business (supplying rice inputs) within the last six years
owing to the growing production and demand for inputs.
ÎÎAbout a half are registered with UNADA or Local government either as sole
proprietorships or limited companies however, none of the stockists are registered.
ÎÎThis low level of registration deters proper regulation and monitoring by regulatory
authorities.
ÎÎAverage number of employees: range of 0-20.
ÎÎDeal in inputs for various crops and livestock
ÎÎQuite few in comparison to other actors
ÎÎMainly deal in fertilizers, upland seed varieties especially NERICAs, herbicides and
pesticides that are demanded by farmers
ÎÎMainly located in towns and urban centres near major production regions
ÎÎBoth formal and informal players, with majority of the seed produced by informal
players.
ÎÎMultiply seed either on their own or as sub-contractors e.g. the Local seed businesses
(LSBs), but receive foundation seed from National Agricultural Research Organization
(NARO) and at times with the support of development partners e.g. Integrated Seed
Sector Development programme (ISSD.
ÎÎSome are contracted by seed companies such as NASECO and FICA Seeds
ÎÎExpected to sell the seed to farmers within their communities
ÎÎCurrently, few seed multipliers exist
ÎÎRegistration is low, only observed in contracted and large scale multipliers. Majority
of the seed multipliers are not registered by MAAIF. The non-registered rice seed
multipliers claim not to be aware of the registration requirements and the procedures
involved
ÎÎKibimba is one of the largest seed multipliers among producers
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Seed
companiesCase of
NASECO

Producers

ÎÎBreeds, produces and sells a wide range of field crop seeds
ÎÎHas been in business for over 2 decades
ÎÎMarkets its products through non-governmental organizations, stockists, and wholesale
and retail distributors across Eastern Africa
ÎÎThe company trains farmer groups and producer organizations in upland rice seed
production e.g. in Nwoya district
ÎÎSells seed packages tailored to smallholder farmers’ needs, including 2kg, 5kg and 15kg
ÎÎ95% of the customer base is made up of smallholder farmers, defined as farmers
operating on less than 2ha of land, though not necessarily their own
ÎÎMarkets varieties developed by local, national and international research institutes e.g.
NARO
ÎÎEmploys extension agents to link farmers to input markets and assure the availability of
seeds
ÎÎOffers discounted prices of its products to farmer groups that purchase in bulk. It
also provides seasons-long interest-free loans for inputs and financial assistance to
smallholder farmers
ÎÎMajority (about 80%) are small scale farmers that on average allocate less than 2ha
to rice production. A few medium scale (15%) producers operating on 2- 6ha and large
scale (5%) producers also exist.
ÎÎAverage yield is 2.3MT/Ha but this varies by variety and across the different watersheds
but lose up to 20% of their produce due to poor postharvest handling practices
ÎÎThese are commercially oriented farmers as about 88% of the rice produced is
marketed.
ÎÎMinimal use of inputs (fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides), however, clean seed use is
still low. About 80% of the farmers use recycled seed.
ÎÎMechanization is very low. Most farmers use rudimentary technologies such hoes,
sickles, threshing by beating, etc.
ÎÎMajority are organized in producer organizations and farmer groups
ÎÎMajority carry out rain-dependent production. This was mainly encountered in Wadelai,
Tochi and Ngenge watersheds. For example, the establishment of the proposed irrigation
scheme in wadelai is yet to kick-start.
ÎÎProducers are also key markets for rice, taking up to 12% of the total production.
ÎÎIn addition to production, producers are also involved in marketing, transportation,
capacity building of fellow farmers and milling.
ÎÎMajority of the rice faramers in Wadelai, Doho, Toschi and part of Ngenge (Bukedea) opt
to sell milled rice because they can easily access mills and milling services as opposed
to farmers in Mubuku that largely sell paddy rice to millers, trader agents and Seed
companies especially FICA Seeds.
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Small scale
millers

Medium
scale
millers

Large Scale
millers

ÎÎThese are the majority of the millers and mainly located within urban centers of
production areas
ÎÎOperate single phase/stage mills
ÎÎInstalled Capacities of less than 10MT/Day. Current utilization is 45% ranging between
25% and 60%
ÎÎTheir milling technology which is mostly of the hammer type as opposed to the rubber
type, not equipped with de-stoners, graders or hullers. Thus, de-stoning is done
manually.
ÎÎLargely produce poor quality ungraded broken rice packaged and normally sold under
the brand names Supa or Kaiso. Only a few of such millers have invested in branding
their milled rice e.g. Wadelai Produce Marketing Cooperative Society Ltd in Pakwach
district
ÎÎTheir average storage capacity is 30MT however ranges between 5 and 100MT. Only
50% of this space is utilized and the range is 25 - 80%. However, this varies seasonally.
ÎÎLargely offer customized milling services
ÎÎTo a small extent, some conduct trade-based services where they purchase paddy from
producers and mill, then sell.
ÎÎNormally, operate for 5-9months per year due to the limited paddy supply and
variations in the paddy production seasons across the 5 watersheds
ÎÎThese are limited in number and mainly found in major urban centres and distributed in
relative proximity between production and consumption areas e.g. Upland rice millers in
Jinja, Eastern Rice Millers in Tororo, and Kehong – Peyero Millers Company in Gulu
ÎÎOperate non-computerized multiphase mills- fully equipped rubber mills with hullers,
de-stoners, graders and drying facilities..
ÎÎUtilize less than 50% of their installed capacity- facilities lie idle for 3 or more months
per year due to shortages in supply even with supplementing imports.
ÎÎCurrent installed processing capacity ranges from 30MT/Day to 60MT/Day and the
average utilization is 44.5% ranging between 15% and 67%.
ÎÎThe average storage capacity is 1,000MT however ranges between 100 and 5,000MT.
Only 80% of this space is utilized and the range is 50-90% however, this varies
seasonally.
ÎÎThey offer trade-based and customized milling services
ÎÎMainly target the domestic market
ÎÎVery few in number. Only 2 Large scale millers were identified to be operating in the
study area i.e. Tildah/Kibimba in Bugiri district, and FOL Logistics (U) Logistics based in
Namanve, Kampala.
ÎÎOperate computerized multiphase mills- can grade, destone and have colour sorters
ÎÎFOL Logistics (U) Ltd has a milling capacity of 400MT per day
ÎÎProduce branded products, of which a small proportion goes to the domestic
supermarkets and the rest is exported mainly to South Sudan
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Most millers obtain about 50% of what they would desire and this is largely because of low
supply volumes of paddy, limited working capital, limited market information, scattered/ nonaggregated produce and depreciation of the Uganda shillings (affects rice imports).

Wholesalers

ÎÎTrade in rice is dominated by men
ÎÎMost of the rice traded is milled white rice (75%) with some traders buying paddy
rice (25%) which they mill and later sell.
ÎÎLocated in urban centers of production areas and consumption areas
ÎÎSell most of the rice to retailers though at times sell to individual consumers and
institutions such as schools, hotels and restaurants
ÎÎSell units of 50kg and 100kg of rice
ÎÎCan handle 5-100MT of rice products per month
ÎÎDo not carry out any branding

Retailers

ÎÎRetail outlets include supermarkets in urban areas, shops and stalls in the public
market channel
ÎÎMajority of retailers trade in milled rice. This is mainly because they sell to final
consumers whose demand is for ready to use milled rice.
ÎÎHandle white wholly milled rice
ÎÎSell largely to individual consumers though at times sell to institutions like restaurants
ÎÎLocated in major consumption areas- urban centres
ÎÎRetailers in the public market channel sell loose, unbranded rice only distinguished as
Kaiso and Supa. Mostly sells units of 1kg and 2kg.
ÎÎThe supermarket channel handles branded products in units of 1kg, 2kg and 5kg.
By volume composition, 50% of the handled rice is locally produced and 50% is
imported.
ÎÎCan handle 0.1-1MT per month of milled rice.

Other Actors

ÎÎThere are other players in this value chain that are crucial to its functioning especially
during off seasons.
ÎÎThese are large importers mostly stationed in Kampala such as SWT Company.
ÎÎThese import rice products such as brown rice and distribute to Ugandan Millers
during off seasons.
ÎÎFor instance, Kehong-Peyero Millers Company though does not import rice directly, it
sells imported rice (Pakistan and Supa Tanzania) which it sources from bigger traders
in Kampala e.g. SWT Company. On average, the company sells 150MT of Pakistan
rice and 100MT of Supa Tanzania rice per year. This is normally during the off peak
season for local rice (June – August)
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Annex 7: Business Development Service Providers
Service
Providers
Types of
Services
offered

Financial Service Providers (Commercial Banks, SACCOs, VSLAs, Traders and Millers)
Prefinancing/advan
ce payment

Producers

Types of Services
offered
Service Providers

Capacity
building

Brokers/
Middlemen

Inputs

Extension &
capacity
building

Savings

Processors/
millers

Wholesalers

Market
information
& linkages

NAADS/OWC, NGOs, Umbrella organizations, Market Information
Providers e.g. FIT Insights and private input dealers

Loans/credit

Retailers

Consumers

Research &
Development

Agricultural
technology

NARO (NACRRI, NALRI), Local
fabricators, private institutions, NGOs

ÎÎNGOs dominate the provision of BDS followed by Government. The main services offered under
T & BDS focus on the promotion of technologies for rice production such as, fertilizer application,
integrated pest management, improved farm equipment, postharvest handling (e.g. warehousing
and harvest equipment like threshers) as well as processing machinery.
ÎÎExtension services are mainly provided by DLGs/NAADS, The Agricultural Technology and
Agribusiness Advisory Services (ATAAS) in all the watersheds. Others include IFDC in Doho,
JICA in Ngenge, SASAKAWA and FAO in Tochi and Doho; USADF in Wadelai and Integrated Seed
Sector Development (ISSD) in all watersheds
ÎÎThe main actor in provision of research related services in Uganda is the National Agricultural
Research Organization (NARO), while those supporting infrastructure development include JICA,
Community Agricultural Improvement Project (CAIIP), MoWE and MAAIF
ÎÎThe private sector e.g. 3WM Uganda Ltd is mainly involved in the supply of agricultural machinery
imported from China, Vietnam, India, Thailand and Pakistan such as water pumps, rice threshers,
rice harvestors and rice miller horse power diesel engine. While UNADA supports access to inputs
such as agro chemicals like fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides through capacity building for agroinput dealers.
ÎÎIn addition, small and medium enterprises such as A-B Marta Uganda, Tonnet, JBT and local
fabricators (artisans) manufacture, supply and repair agricultural machinery; while local artisans
in rural areas are mainly involved in the repair of machinery and providing maintenance services
to farmers and agro processors. For example, Munyengera Agro-Machinery Ltd in Mayuge district
fabricates and repairs rice threshers.
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Policy &
Institutional
Development

Marketing

Fertilizers &
sustainable soil
management
Access to
Agricultural
finance & Credit
Post Harvest
Handling and value
addition

Irrigation & water
use management

Mechanization of
rice Production

Information &
Knowledge

Project /Institution

Seed multiplication
& distribution

Annex 8: Current level of investment in the rice sub-sector

OWC/NAADS
NACRRI
MAAIF
SASAKAWA GLOBAL 2000
Uganda
PASIC Project (GOU & EKN)
Agro-Processing support by
KOICA
South-South Cooperation
(Chinese Government)Promoting Private Sector
Partnerships in various
agricultural value chains
MTIC (Support to Stores and
Warehouses)
Supporting Agri-Business
Growth and Development
through enhanced Marketing
Systems and Value AdditionMTIC
P (PRiDe)/JICA
Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation (GRISP, AGRA)Mainly on research
FIEFOC (ADB)- Renovation
of Doho, Agoro and Mubuku
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Renovation of Olweny
Rice Scheme
IDB- Rice irrigation and
PPP (40,000Ha)
FIEFOC 3 MWERenovation of 3 private
schemes around Doho
and some public land
around Doho
FAO (Italian
Governement and GoU)
Project on Sunflower and
Rice
IFDC REACH Project
Heavy Earth Moving
Equipment for
Combatting Climate
Change
aBiTrust (USAID)
VECO East Africa
Integrated Seed Sector
Development
Agriculture Cluster
Development Project
Feasibility Study
(Medium and Large scale
Irrigation Schemes)
CAAIP and MoLG
Projects
Irrigation Advisor JICA
EAAPP
Canadian Internal
Development Agency
(Supports research)
ACDP
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Annex 9: Barriers to rice trade in Uganda
These barriers hinder full exploitation of the rice trade potential domestically and regionally,
increase trade transaction costs and depress trade opportunities within the value chain.
ÎÎPoor quality of transport infrastructure and connectivity within Uganda and its trading partners increases
costs of transport and delays during transportation of products. This is a major concern in connecting
production areas to markets.
ÎÎLimited and unreliable market information deters access to lucrative markets, fully exploiting market
opportunities as well as meeting market requirements.
ÎÎPoor quality of products limits product penetration into lucrative markets such as export markets. It also
lowers the value of the products.
ÎÎDespite the efforts to streamline cross-border trade, smuggling is a common practice that reduces the
competitiveness of the locally produced rice against the cheaper imports. Some traders re-package and rebrand rice from Pakistan and move it as a product of EAC thus Common External Tariff (CET) is evaded.
ÎÎNTBs account for a significant proportion of barriers to cross border trade especially in the EAC and these
are estimated to be 60-70% higher than in the U.S. or Europe, and 30% higher than in Southern Africa
(Anon., 2014).
ÎÎThe reported unresolved non-tariff barriers affecting trade in Uganda as of June, 2017 (Winters, et al.,
2017) are indicated in the Table below
Table: Unresolved Non-Tariff Barriers in Uganda
Barrier

Effect

Non-harmonized road user
charges / road tolls

Applied at the national and local level and act as additional taxes on the products
that increases transport and, eventually transaction costs. In Uganda, a $50 road
usage fee is charged every time a non-Ugandan truck enters into the country. It
represents between 0.23% and 0.81% in additional transport costs depending on
the product considered.

Several traffic police roadblocks

 Major source of delays, increasing transit times.
 Traffic and police roadblocks delays can increase transport costs by between
1.17% and 6.05%.
 Elimination of these delays could imply a reduction of 35 hours in the transport
time between Mombasa and Kampala.

Excessive traffic in certain areas
Multiple weighbridges

Increase transit times and can consume up to six hours of a normal transit day. The
barrier is associated with the repetition of similar weighbridges.

Bribes

 The impact of bribes on transport costs is not related to additional transport
time. These payments are frequently made to avoid paying a fine or penalty
generated by wrong conduct or fault by the driver or firm.
 Bribes can be preferable to facing the increased times and costs associated with
paying fines and penalties. This represents between 0.16% and 0.81% of the
cost of transport.
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Annex 10: Rice Domestic Market
ÎÎThe most traded products from farmers are paddy and or milled rice depending on the watershed. For
example, majority of the farmers in the Wadelai, Doho, Toschi and part of Ngenge (Bukedea) opt to hire
milling services (at Ugx 200/kg) and sell milled rice to traders and instituions as opposed to selling paddy.
Local traders (popularly known as middlemen and/or aggregators) purchase paddy from individual farmers
and farmer groups.
ÎÎThey sell the paddy to other traders (medium and large scale traders) and/or processors. The most critical
function in the rice value chain is bulking.

ÎÎAlthough rice is consumed all over the country, Kampala is the major consumption hub for rice.
ÎÎConsumers in Kampala take 35% of total rice consumed in Uganda while the rest of the country takes 65%
(JICA, 2013).

ÎÎTwo major market channels exist and these include the public market channel and the supermarket
channel.
ÎÎ95% of marketed locally produced rice is sold through the public market channel. This channel also takes
92% of the imported rice. By volume, this channel comprises of 70% locally produced rice and 30%
imported rice. The rice in this channel is mainly unbranded, sold loose and is supplied by farmers and
traders at various levels. Only three variety groups or ‘brands’ are distinguishable in this channel: Supa,
Kaiso and Upland with Supa commanding a significantly higher price than Kaiso and Upland. These
varieties are further categorized as Supa and non-supa (non-aromatic locally produced) (Kilimo Trust,
2017; JICA, 2013). Most upland varieties are sold under the name Kaiso and in addition, rice traders and
millers disguise other varieties of rice by mixing with Supa (aromatic) such that they can lower the price
than the purely aromatic (Kilimo Trust, 2017; JICA, 2013). This channel mostly targets the lower income
segment.
ÎÎThe supermarket channels sell mainly branded products. Of the total locally produced rice, only 5% is sold
as ‘branded’ rice in hand-some plastic bags with brand names, mainly produced and packed by large scale
rice estates and millers such as Kibimba Ltd. This channel also takes 8% of imported rice. By volume, the
channel consists of 50% imported and 50% locally produced rice. This channel serves the middle income
and upper income segments.
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Annex 11: Rice Consumer preferences
¬¬ Market requirements vary with consumer segment. Rice consumers are mainly divided into
urban and rural consumers. The urban areas are the centre of consumption of rice while rice
consumption in rural areas is largely in the rice production areas.
¬¬ The middle income class of urban consumers are willing to pay more for branded, clean and wellpackaged rice unlike the rural consumers and lower income consumers.
¬¬ Generally, consumers prefer aromatic to non-aromatic rice, sticky to non-sticky, unbroken to
broken and bulging after cooking to rice that does not bulge, white milled rice to brown. However,
due to income constraints, rice with high levels of broken grain is sold in the Ugandan market
since it is cheaper than whole grain, the same applies for non-aromatic versus the aromatic rice.
¬¬ Pre-packaging is not a major requirement by most consumers in Uganda.
¬¬ Three major grades of rice exist as per the harmonized EAC standards, nevertheless, in the
Ugandan market, these are not adhered to except by a few medium and large scale millers (Kilimo
Trust, 2017) since the rice market is more responsive to price than quality. In addition, there is
little understanding of the rice standards by the different actors along the rice value chain, thus
non-compliance.

Annex 12: Rice Market requirements- EAC rice grain Standard
Table 9: EAC Rice grain standard Specifications
Parameter

Maximum limits

Method of test

Grade1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Organic

1

1.5

2

Inorganic

0.25

0.25

0.5

Pest damaged grains, % mm

0.5

0.75

1

Discolored grains, % mm

0.1

0.5

1

Grade1
Foreign matter, % mm

Moisture content, % mm

14

Immature/shriveled grains, % mm

1

Total aflatoxins (AFB1+AFB2+AFG1+AFG2), ppb

3
10

Aflatoxin B1, ppb
Fumonisin, ppm

IS0605

5

ISO711/ISO712
ISO16050

5
2

AOAC2001.04

¬¬ The inability of the locally produced rice to be price competitive against the imported rice that
is cheaper on the Ugandan market deters traders from seeking out for high quality products and
understanding the available standards. For instance, the prices of Supa and loose ‘Pakistan’ in the
public markets are all at similar levels (JICA, 2013).
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Annex 13: Quality Parameters demanded by rice processors
and traders
Table 10: Quality Parameters of rice products demanded by Actors
Actor and Product

Parameter

Description

Millers

Foreign matter

 Less than 5%
 Free of foreign matter e.g. stones &
husks

Paddy

Wholesalers & Retailers
Milled rice

Moisture content

17% and below

Maturity of the grain

Grains harvested at maturity- Full grain

Uniformity of variety supplied

Non-mixed

Colour of the grain

Not discolored

Level of Output

Over 60%

Level of cracked grain

<15%

Broken grain, Cleanliness of the grain Low broken grains, no stones and no
husks

¬¬ Quality parameters are mostly considered by millers because it determines their recovery and
quality of the final milled product.
¬¬ Most of the millers do not get paddy with the required quality mainly due to poor postharvest
handling practices at farmer and aggregator levels, unfavorable weather conditions and
untrustworthy paddy suppliers.
¬¬ For attributes that can be rectified such as foreign matter and moisture content, millers invest
into sorting mechanisms and drying facilities respectively to attain the required quality and it is
charged to the suppliers.
¬¬ Traders only consider level of foreign matter and broken grain for the milled rice they procure,
however, this evaluation is done by subjective methods such as observation.
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Annex 14: Major rice varieties/ brands traded
Table 11: Attributes of the major varieties/ brands traded
Variety/ brand

Reasons for demand

Supa

Aromatic, non-sticky grains once cooked, Soft on cooking

Sindano

Ability to swell when cooked, non-sticky grains when cooked, Cheap / affordable

NERICA

Cheap / affordable, Readily available

NamChe

Bulge on cooking, Cheap / affordable

Pakistan

Usually clean and with limited proportion of broken grains, Expands/ swells once
cooked, non-sticky grains

Supa Tanzania

Aromatic

K-Series/Kaiso

Affordable / cheap, expands/ swells once cooked

Basmati

Aromatic, Non-sticky grains

WITA9

Bulge on cooking, Cheaper

¬¬ The most traded varieties are Supa, NERICA and Kaiso mainly because of the aromatic nature of
Supa, affordability and expansion on cooking for Kaiso and availability of NERICA.
¬¬ However, most of the non-aromatic varieties are disguised as Kaiso while Supa from Uganda that
is more expensive is mixed with either non-aromatic varieties or Supa-Tanzania in order to make
more profits at trading level.
¬¬ Among the ‘brands’ of imported rice, ‘ordinary Pakistan’ is most popular, the quantity consumed
of which is nearly as large as Supa, followed by Supa Tanzania and ‘Vietnam’.
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Annex 15: Segmentation of Rice Market
Segment

Characteristics

Upper Income and
Middle Income
Consumer segments
(supermarkets)

 A small percentage of the rice consumers- 5%
 More Quality sensitive than price sensitive
 Buy Pre-packaged (mostly 1kg, 2kg, 5kg packages), pre-priced, branded
products with a high percentage of whole grain (low level of broken grain)
 Majority of the customers are individual consumers
 Majority of the consumers belong to upper and middle income classes
 Largely urban dwellers

Lower income consumer
segment and middle
income segment to a
small extent (public
market channel and
small groceries)

 Majority of rice consumers- 95%
 More price sensitive than quality sensitive- not very grade-specific
 Majority are individual consumers and mostly purchase in quantities of 1 to
2 kgs
 The other segment of consumers are the institutions such as schools and
restaurants.
 Buy loose rice (not pre-packaged and unbranded)
 Products or brands are distinguishable as Kaiso, Upland and Supa
 Lower income class and to a small extent middle income class
 Both rural and urban dwellers

These segments are nearly completely independent of each other. However, to a limited extent, these
segments overlap in that similar varieties (quality) of rice are found in both segments. Some Supa, Kaiso
and Upland at lesser amount, is also found in supermarkets although it is well-cleaned and pre-packed in
simple plastic bags and similarly some high-quality branded rice, domestic as well as imported, is sold in
public markets (Kilimo Trust, 2017; JICA, 2013).
According to the government of Uganda, on average, middle income class of people earn at least between
$6,000 and $30,000 per year while the lower income class earns less than $6,000 per year and the upper
income segment earns beyond $30,000 per year.
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Annex 16: Flow of rice produced and marketed in the watershed
ÎÎGenerally, rice in the five watersheds flows from the production areas to market areas, nevertheless the
channel network is extended widely all over the country.
ÎÎThe main production districts of rice in the 5 watersheds are Butaleja, Nebbi, Alebtong, Bukedea and
Kasese.
ÎÎBesides the local buyers (markets) within in the above 5 districts, the main markets for rice from these
districts are Kampala, Arua, DRC, Gulu, Mbale and Jinja.
ÎÎMost of the trading is done by middle men/ aggregators, traders and millers who buy threshed paddy
from the farmers at the farm. However, some farmers transport paddy to the mills and pay for the milling
charges.
ÎÎAfter milling, except for the portion of rice brought back to the farmers’ household for home consumption,
rice goes into the market channels through town brokers, suppliers or traders.
ÎÎFrom the mills, rice is then destined for wholesale and retail levels in major markets.
ÎÎTraders from each production region obtain the largest share of rice within the region and small shares from
adjacent regions.
ÎÎThe Eastern region where Supa, the best-selling rice variety or ‘brand’, is mostly produced attracts the most
rice traders.
ÎÎSome medium and large scale processors mill, package and brand their rice, after which distribution is
through set outlets and agents thereby fetching higher market prices.
ÎÎKampala takes 35% of the marketed rice while the rest of the regions take the 65%. Kampala then supplies
regions that do not produce significant quantities and largely supplies Supa procured from Eastern region
to markets such as the North-west (Arua and Nebbi), and South-west regions including: Mbarara, Kabale,
Bushenyi, Rkungiri and Kanungu districs (JICA, 2013).
ÎÎCross border trade is common with Kenya, Tanzania, DRC and South Sudan. Many rice wholesalers
and foreign buyers travel to production areas to procure rice all year round, particularly during the rice
harvesting seasons in the 5 watersheds.
ÎÎFor imported rice, wholesalers outside Kampala procure either from Kampala importers or directly from
neighboring countries. Of the total amount of imported rice, 65% is through Kampala (JICA, 2013).
ÎÎOf the imports, 92% enters the public market channel targeting the ‘ordinary’ rice consumers who take
locally produced rice, while 8% is high quality rice, such as Basmati that enters the supermarket channel
aiming at high- and middle-income class consumers. Of the 8% high quality rice imports, Kampala
supermarkets receive 25% while the rest of the country receives 75% (JICA, 2013).
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Annex 17: Average domestic prices per rice variety per kg in
the watersheds
Average Wholesale Price per rice Variety
(USD/kg)
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Source: Kilimo Trust, 2018
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Basmati

Supa

Sindano Kaiso (& Ks)

ÎÎBasmati which is largely imported
fetches the highest price when milled,
about US$0.8 per kilogram higher than
the most expensive locally produced
variety, Supa at both retail and wholesale.

1.757

1.800

-

Kaiso (&
Ks)

ÎÎThe retail prices for milled Supa and
upland varieties are about 2.5 times
higher than the farm gate prices offered
for paddy rice.

Annex 18: Average domestic prices of in all markets at
national level
KAISO

Avg Whosale Price

Av Retail Price

¬¬ Price determination is mainly
by market forces and cost
plus. Generally, prices are
dependent on rice supply
in the market, being high in
months with low supply such
as March to May and low in
months of harvest such as
Oct - Nov
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¬¬ Kaiso and upland rice
varieties are the lowest
priced on the market going
for US$0.2 lower than Supa
per Kilogram.
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Annex 19: Analysis of competitiveness of rice production in
Uganda against a world-leading producer

Farm inputs

74.9

22
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Planting

191.2
Total Production cost

Transport cost
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Total ProductionCosts

Land preparation

1.1

Sowing & Packaging

56.2

4.9
Drying
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20.3

Uganda
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0.4
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Loading and offloading
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Transport from farm to store
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Threshing
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Collecting and heaping
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Harvest
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1.5
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2nd ploughing

1.8

9.1
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Spraying pesticides
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Pesticide application on bed

Herbicide application

6.0

16.1

7.9

1.8

1.5

3.9

1.8

4.9

10.1

5.0

54.8

Nursery bed preparation

Land Hiring

105.7
Material Input

Competitiveness of Ugandan rice Vs Pakistan Imported rice (USD/MT)

Pakistan

Source: Kilimo Trust, 2017

¬¬ Rice production in Uganda is USD 113/MT more expensive that Pakistan. This is attributed
to limited use of yield improving technologies that utilize lesser resources such as water,
land, chemicals and seeds.
¬¬ Improving production efficiency could improve competitiveness of rice produced in
Uganda. This could be through use of labor saving and yield improving technologies and
practices.
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Annex 20: Value Capture along the rice value chain

Producing

Price
(US$/kg)

Processing

Trading

Producers

Processors

Wholesalers

Retailers

0.37

0.83

0.86

0.97

58.9%

Small scale21%

12%

8.1%

45.5%

Medium scale38.8%

9.3%

6.4%

Share of
Value

¬¬ Using Supa variety as a case: Even with the low yields, farmers get the highest share of
value in the rice value chain. However, this is only achieved if the farmers do not hire the
land they use in production.
¬¬ Since millers add value to the rice, they also obtain high share of value. Medium scale
millers obtain higher share of value than small scale millers because they differentiate
their products, have better quality products priced higher than those produced by small
scale millers.
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Annex 21: Average Prices for bee products
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ÎÎPrice determination is mainly by market forces and cost plus. Generally, prices are dependent
on the honey supply in the market, being high in months with low supply such as May to June,
and October to December and low in months of high supply such as January to March.
ÎÎGenerally, the high value products fetch high prices as opposed to the combed honey. Thus,
investments in value addition offer bee keepers and honey processors an opportunity to fetch
better returns on investment.
ÎÎHowever, prices of the different honey processed products in the market vary according to the
quality and packaging materials used.
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Annex 22: Barriers to honey trade in Uganda
Honey trade barriers in Uganda
Barrier

Effect

Policy Barriers

 The bee keeping industry has been entirely left in the hands of a seemingly
struggling private sector when other sectors when public-private
partnership were formed
 The lack of policy makes it difficult for the sector to grow, without clear
guidelines and has resulted into market distortions in the budding regional
producer

Lack of information
and Little or no data

 The Lack of reliable data on the sector means poor planning and no investor can
venture into such a business.
 There are a lot of complaints from farmers claiming to be cheated on since there
is no clear market information

Poor standards

 Most of the companies/Businesses are not certified and hence they are less
competitive.
 Each producer and processor use his own equipment without calibration and
quality standards mark yet the quality of honey depends much on the technique
and equipment used when harvesting. Thereby, most of the honey seen in the
market are full of debris or broken honeycombs.

Low economies of
scale

 Most beekeepers in addition to operating at small scale, market their honey
individually which makes the cost of doing business high.

Sources: (http://www.monitor.co.ug/Magazines/Farming/Honey-sector-growing-despite-challenges/689860-1996712-bfy2l0/index.htmlv )
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Annex 23: Profiles of the major apiculture value chain actors

Input
suppliers

Bee Keepers

Bulkers

ÎÎThere are some specialized inputs suppliers such as East African Beekeepers Limited
who deal specifically with bee-keeping related inputs. These inputs include beehives
(KTB and Langstroth), bee suits, honey extractors, air-tight buckets, smokers and
gloves.
ÎÎHowever, this category of input suppliers are mainly based in Kampala with a network
of a few distribution agents in the watershed.
ÎÎThere are also local artisans in the watersheds who make bee hives and also trade in
bee related equipment.
ÎÎMajority are organized into producer groups for ease of access to training services
especially from the government through NAADS. Others are organized by NGOs such
as SNV and World Vision while others work individually as independent bee keepers.
ÎÎThey can be divided broadly into:
a. Traditional bee-keepers who use traditional bee-hives made from logs or pot
hives; and
b. Modern bee keepers who use improved bee-hives such as the KTB and
Langstroth hives sometimes in addition to traditional bee-hives.
c. Beekeepers who belong to groups engage in collective production and
marketing, accessing inputs, credit and training.
ÎÎBeekeepers sell their honey through the following channels:
a. Local shops - bottled and labelled honey is sold directly to local shops.
b. At the farm gate - Some people flock the farm to buy the honey directly from
the producers.
c. On the roadside – some beekeepers set up stalls which they locate in
appropriate places such as the market or along a busy route; this attracts a
good number of customers.
d. In bulk – Some beekeepers form associations to collect and market the bee
products of beekeepers in an area.
ÎÎThis is majorly done by the local middlemen and/or retailers and sometimes
producers. Their aim is to raise adequate quantities for sale to end consumers in
urban centres or liquor brewers.
ÎÎThere are producers who buy from others, package and sell in local retail shops. They
usually deal with semi-processed/liquid honey.
ÎÎMajor processors such as Bee Natural Uganda (BNU) carry out the bulking through
purchasing/ collection from different individuals and/or traders or contracted outgrowers.
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ÎÎUnlike commercial processors who undertake standardized processing, labelling and
packaging, there are others such as traders and producers who only do extraction of
liquid honey from the honey combs.
ÎÎSome of the commercial processors in the watershed include: Bee Natural Uganda
(BNU) and Adra Honey in Wadelai.
ÎÎSome of the methods that are affordable to the non-commercial processors include:

Processors

a. Cold Dripping Method (CDM): This is the most commonly used by the semiprocessors. Combs are sliced and filtered overnight through a mesh or net.
b. Pressing method either by:

ÎÎ Pressing method using a cloth: This is a traditional method of extracting
honey from the honeycombs by hand pressing the honeycombs in a clean
cloth and honey oozes out of the cloth into a storage bucket.
ÎÎ Pressing method using a pressing machine though not commonly used due
to the high cost of pressing machines

Transporters

Wholesalers

Retailers

ÎÎMajor processors such as BNU offer transport services by collecting honey from
designated points from the areas of production. On the other hand, traders and
middlemen who sell their honey to urban centres such as Kampala majorly use public
transport. However, the public means result to honey losses from contamination.

ÎÎWholesaling quite often forms an integral part of the roles of the major processors
such as BNU who sell in bulk to the local retailers and supermarket chains within the
watersheds and also major urban centres such as Kampala.

ÎÎThe major retailers dealing in honey are both local outlets and supermarket chains.
Honey sold in the supermarkets outlets is packaged in glass and plastic jars and
bottles. Notably, there are also local retailers that sell honey by the roadsides and
kiosks. However, majority of such honey is not branded and packaged in re-used
plastic and glass bottles.
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Annex 24: Current level of investment in the apiculture subsector
Investment/
Project/ Institution

Location

Centenary Bank:
Aryodi Bee Farm:

What is done
 Trains farmers in loan management and loan recovery

Lira

 Input supply, marketing and training of farmers

East African Beekeepers Kampala
Equipment Ltd

 Input supply especially equipment.

The Hive Group

Kampala

 Supplier of modern cutting edge beekeeping equipment

Maliaka Honey

Kampala

 Research and development, Training of bee keepers , Supplier of
beekeeping equipment

Various bee keeper
association e.g.
Kamwenge beekeeper
Coop., Kabalore
beekeeper assoc.,
Bunyangabu Beekeeper
Coop

District level






Production
Processing
Assembling
Marketing and Skills development

Uganda
Inclusive Markets
for Uganda (IMU) Economically successful
beekeepers and cocoa
farmers (Suiss Contact)






Training and continuing education for smallholder farmers
Access to market information and building business relations
Access to financial services
Improving the policy and regulatory frameworks

Beekeeping Project in
Uganda DeafNet

Uganda

 Train members of the UNAD as Beekeepers in beekeeping
methods and management.
 Establish 5 beehives per trainee by handover to UNAD at 2017.
 Produce 5 -15 kg’s of Honey per hive

Belgium Technical
cooperation (BTC)

Masindi

 supports Skilling Beekeepers
 Enhancing the employability of beekeeping graduates through
a sustainable model of skilling college instructors and students
(certificate and diploma) with entrepreneurship and hands-on
practical apiculture skills

Skilling Rural
Communities with
Oxfam and TUNADO

Karamoja,
West Nile
and Northern
Uganda

 Equip youth and women with entrepreneurial skills for starting
and growing sustainable apiculture SMEs
 Skilling rural communities in beekeeping production and value
addition of bee products (honey, propolis, beeswax, pollen and
bee venom),
 Strengthening market linkages and contribute to policies and
standards that benefit youth and women participation in
apiculture value chain

Connoisseur Honeys
Limited-Bushenyi
district

Bushenyi

 Produce, bulk, process and market honey and honey products
locally and internationally
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Policy

Financing

Processing and value
addition

Bulking

Markets and market
linkage s

Production

Beekeeping
equipment supply

Project /Institution

Research and skills
development

Current level of investment in the apiculture sub-sector

Apiculture skilling for youths from
refugee and host communities (OXFAM,
TUNADO)
Inclusive Markets for Uganda (IMU) Economically successful beekeepers and
cocoa farmers (Suiss Contact)
Beekeeping Project in Uganda DeafNet
Belgium Technical cooperation (BTC)
Skilling Rural Communities with Oxfam
and TUNADO
Africa’s Choice Honey, Ltd.
Connoisseur Honeys Limited-Bushenyi
district:
Centenary Bank:
Bee Natural Uganda:
Aryodi Bee Farm
East African Beekeepers Equipment
Limited
The Hive Group
Maliaka Honey
Various Bee Keepers associations
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Annex 25: Market requirements for fish products
Category

Standard

Fish sausage

DUS DEAS 871: 2015

Processing and handling of salted fish and fish products

US EAS 834:2015

Code of practice for fish and fishery products

US CAC/RCP 52:2003

Processing and handling of salted fish and fish products

US EAS 834:2015,

Transport of live fish seeds for aquaculture purposes

US EAS 829:2015

Fish industry –Operational cleanliness and hygiene

US EAS 832:2015

Sanitary Measures and Procedures on Fish and Fisheries

EAC SPS Vol. III

Other fish and fishery sector handling procedures
Manual of Standard Operating Procedures; EAC Harmonized fish inspectors guide; and
Codex HACCP, GHP, ISO 22000:2005
Screening criteria for farmed fish by local processors
Accepted

Rejected

Uniform size fish

Non uniform size fish

Proper acknowledgement of fish source

Supplier does not reveal source of fish

Live fish

Dead fish

Exact quantity requested

Less or greater quantity than requested

Good quality fish

Damaged fish e.g. bruised, sick, etc.

Delivered on time

Delivery outside required time
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Annex 26: Barriers to fish trade in Uganda
ÎÎPoor quality of transport infrastructure and connectivity within Uganda and its trading
partners increases costs of transport and delays during transportation of products.
ÎÎUnstable and unreliable power supply hinders storage and processing
ÎÎLegal entry requirement permits such as water extraction permit, environment permit, fish
marketing permit, transport permit plus several quality permits in the case of high end sales.
ÎÎSome actors hold onto information so that this scarcity of information and knowledge
through intentional actions gives the holder an upper hand in business and usually becomes
a barrier of entry for other players
ÎÎThe aquaculture industry needs high and specialized skills and is an expensive industry to
enter
ÎÎCompetition from substitute products on the market . There are several products listed by
the Uganda Bureau of Statistics that directly compete for the same market with aquaculture
products. These include products of chicken, Nile perch, Nile tilapia, Rastrineobola argentea,
beef and pork
ÎÎThe low prices offered locally for fresh fish presents a barrier to increased investment by
domesitic producers and for importers to sell fresh fish on the same market
ÎÎAdherence to strict safety and quality regulations can be an important non-tariff barrier to
the access of fishery products domesitically and to other markets such as the EU. Fishery
production chains and post-harvest handling have to be modified in accordance with
stipulated requirements. Often the capital needs and organisational capacity are highly to
investment capital starved farmers and traders
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Annex 27: Average domestic prices per kg for the commonly
consumed fish species in Uganda

Average Wholesale and Retail prices of Nile Perch and Tilapia fish in Uganda
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Price (Ugx/ kg)
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Tilapia fish Wholesale

Tilapia fish Retail

Policy & Institutional
Development

Marketing

Post Harvest Handling
and value addition

Aquaculture promotion &
production

Access to Agricultural
finance

Good aquaculture
Practices & management

Equipment supply

Information & Knowledge

Seed production &
distribution

Project /Institution

Feed supply and quality

Annex 28: Level of investment in aquaculture in Uganda

OWC
National Fisheries Resources Research
Institute
MAAIF- Department of fisheries
WAFICOS
USAID FISH Project
USAID- The LEAD Project
FAO
EU- 11th EDF National Indicative
Programme
AfDB
Chinese Government
Uganda Investment Authority
Private Sector Foundation Uganda- MGF
World Bank- MGF
Uganda Fisheries and Fish Conservation
Association (UFFCA)
Women Fish Network Uganda
World Fish
Kajjansi Aquaculture Research and
Development Centre (KARDC)
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Annex 29: Potential Agro enterprises according per district
with respect to livelihood zone
Livelihood Zone

District (s)

Potential Agro enterprises

Western Nile :Tobacco, Cassava &
Sorghum

Arua, Maracha

Ground nuts, cassava; chicken, goats & cattle

North Kitugum, Gulu, Amuru: Simsim,
Sorghum & Livestock

Nebbi

Simsim and sorghum, chicken, goats, pigs &
cattle

Amuru Gulu: Rice Groundnuts Sorghum
and Livestock

Amuru, Adjumani, Rice, ground nuts & simsim; chicken, goats,
& Nwoya
pigs & cattle

Mid North Simsim Maize and Cassava

Lira, Apac & Kole

Beans, simsim & maize; chicken, goats, cattle
& fish

South West Gulu: Beans, Groundnuts,
Goat and Cassava

Gulu

Beans, groundnuts & maize; chicken, goats &
pigs

Karuma Masinga Oyam: Tobacco, Maize Oyam &
and Cassava
Kiryandongo

Maize, beans & sunflower; chicken, goats &
cattle

Mt Rwenzori, Mt Elgon & West Nile:
Arabica Coffee, Banana

Zombo, Manafwa
& Bududa

Coffee, banana, & vegetable; goats and
chicken

Mid North: Simsim, Maize and Cassava

Alebtong

Beans, simsim & maize; chicken, goats, cattle
& fish

Eastern Central Lowland: Cassava,
Sorghum & Groundnut

Amuria & Sironko

Cassava, rice; Goats & chicken

Eastern Lowland: Cassava & Cereal

Tororo & Busia

Maize & Rice; Cattle, chicken & goats

Eastern Lowland: Rice Root Crop

Butaleja, Bugiri &
Namutumba

Rice, maize, sweetpotatoes; goats, chicken &
net fishing

Eastern Central Lowland: Cassava,
Sorghum & Groundnut

Pallisa, Budaka &
Kibuku,

Cassava, rice; Goats & chicken

Mt Rwenzori, Mt Elgon & West Nile:
Arabica Coffee, Banana

Mbale

Coffee, banana, and vegetable; goats and
chicken

Eastern Central Lowlan: Cassava,
Sorghum & Groundnut

Bulambuli &
Bukedea

Cassava, rice; Goats & chicken

Bwijanga Pakanyi: Sugarcane, Maize &
Cassava

Masindi

Maize, sugarcane, sunflower & cassava;
Chicken, cattle & pigs

Rwenzori Midland: Banana, Fruit,
Vegetable & Dairy

Kabarole

Banana, fruits, vegetables & milk; Chicken,
goats and cattle

Central & Southern Karamoja: Pastoral

Amudat

Sheep & goats

Karamoja: Livestock, Sorghum & Bulrush Nakapiripirit
Millet

Sorghum, goats & chicken. To less extent rice,
maize & beans

Eastern Lowland: Maize, Beans & Rice

Rice, maize, beans & goats
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Kween

Livelihood Zone

District (s)

Potential Agro enterprises

Kazinga Channel: Cassava, Maize, Fruit,
Vegetable & Cotton

Kasese

Horticulture (Pineapple), sunflower, maize,
rice; chicken, cattle and goats

Rwenzori Lowland: Rice, Vegetable &
Banana
Vegetables, maize, banana & rice; chicken,
cattle and goats
Mt Elgon Highland: Irish Potato & Cereal Bukwo &
Kapchorwa

Potato, wheat, barley; goats & sheep

South Eastern Lowland: Cassava &
Sweet potato

Namayingo

Cassava & maize; Chicken, goats & pigs

Albertine West Nile Lowland: Cattle

Ntoroko

Cattle, goats, sheep, chicken and fish
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Annex 30: List of stakeholders consulted during the
agribusiness potential assessment
List of stakeholder consulted – Tochi Watershed

Institution

Category

Value chain

Name

District

District production
officer

DLG

Rice

Mr. Ogwal Cox
bino

Oyam

District Agricultural
officer

DLG

Rice

Mr. Patrick
Odyomo

Oyam

District commercial
officer

DLG

Fish, honey & rice

Mr. Ham
Emukule

Oyam

District Environmental
officer

DLG

Fish, honey & rice

Mr. Opio
Moses

Oyam

Community
Development officer

DLG

Fish, honey & rice

Ms. Hellen
Ogwal

Oyam

District Fisheries officer DLG

Fish

Mr. Bua Benard Oyam

0772872456

District Entomologist

DLG

Honey

Mr. Walter
Ogwette

Oyam

0782501603

District production
officer

DLG

Fish, honey & rice

Dr. Charles
Noki

Alebtong

District commercial
officer

DLG

Fish, honey & rice

Mr. Ogwal
Moses

Alebtong

District Agricultural
officer

DLG

Rice

Ms. Jennifer
Oyuru

Alebtong

District Entomologist

DLG

Honey

Mr. Okola
James

Lira

0782477784

ZARDI

Researcher

Fish

Mr. Aguzu Alex Lira

0772667237

World Vision

VC enabler

Honey

Evelyne Akello

Oyam

0774330315

All Nation Christian
Care

VC enabler

Rice

Aquinas Otim

Lira

0 772334935

Barogole SACCO

Finance

Fish, honey & rice

Ojwang Ronald Lira

0782369185

Vision Fund

Finance

Fish, honey & rice

Okello
Hoswarld

Lira

0777569266

Agro-inputs dealer

Rice

Okene Justine

Oyam

0774484620

Agro-inputs dealer

Rice

Okello Samuel

Lira

0786234699

Agro-inputs dealer

Rice

Bob

Oyam

0775550199

Beehive artisan

Honey

Okello Peter

Lira

0782039039

Beehive artisan

Honey

Oyuru Belmos

Oyam
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Telephone
0772345785
0772656148
0776750703
0772676733
0782579271

0772673509
0777368674
0772873699

Institution

Value chain

Name

District

Telephone

Fingerlings dealer

Fish

Badro

Lira

0772738586

Fish feeds dealer

Fish

Okello Samuel

Lira

786234699

Agro-input dealer

Rice

Opio Jasper

Lira

0784120391

Agro Machinery

Rice

Mubbale David Lira

0772634607

Honey

Akol Denis

Oyam

0773942353

Honey

Ondu Richard

Lira

0777557064

Value chain

Name

District

Telephone

Honey processor

Honey

Denish opio

Oyam

0752718612

Tabu Rice Miller

Rice

Ojuka Tabu

Oyam

0779771106

Green and white
Enterprises

Category

Processor

Honey processor
Institution

Category

Fish frying

Processor

Fish

Akello Christine Oyam

Bulshale Miller

Processor

Rice

Okello George

Lira

0778745264

Fish Trader

Fish

Ronald

Lira

0775660528

Honey Trader

Honey

Ochai Richard

Lira

Rice trader

Rice

Aplili Caroline

Oyam

Rice Trader

Rice

Akul Rose

Lira

Rice Trader

Rice

Asiati Gift

Lira

Fish farmer

Fish

Odongo Patrick Oyam

Fish farmer

Fish

Ongu Isaac

Oyam

Fish farmer

Fish

Ogwete Rufino

Oyam

0777842735

Fish farmer

Fish

Ogwang
George Felix

Oyam

0787071547

Fish farmer

Fish

Ekit Bibiana

Oyam

0789623782

Fish farmer

Fish

Omara
Boniface

Oyam

0774877844

Ngai rice farmers group FGD

Rice

Oneta Sam

Oyam

07785463619

Aber rice farmer group

FGD

Rice

Ebong Charles

Oyam

0785392986

Alebtong rice farmer
group

FGD

Rice

Ogwal Peter

Alebtong

0785454476

Ngai honey farmer
group

FGD

Honey

Alunyu Patrick

Oyam

07814749908

Minakulu honey farmer
group

FGD

Honey

Oder Daniel

Oyam

0779293352

Barr honey farmer
group

FGD

Honey

Ocaka Jimmy

Lira

0782799290

0779317918
0792191927
0788790804
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List of stakeholder consulted – Wadelai Watershed

Institution

Category

Value chain

Name

District

Telephone

Bee Natural Uganda

Processor

Honey

Mr. Ben
Adroma

Arua

0 782634354

Ms. Munduru
Presila

Arua

0 782634354

Fish farmer, trader &
processor

Fish

Mr. Mathew
Ataba

Arua

0 772877710

Bee equipment supplier

Honey

Mr. Moses
Enzama

Arua

0 775795040

DCO, NUSAF
coordinator

VC enabler

Fish

Mr. Charles
Muswa

Packwach

0 772334996

Panyimur Fish Market

Trader

Fish

Mr. Wathum
Albert

Packwach

0782636641

Fingerlings supplier

Fingerlings

Fish

Mr. Titia
Humphrey
Ezati

Maracha

0788789646

Nsava Feeds

Fish feeds

Fish

Mr. Emmanuel

Maracha

c/o: 0777706016

CARITAS - Arua

VC enabler

Fish

Arua

07772991968

SNV

VC enabler

Honey

Ms. Hilder
Acayo

Arua

District Fisheries officer DLG

Fish

Mr. Enima
Christopher

Arua

0772614836

Fish farmer

Fish

Rev. Solomon
Pacutho

Arua

0782 832 304

Fish farmer

Fish

Mr. Ongua
Wiliam

Arua

0772 951 889

Fish farmer

Fish

Mr. Drapari
Nelson

Arua

0782 860611

Honey Trader

Honey

Mr. Swale

Arua

0782258191

Api Honey

Trader

Honey

Mr. Arotile
Patrick

Arua

0779226148

Panyango SACCO

Finance

Fish, honey & rice

Mr. Noni Felix

Packwach

0773635547

Post Bank

Finance

Fish, honey & rice

Mr. koma
xavier

Packwach

0701051313

Fish farmer

Fish

Mr. Okwai
Godwin

Nebbi

0782696129

Bee equipment supplier

Honey

Mr. Ocheng
Andrew

Nebbi

0791259913

Small scale fish
processor

Fish

Ms.
Afoyorwoth
Harriet

Packwach

0774942445

Fish farmer, trader &
processor

Fish

Mr. Mathew
Ataba

Arua

0 772877710

Honey

Mr. Ochieng

Nebbi

0772312932

Nebbi Bee Farmers
Associations

Processor
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Rice retailer

Rice

Mr. Okiya
Denis

Packwach

0775466500

Fish farmer

Fish

Mr. Nyabongo
John

Pakwach

0773215684

Fish farmer

Fish

Mr. Oyergiu
Kefas

Packwach

0783425322

Fish farmer

Fish

Mr. Gamba
Peter

Nebbi

0777708995

Value chain

Name

District

Telephone

Fish

Mr. Opack
Rwoth

Institution

Category

Fish farmer

0774144878

Ora bee keepers
Mer Ber Coop.

Processor

Rice

Ms. Joan

Nebbi

0782071303

Mer Ber Coop.

Farmers

Rice

Ms. Joan

Nebbi

0782071303

Wadelai Produce
Marketing Coop.

Processor

Rice

Mr. Opio
Charcles

Packwach

0781483228

Wadelai Produce
Marketing Coop.

Farmers

Rice

Mr. Opio
Charcles

Packwach

0781483228

Fish

Ms. Onyayo
Easter

Packwach

Small scale fish
processor
Eminpasha Women

Farmers

Rice

Ocayo Island Women

Farmers

Rice

Pakwach Rural
Enviromental Agro
Forestry

Trader

Honey

Mr. Wathum
Peter

Pakwach

Fish

Ms. Loice
Nyivuru

Pakwach

Small scale fish
processor

0774936543

Senior Community
Development Officer

DLG

FIEFOC2 District Focal Ms. Benedette
Opoti

Packwach

0777 089 444

District Environment
Officer

DLG

Fish, honey & rice

Ms. Jennifer
Owet

Packwach

0776 460 579

Fish

Ms. Pinyoloya
Agnes

Packwach

0779 165 780

Fish, honey & rice

Mr. Seth Tembo Nebbi

0 773981659

Fish farmer

Fish

Mr. Omony
Wilson

Packwach

0776580933

Fish farmer

Fish

Mr. Ongiera
Oreste

Nebbi

0772569506

Bee equipment supplier

Honey

Mr. Ocen
Ronald

Nebbi

0786918588

Small scale processor

Fish

Ms. Muber
Jeniffer

Pakwach

Fish trader

Fish

Ms. Pimer
Beatrice

Packwach

0770507034

Rice trader

Rice

Mr. Allan Tony

Packwach

0786137333

Small scale fish trader
Centenary Bank

Finance
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Small scale honey
processor

Honey

Mr. Ocowun
Emirious

Zombo

0783416340

District Entomologist

DLG

Honey

Mr. Canpara
Robert

Packwach

0772855719

DPMO / Fisheries
Officer

DLG

Fish

Mr. Oloya
Micheal

Packwach

0773363313

Rice

Mr. Emmanuel
Vicky

Nebbi

0782878050

Rice

Mr. Warom
Paul

Nebbi

0775343073

Honey

Mr. John
Onwang

Zombo

0772915375

Agro-Input dealer
District Agricultural
Officer

DLG

Trader

List of stakeholder consulted – Mubuku Watershed

Institution

Category

Value chain

Name

District

Telephone

District Agriculture
Officer

DLG

Rice

Mr.Rukara
Julius

Kasese

0772382421

District Entomology
contact person

DLG

Honey

Dr. Kalule
Godfrey

Kasese

0772688616

District Environment
Officer (Assistant)

DLG

Fish, honey, rice

Mr.Kamwenda
Josephat

Kasese

0751125911

District Fisheries Officer DLG

Fish

Mr.Bwambale
Erisania

Kasese

0777292959

District Production
Officer/ Entomology
contact person

DLG

Honey

Dr. Selevesto
Agaba

Kabarole

0772522604

District Commercial
Officer

DLG

Fish, honey, rice

Mr.Masereka
Simon

Kasese

0772617416

District Community
Development Officer

DLG

Fish, honey, rice

Mr.Birungi Ben
Henry

Kasese

0772605579

Fisheries Officer

DLG

Fish

Ms.Masika
Syliva

Kasese

0782866765

District Production
Officer

DLG

Fish, honey, rice

Mr.Baluku
Julius

Kasese

0772624683

Fish farmer

Fish

Muhindo
Wilson

Kasese

0779600112

Fish farmer

Fish

Umar Lukwago

Kasese

0755250606

Fish farmer

Fish

Thembo
Muzigiti.

Kasese

0700701661

Fish farmer

Fish

Miremba
Onesiphorous

Kasese

0774461058

Fish farmer

Fish

Sunday
Muthimbi

Kasese

0785195306.

Fish farmer

Fish

Sylivia Kabugho Kasese

0703959830

Bunyangabu Bee Keeper Producers
Community

Honey

Magezi Eryeza

0772385492
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Kasese

Bee keeping equipment
dealer/processor

Processor

Honey

Adomati
Christopher

Kasese

0776666684.

Jeza Youth Fish Farmers Fish feed

Fish

Masereka
Zamonia

Kasese

0775488431

Rukoki Intergrated
Farmers

Fish

Kasese

Fish Input dealers of
fish nets

Fish

Denis Mulimba Kasese

0770606733

Bee keeping input
dealer

Fish

James Bihanda

Kabarole

0778-862-383

Rice

Tumwebaze
Julius.

Kabarole

0780373738

Sande Patrick

Kasese

0782355976

Fingerling

Rwimi Maize & Rice
Millers

Processor

Rice Processor

Processor

Rice wholesaler trader

Rice

Mbambu Lazeri Kasese

0781266125

Value chain

Name

District

Telephone

Fish

Bwamable
Yoziphat

Kasese

0772255208

Fish

Lt Col Barnabas Kasese
B Mughongo

0782601284

Rice wholesale trader

Rice

Birungi Zaituni

Kasese

0752200809

Rice retail trader

Rice

Nasasira
Daphine

Kasese

0700497071

Institution

Category

Fish trader
Operation for Wealth
Creation

Government

Karambi Credit and
Savings Cooperative

Finance

Fish, honey, rice

William
Kibingo

Kasese

0789416961

BRAC Microfinance

Finance

Fish, honey, rice

Robinah
Ainomugisha

Kasese

0775246329

Centenary Bank

Finance

Fish, honey, rice

Natukunda
Aisha

Kasese

0789416961

Reco Industries Ltd

Processor

Honey

Mugisha
Richard

Kasese

0772617677

Liberty Development
Foundation

VC enabler

Honey

Ngangasi
Daniel

Kasese

0772629673

Rwimi Quality Rice
Millers

processor

Rice

Mujuni Vincent Kabarole

-

Farm manager Mubuku
1

VC enabler

Rice

Tibesigwa
Lawrence

Kasese

0702160545

Farm manager Mubuku
11

VC enabler

Rice

Zedekia
Bwambale

Kasese

0772301576

Base camp bee keepers
association

Farmer

Honey

Byongo Simon

Kasese

0782028012

Bunyangabo Bee
Keepers Cooperative

Producer/Processors

Honey

Mwesige Fred

Bunyangabo/ 0778125574
Kabarole

Basaija Kweyamba
Cooperative society

Producers

Rice

Arinaitwe
Armstrong

Kasese

0775270682

Nyakatonzi Growers
Cooperative Society

Producers

Rice

Kyeyune Apollo Kasese

0782437147
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Liberty Development
Foundation

Processor / BDS

Honey

Mate Simon

Kasese

0783057345

Bunyangabo Bee
Keepers Cooperative

Producer/Processor

Honey

Mugisha
William

Kabarole

0773313836

Fish

Bwamable
Yoziphat

Kasese

0772255208

Fish

Lt Col Barnabas Kasese
B Mughongo

0782601284

Rice wholesale trader

Rice

Birungi Zaituni

Kasese

0752200809

Rice retail trader

Rice

Nasasira
Daphine

Kasese

0700497071

Fish trader
Operation for Wealth
Creation

Government

Karambi Credit and
Savings Cooperative

Finance

Fish, honey, rice

William
Kibingo

Kasese

0789416961

BRAC Microfinance

Finance

Fish, honey, rice

Robinah
Ainomugisha

Kasese

0775246329

List of stakeholder consulted – Ngenge Watershed

Institution

Category

Value chain

Name

District

Telephone

Kuboboi Farmers’
Cooperative

Producer

Rice and Honey

Mr. Chemutai
Micheal

Kween

0785999328

Cheringiri Women
group

producer

Rice

Mr. Chemutai
Micheal

Kween

0777383520

Mt Kadam Produce
Organization

Producer

Honey

Mr. Ebanyang
Christal

Nakapiripirit

0782149119

Input Supplier

Fish

Ms. Namwenge Sironko
Irene

0775417285

Farmer

Fish

Mr. Mafabi
Axosoferi

Sironko

0772898146

Farmer

Fish

Mr. Kidasa
Moses

Sironko

0773252707

Farmer

Fish

Mr. Magomu
Lawrence

Sironko

0779518970

District Fisheries officer DLG

Fish

Mr. Chemtai
Patrick

Kween

0755577213

District Fisheries Officer DLG

Fish

Mr. Mayusa
Joseph

Sironko

0782309630

Retailer

Rice

Mr. Hassan
Kawune

Nakapiripirit

0751376319

District Agriculture
Officer

DLG

Rice, Fish, honey

Ms. Kaptinyi
Irene

Kween

0777256134

District Environmental
Officer

DLG

Honey

Mr. Chemusto
Samuel

Kween

0772459166

District Entomologist

DLG

Honey

Dr. Aryonga
Simon

Nakapiripirit

0772594031

DPMO

DLG

Rice

Dr. Yesho
Nelson

Kween

0776524799
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Post Bank

Finance

Rice, honey, Fish

Mr. Joel
Kamaga

Kapchorwa

0772534069

Kapteret Farmers Sacco Finance

Rice, honey, Fish

Mr. Mangusho
Godfrey

Kapchorwa

0784799789

Wholesaler

Rice

Mr. Abuu Adan Nakapiripirit

0780985081

District Commercial
officer

DLG

Rice

Mr. Toskin
Slyvester

Kween

0776622333

District production
officer

DLG

Rice

Dr Francis
Ongelech

Bukedea

0772614199

Agricultural Officer

DLG

Rice

Mr Okurutu
Simon Peter

Bukedea

0774045450

District Environmental
officer

DLG

Rice

Mr Oluka
Charles

Bukedea

0772856475

List of stakeholder consulted – Doho Watershed

Institution

Category

Value chain

Name

District

Telephone

District production
officer

DLG

Rice

Ms Amina
Dugo

Butaleja

0772309755

District commercial
officer

DLG

Rice

Ms Annet
Namugangu

Butaleja

0772992997

District Environmental
officer

DLG

Rice

Mr Tom
Wandera

Butaleja

0781421432

District Fisheries officer DLG

Fish

Mr Yusuf
Mwima

Butaleja

0759985972

District Natural
Resources Officer

DLG

Rice

Ms Lamual
Were

Butaleja

0704608259

Agricultural Officer

DLG

Rice

Ms Christine
Atwooki

Butaleja

0700139948

District Entomologist

DLG

Honey

Ms Anna
Asince

Tororo

0772690427

Ass. District
Entomologist

DLG

Honey

Mr Daniel
Olupot

Tororo

0772522647

ZARDI-Buginyanya/
Bulegeni

Researcher

Fish

Mr C Ondhoro
Chebot

Bulambuli

0782228987

World Vision

Support inst.

Honey

Ms Betty
Alunaga

Mbale

0772824999

IFDC

Support inst.

Rice

Mr Moses D
Kalende

Mbale

0751659507

Doho Irrigation Scheme Support inst.

Rice

Mr Kabasa

Butaleja

0 777774417

Post Bank

Finance

Fish, honey & rice

Mr Benrad
Kanyike

Mbale

0703958753

Doho Farmers SACCO

Finance

Rice

Ms Gimbo
Esther

Butaleja

0779437986

Honey

Ms Annet
Nyachwo

Tororo

0777334244

Kirewa Farmers SACCO Finance
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A-B Marta Uganda

Equip Supplier

Rice

Mbale

0702435774

Trader

Inputs

Fish

Mr Habala
Muzamiru

Butaleja

0776520025

Kawogoli Farmers
Supply

Input

Rice

Mr Elly Hamba

Butaleja

0781187190

Processor

Honey

Mr Baraza
Valentino

Tororo

0776398360

Processor

Honey

Ms Anita
Nyakyo

Tororo

0777334244

Processor

Rice

Okwanyu
Godfrey

Butaleja

0788789345

Rice

Mr Koire
Asuman

Butaleja

0758307397

Trader

Honey

Mr Oketcho
Stanslus

Tororo

0773647189

Farmer

Fish & Fingerlings

Mr Muganzi
Barker

Butaleja

0774484448

Farmer

Fish

Mr Hussein
Witta

Butaleja

0752628331

Seed Trader

Seed

Mazimasa Cooperative
Farmers Association

FGD

Rice

Mr Bohi
Asuman

Butaleja

0757822222

Owutulire Farmers
Group

FGD

Rice

Ms Susan
Twanza

Butaleja

0783254482

Institution

Category

Value chain

Name

District

Telephone

Boyada Youth Group

FGD

Rice

Mr Ishaka
Mwada

Butaleja

0757651795

Bambireho Farmers
Youth Group

FGD

Rice

Were Musitafa

Butaleja

0758337071

Kulabajeha Farmers
Group

FGD

Rice

Nasabu Waguti Butaleja

0783230030

Mwehamba Farmers
Group

FGD

Rice

Habagaya
SIlver

0704172815
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Butaleja

List of other key stakeholder consulted

Institution

Category

Value chain

Name

District

Telephone

MAAIF

Ministry

Honey

Mr. Afred
Butele Cosmas

Kampala

0772944665

MITC

Ministry

Fish, honey, rice

Mr. Fred
Ahimbisibwe

Kampala

0772568863

UEPB

Parastatal

Fish, honey, rice

Sam Karuhanga Kampala

0772933010

NaCCRI

Rice breeder

Rice

Dr. Jimmy
Lamwo

Namulonge

0772342757

NaFRRI

Fish expert

Fish

Dr. Casius
Aruho

Entebbe

0704655443

TUNADO

VC enabler

Honey

Mr. Dickson
Kampala
Biryomumaisho

0782891933

Kati Fish Farm

Processor

Fish

Ms.Lovin
Kobusingye

Kampala

0772989157

MAAIF

Rice expert

Rice

Mr. Cleopas
Mucunguzi

Kampala

0782366581

MAAIF

Aquaculture expert

Fish

Mr. Aventino
Bakunda

Kampala

0772592547

RMCU

VC enabler

Rice

Amb.Phillip
Idro

Kampala

0788052803

Makerere University

Food scientist

Rice

Dr. Robert
Mugabi

Kampala

Mugabi2011@
gmail.com

Rice

Dr. Florence
Kiyimba

Kampala

0772509892

AEATRC
NaCCRI

Research

Rice

Dr. Iddi
Ramathan

Namulonge

0 752996133

WAFICOS

VC enabler

Fish

Mr. Tom
Musoke

Kampala

0 772496745

TUNADO

VC enabler

Honey

Ms. Birungi
Phionah

Kampala

bphionah@
tunadobees.org

Mr. Magezi
Ndamira

Kampala

magezindamira@
yahoo.com

MoWE – FIEFOC 2
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Kilimo Trust Head Quarters

Plot 42 Princess Anne Drive, Bugolobi,
P.O.Box 71782, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256 392 264 980/1 , +256 200 926 498,
Email: admin@kilimotrust.org

Kilimo Trust Tanzania

Plot 455, Avocado Street, Kawe
P.O.BOX 106217, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania
Tel: +255 22 278 1299,
Email: admintz@kilimotrust.co.tz

Kilimo Trust Kenya

P.O. Box 12261-20100, Nakuru, Kenya, Ravine road, opposite
Kenya Medical Supplies Authority (KEMSA) Nakuru Depot
Office: Smallholder Dairy Commercialization Programme Programme Coordination Unit
Tel: +254 721 748 056 | Email: admin@kilimotrust.org

Kilimo Trust Rwanda

P.O Box 5448 Kigali – Rwanda
Magerwa Street, KK 6 Avenue, House NHOB 10, inside NAEB
Tel: +250 788 874 901
Email: admin@kilimotrust.org

For More Information, Visit Our Website: www.kilimotrust.org
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